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TRENDS,THEAERONAUTICALPOST-TESTDATABASESYSTEM

Section I

SU_tMARYANDINTRODUCTION

1.0 SUMMARY

This report describes TRENDS,an enRineering d,_tahaseoperating system
developed by _iASAto s,ppo,t rotorcraft flight tests. The hist¢_ry,
concept, stru[ture, usage, and features of the system are discussed.
The purpose ol this report is not to give instruction J.n the use of
TRENDS(user manuals ate available for that purpose), but rather to
document the _,ystem's capabilities, structure, features and reasons
for being. The report shows that this system is able to support most
aeronautical database test and analysis requirements including rotor-
kraft, fixed-_,ing aircraft, wind tunnel data, and simulation.

i.i INTRODUCTION

TRENDSis an il,teractive Database Operating System developed by NASA
to support ro_:orcraft researvh studies for NASAand for other govern-
ment and nong,_vernmentagencies. TRENDSoffers a major breakthrough
as an enginee$ing database managementsystem for rotorcraft research
groups, be(;au_eit can service both project management and engineering

personnel through the use of both narrative and numerical data access

and analysis. TRENDS could be considered as the LOTUS 1-2-3 for the

aeronautical engineer who would like to do researc'h and data analysis

on rotorcraft. The system is fast, powerlul, r,d)ust, and user-friendly,

and has a multidisciplJned user interface which allows the user to

easily access and plot the data.

This report is written primarily for someone c,_nsiderlng TRENDS ms a

solution to the problem of storing and accessing engineering test data.

This does not exclude those interested users or database managers who

are already using TRENDS. The report attempts to describe what TRENDS

is and what it can do. TRENDS offers the Datal,ase Manager a database

operating system whi<:h may fully meet. his needs or may serve as the

basis for one which could be developed with only minor modifications.

The acronym XRENDS was derived from Tilt Rotor EnKine_rlng Database

System because the system was originally develol_ed (beginning about

1982) to sup[oft flight testing of the XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft.

The system hss been extended to support fJ.ight and wind tunnel tests

of other rotc=rcraft, but the name is still appropriate to the system's

function and has been retained. Before TRENDS, NASA engineers had only

limited capal ilities for displaying XV-15 data, and couhl not cope with

the large volume of test data. TRENDS was developed to meet the needs

of the engineers and coordinate the data. Appendix A contains a

chronology oJ TRENDS' development.
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1.1. i Users

1.1.2

TRENDS is primarily hu|It as a tool for the nonprogramming aeronaut-

ical engineer, but it is also used by individuals of other disciplines

with or without computer backgrounds. The system supports a wide var-

iety of engineering dLsciplines from rotorcraft performance and hand-

ling qualities, aeroelastics, dynamics, flight control, and loads tu

tilt-rotor transitions and simulations. Narrat.ive data complement the

n,,merical data, ident ifyJng data items and databased flight segments.
The system is desiRned to provide all of the project information a user

needs without having l o contact the f]i_ht-t.est engineer. Users can

access any of the multiple TRENDS datahases with the same software,

as shown in figure 1. I. TRENDS currently runs on a VAX computer at Ames:

hence, it has all of the advantages of the DEC/VMS operating system,
including full networking and remote user support.

New 4th-level proRranun]ng languages can nowa4,_V_ provide general

capabilities for the creation of c_,mputerized databases and displays,
but in spite of their generality, they fail to provide what is

needed by engineers -- a fully pre-defined engineering interface to

the data. These new languages still require the research engineer to

configure software calls to obtain the data displays he wants, thereby

providing user flexibility, but also requiring him to be a programmer
and systems designer. The aeronautical engineer who is interested iu

viewing and analyzing test data is seldom interested in progranuning.
TRENDS was developed to provide the user with a complete system without

requiring him to write software or to locate and mount data tapes.

Features

TRENDS has been configured to ],e a complete database system which

serves a variety of users. Among the features which make TRENDS
useful are:

1. Capal)il it Jes for m,l. tiple users and mull iple databases.
2 A tlexil,le, l_rompt-driven interface with ea,_y defaults.

3 Capabilities for searching and plotting statistical data.
4 Narrative storage and searching features.

5 Suppurt for many different graphics devices.

6 FIexible and capable ti,ne-history plotting.
7 Pseudo-flight creation.

8 In-line formula specification and evaIuation.

9 Built-iu anaIysis capabiiitles.

10 Database installation and error-checking tooIs.

These fPatures will he descrihed in some detail in the

following sections of this report.
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XV-15 XV-15 UH-60

702 703
Database Database Database

User I User 2 User 3 User 4

Figure 1.1 Basic TRENDS
Multiple Users of Multiple Databases.
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1.2 REPORT STRUCTURE

Tlle structure of the remainder of this report is as follows:

Section 2:

Section 3:

Se(:tion 4:

Section 5:

Section 6:

TRENDS OVERVIEW

TRENDS HIGHLIGHTS

DATABASE MANAGEMENT

TRENDS DEVELOPMENT

CONCLUSIONS

Nt,t_: Tile concl.sions prP_pnte,l in Section 6 incl.de a ].i_t antl

discussions of the Jp,_sc,._ we have lea.ned as well as out plans for tlle
future expansiou of TRENDS.
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Section II

TRENDSOVERVIEW

2.0

2.1

2.1.1

2.1.2

TRENDSOVERVIEW

This sectior discusses the TRENDS concept and the considerations

which have shaped the system. An overview of the TRENDS database

structure is presented. A surmnary of the TRENDS capabilities

is shown in Figure 2.1.

TRENDS CONCEPT

The initial requirements were to provide a software system to access

flight data via a seat,'h option and to be able to display statistical

mtn/max data graphical ly and in tabular printed form. The final

product was an interactive, fuil-biown, menu-driven d_tabase operating

system. The uniqueness ot the concept was that the database was to

be immediat'ly accessible to the r_torcraft engineering community and

m,t }.st to the flight-Lest engineer who, Jn the past, would have been

responsil,le for disseminating what he or she concl.ded were the salient

results of the flight test some time (perhal)s years) later.

Interact ive

The interactive nat,re of TRENDS is key to the system. The user must

be able to interrogate the database directly rather than have to submit

a batch job or wait for a data-processing person to generate it. Batch

action has a purpose, as does the delegation of _asks t.o support

personnel, but only by hands-on interactJ_n can the serio.s user most

efficiently exercise the tools anti the database to solve his problems.

On the other hand, the interaction must be simple, robust, and rapid so

that senior engineers and managers (or any ot.hel users) don't get

frustrated by complicated and arcane conm_ands and slow response. The

emphasis it: the design and development of TRENDS has been to provfde an

i.terat:tiv_ tool which is not only capable, but which can be easily

learned and easiiy used, and which is robust and eiticient.

On-line Database

TRENDS was designed to utilize an on-fine database Jn the interests

o_ interac:ion and efficiency. That is, the information is always

accessible, with no requirements for tape-mounts, disk-mounts, or

special programs to be run each time to pr_q_erly install the data

in the database. Users can also get: immediate access to the

_light-tes'_ data without having to go through the e_fort of devising

a structure and filling their own databases.
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..... TRENDS CAPABILITIES ......

USAGE:
• MENU DRIVEN

• USER-FRIENDLY

• QUICK RESPONSE

• INTERACTIVE

MULTIPLE USERS

REMOTE USERS
SELF-CONTAINED HELP

GRAPHIC TERMINAL SUPPORT

USER PSEUDO FLIGHT
DATA SEARCHING

DATABASES: .......

MULTIPLE FLIGHTS

MULTIPLE ROTORCRAFT

> XV 15(702 & 703)
- > UH60

PL O TTING TYPES
TIME HISTORY

MULTI FAMILY

MULTIPLOTS/Page
SNAPSHOTS

GENERATION ....... > FROM:

NARRATIVE SEARCHING DATABASE SEARCHING

> ON-LINE

MULTIPLE DATABASE TYPES

--> FLIGHT, WINDTUNNEL, MATH MODEL
MULTIPLE DATA TYPES

-> TIME HISTORY, MIN/'MAX, NARRATIVE

AMPLITUDE SPECTRA
HISTOGRAM

MULTI-TEST PTS/Page
DATABASE COMPARISON

MIN/MAX (Statistical)
HARMONICS vs MIN/MAX
CROSS-PLOTTING

PLOTTING ATTRIBUTES --.>
Easy to change Scales & Labels

Easy Filtering & Storing of data
Easy Access to Help Features

Transparent cross

user friendliness ---> automatic labeling
Easy Plotting of User Defined Functions

Easy Plotting from 1 --> 16 plots/page

Easy Editing/Saving/Recalling of Plot Setups

plotting of parameters having different data rates

PRINTOUTS & VIEWING

STATISTICS (EACH PARAMETER)
DERIVED PARAMETERS

USER DEFINED FORMATS

FUNCTIONS (USER DEFINED)

STATISTICS - KEY PARAMETER GROUPS

PARAMETER DEFINITIONS/PARAMETER GROUPS
HARMONICS

ALL NARRATIVE, NUMERICAL & HELP DATA

DATA SCANNING/SEARCHING
FLIGHT LOGS

PROJECT LOGS

FLIGHT DESCRIPTIONS

...... > Iteratively
NUMERICAL DATA (MultiParameter)
NARRATIVE DATA (Multi test points)
PARAMETER NAMES/DEFINITIONS

ANALYSIS/In-line Analysis
FORMULA EVALUATION
REGRESSION

CONVOLUTION FILTER

CYCLE AVERAGING

Tools:

DERIVATIVE & INTEGRALS EVALUATION

FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMS(FFT)
S IMULATION/GTRSI M/Gateway

DATAMAP/Gateway

Figure 2.1 TRENDS CAPABILITIES
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The devel.opecs of TRENDS feel that nowadays the only data that w.ill

ever be look_d at by most users are tile data that are on line. The

ease with which archived data can be accessed, manipul.ated, plotted

and analyzed during an interactive session has caused users to ask

for new TRENDS databases to be established for old test data residing

on tapes or disks in various formats.

2.1.3 Multi-Rotorc raft

TRENDS has the ability to move from database to database (e.g.. from

XV-15 to Utl-60 to BV-360 windtunnel data) within a single working

session. The commands and tools are the same (or very similar),

although names of variables change and counters are numbered

difterently This feature gives the potential for comparisons.

2.1.4

2.1.4.1

User-friend Liness

User-frlend[iness is d.lfficult to define explicitly, but easy to spot

when it is absent. G,'eat concern has been giver, to the user-friendli-

ness of TRENDS during design and development. Each change to the user

interface is considered carefully as to the logic of ptOml,tS, the user's

workload, the frustration it is likely to cause, and the input mistakes

which may have to be handled. A main menu that shows all of the main

options as logical functions is felt to be a good first st_p toward

user-friencliness. Descriptions anti suupo'ting narrative to accompany

the numerical data are also user-friendly.

Ma.in Men. 1,ayo.t. A concise, well-planned visible menu. in toni uncti°n

with patteined |,tempts and on-line help, is a requirement for user-

friendline_;s. In the TRENDS menu, all major choices available to the

user are p:-esented at once without having to branch into an unknown

tree type ,_f menu. Brief or detailed on-line hplp is easily avaJlal,le

for each menu item. The TRENDS main menu is column-oriented by logical

function. The six column headers, which categorize the listed menu

items are '

CONTROL ..... > database selection; terminal type: hardcopy option;

user functions available; exit from TRENDS

DESCRIPTIVE-> Proipct description; database summary: flight log;

flight descriptions; search on narrative;

calibration data

DATA-SCAN --> search on numerical data: show key-parampter data;

view parampter slat istlcs; cust_,mized printout;

locate available time-history data

PLOTTING ---> time-history plott inK: group plots of performance

parameters; plotting of statistical data:

tlme-history plotting of one parameter tot

many counters; families of plots for statistics

2-3



2.1.4.2

ANALYSIS ---> gateway to analysis programs DATAMAP and GTRSIM;

plot!ing and printing of harmonic amplitudes;

derivation and l,lotting of amplitude specti-a;

histogram plotting of loads data;

USAGE ...... > help; parameter definitions; derived parameters;

uset-genetated file treatment; time-history gtoups

The order of features within the men, is a matter of concern and is

frequently reviewed. Patterned d.lalog is used to effect tile user-

computer interface once an option has been selected Lrom the main

menu. Because not all users prefer the same option names or orders

within the menu or the same dialog, certain compromises have been

incorpotated to please a broad a range of users.

The coal,|nation of a menu with proml,t_ng insi,l_ the menu items is

considered l_y the authors to be the best .ser-f:riendly .set-interface

format. Forms or l,ull-d_wn menus anti icons have aesthetic al,peal ' but.

require very specific terminals, mice, joy-stir:ks, etc. TRF_NDS serves

a wide variety of interface hardware with a standard scrolling menu,

b.t also provides a screen-managed version of its menu for particular

teLminais to enable menu-item selection by meaus of keyboatd arrows.

Supporting Narrative. A database operating system for test data must

include narrative to s,pport the numerical data if is to be considered

user-friendly. TRENDS includes data item descril_tions ' flight and

test descriptions and project information among its available narrative

data. Test descriptions are related to numerical data by flight and
test-poiut numbers.

2.1.4.3

2.1.4.4

Plot-specification Dialop.ue. One of the most user-friendly features of

TRENDS is the siml_le-yet_l_owerful, i lexible, plot-specification dia-

logue. The user may specify as little as the names of the parameters

used for abscissa and or,linate. TRENDS will then provide scales,

labels, headers and |)lots. The user .lay, alternatively, specify every-

thing through a straightforward, logical entry syntax. On-line help is

available at every step of tile dialogue.

Input Error Checking. It is not necessary to crash the system to find

whether a user's inlnlt is proper or if a l)arampter exists, provider| tile

software performs suitable checks. TRENDS checks every character input

by the user which could be either a parameter or a f.nction of param-

eters and determines whether there are any illegal entries. Certain

checks are made inmnediately to determine whether requested data exist

in the database. In the name of user-friendliness we are able to

eliminate many crashes for incorrect parameter names which might crash
the system and Irustrate the user if not screened out.

2.1.4.5
On-line Analysis. TRENDS lets the user specify formulas involving

stored parameters and evaluates these fotm.las i.unediately Los plott ing,

searching or listing. In addition, many standatd analyses are provided

within the system. It is not necessary to program other software or to

2-4



2.1.5

2.1.6

2.1.7

leave TRENDSin order to fj]ter the data, fit tile data to polynomials

or perform spectral analyses.

System Speed

Great concern has been given to comp.tational efficiency. The chosen

VAX-specific file st.tucture enables direct (i.e., keyed) access to the

information of interest without extra searching or data-reading.

Opening of extra files has been regarded as a I ime-c(u,sulnil*g overhead

item and has been held to a minimum. The result of the effort and

concern is e system which can search and display large databases

rapidly, th6reby minimizing the user's effort and frustration.

User Softwale Exclusion

Potential u,,ers of the da_a often ask bow to get the archived data into

their own favorite analysis programs or plotting packages. Modules

have been suppl_ied for some users to take data, but this is not

standard. "he choice was made to provide the tools most needed (e.g.,

plotting routines, spectral analysis) along with the data, so that

engineers don't have to devise, interface, and check out tools to do

their j,l_s. Tltis meth-d of operation has been hapl_ily accepted by most

of the engineering users of TRENDS. Additional requested features and

capabilltie_; have been devel,ped and incorporated into the system when

they haw; b,,,en judged to have general interest or application. A

provision has also been made to access <ert ain other software tools

(i.e., DATAHAP and GTRSIH) through TRENDS and to enable them to use

data from T<ENDS' databases.

Documentation

Users can u_ually find all the help they need in TRENDS d.ring a work-

ing session. User help inclu,les brie_ descriptions of ea_;h men, item

and general hints on the use of the system. It also includes detailed

help and examples for each program feature. The user can also (-all up

intotmation concerning the database, the l,toject, and the stored

variables as part of the normal access of narrative data.

In addition TRENDS is su[q_orted by several manuals:

1. TRENDS User's Hanual

2. TRENDS User's Re_erence

3. TRENDS Procedures Hanual

Copies of these manuals may be obtained by call ink }like Bondi at NASA

Ames, code FAF, (4i5) 604-6341 or Bill Bjorkman at AMA (415) 964-1844.
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2.2 TRENDSDATABASES

2.2.1

2.2.2

Engineering tests, be they flJght tpst._, wind t,mne] lost,q, stm.lations,

or any other tests during which experimental data are collected, have

common characteristics. The way that TRENDS acconmlodates test data

from multiple sources, multiple sensors, and multiple test points is to

i. Assign a separate directory for the test data for each vehicle

(e.g.. segregate XV-15 data frc_m UH-60 data)

2. Assign a mlJq,e index to each test point

3. Assign a mnemonic to each sensor and store all of the data

f,_r that sensor in a file named for the mnemonic (exceptions
will be discussed later)

The path to a test data point is thus given by specifying the test

vehicle (which leads to the directory), the sensor mnemonic (which

leads to the file), and the test-point index (which leads to the

record of interest).

Test Points

The test-point index Js commonly called a "counter" in TRENDS heca,se

there is a physical counting device in the XV-15 by which the pilot

increments the counter tot each new test point. This counter is

recorded with the other test-point data. XV-15 counters are not reset

between flights and thus continue to increase. The counter indices for

XV-15 aircraft 703 are now around 14500 for flight 234 (they are also

incremented during ground anti hangar runs). Counters for IIH-60 tests

are constructed from flight and run numbers to create a unique test-

l,t,int index, since run numbers are reset for each flight. Wind to,reel

counters are also constructed to give the uniqueness TRENDS requires

for rapid record access. The term counter is often used to mean the

test-point event as well as the index of that event. Thus "counter

duration" means the recorded length of the test-point event.

Each test point of a well-planned engineering test project sprves a

planned purpose. That purpose or the specific conditions for the test

point can usually be described in a few key wo_ds of narrative. TRENDS

stores and enables a search _,n these short test-l,oint descripti_ms as

part of the database information. This description, together with

recorded and derived data from all of the sensc,rs, ct_mpletes the

information stored for each test point and is indexed (i.e., related

aud located) by the counter number.

Data Types

Most of the numerics]_ data recorded during engineering tests is in the

form of time-histoLies which consist ot a time-series of samples of the

measured output from each sensor. Many of the rotorcraft test points

are taken at a trimmed or steady condition where many time-histories

are basically constant and where the mean values of such parameters are

just as useful as the time-histories and are much more economically
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2.2.2.1

2.2.2.2

stored. Other statistics besides the mean are also useful (especially

per-rev statistics for rotorcraft), so TRENDS I,recoml,utes some of them.
Such statisti(al meas,res (some of which are listed in paragraph 3.2.5)

are sometimes tailed bltn/Max data. In the case of wind tu,nlel data.

time historie.': are usually not avail.able and only the mean values are

recorded. As noted earlier, a TRENDS database is completed by adding

nar,ative information in support of the nu,lerical data.

M_n/Max. Thi_; terminology came abo,t t,eca,,se of a ,l[git izing

process in whLch only the minimum and maximum values of the time

during each r,_tor rew)lution were stored as digital values. These
were then used to derive single statistical values for each sensor

over the time span of the counter for (1) the average "steady" vaiue

over all revs in the cmmter, (2) the average oscitIatory vaIue, and

(3) the maximlm oscillatory value.

The steady value for one rev is the average of the mlnlmum and

maximum value__, while the oscillatory val.e is half of the difference

between the maximum and minimum values. Such measures are only

meaningful for an engineering test which is influenced by a cyt'lic

phenomenon such as a turning rotor, but statistical measures of some

kind (at least Ihe mean value) serve well in any engineering database

system to desurJbe the "big picture" covering a coIlection of different
test points. Tile term "Min/Max" is often used to refer to all such

statistical measures in TRENDS.

TRENDS stores a set of stal jslica] measures (Nin/tlax data) for emh

i,arameter and counter of each database. The particular statistics are
customized for the particular database (see paragraph 3.2.5). TRENDS

has ,nany features for searching, listing, and pIotting Min/Max data.

T_me-History. TRENDS accommodates paramoters collected at different
data rates wJt|l total user transparency when plotting and/or cross-

pl.otting. Tl:e requirements for storage and use ot time-history data
dif[er between sensors or parameters. For example, altitude or air-

speed data ate of interest only at a low sampling rate, but must span
the duration of the counter. On the other hand, bending moment

data for a blade element must be sampled at a high rate to be user,l,

but need not necessarily span the fuIt counter duration. TRENDS treats

several type. _ of time-history data and several "grottps" Gr,ml)S
combine seve,al test-data parameters of similar type (e.g., loads,

performance, ae,oelastics). Some types of limp-history data are
tittered and decimated bpfore being stored in the database. Not all

gr,ups of time-history data are stored for a given counter because of

storage limitations. The decision of whether to store certain groups
is made by proiect engineers, as is the det:isit,n about avpropriate

filtering and decimati_m tales.
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2.2.2.3

2.2.3

Narrative. Tile numerical information stored Jn a TRENDS database is

supported by extensive narrative (textual) information, including

I. T_st-pnJnt descript [on_

2. Detailed flight descriptions

3. Flight logs (brief descriptions)

4. Project data on the aircraft and test program

5. Parameter (data-item) descriptions

6. On-line help for tile user

The lost-point, flight, an,I parametor descript i_ms may be searched by

the user. That is, tile use[ can sl,e<if 7 charat'ter strings (words or

phrases) to be used Jn locating certain stored inf_rmation. The set

of related test points resulting from a text search may be stored and

used to identify the data region for subsequent plots or searches.

Stored narrative information for flights and counters is used for

automatic labeling and headers on plots.

Database Management

The tasks of database management are m,t given to lhe general user,

according to the TRENDS operational philosopily, but to a database

manager. The manager is responsible for filling antl editing the data-

base antl for monitoring the quality of the data. The manager must find

enough disk space, reduce and store the data, assess and fix or report

bad data, and process requests from users. Most datal,ase managers to

date have been suplmrt petsonnel, hut selected engineers were given the

responsibility for managing the Ult-60 flight-test database.

Menus are provJ,led for the database manaRors to integrate the

processes and help in the filling and editing tasks. Sul_portin_ files

are updated atttomatit'aily in most cases as part of the ftl_ling process.

Programs for assisting in the structuring and entry of narrative data

are provided as part of the management software. Database management

considerations will be discussed in Section IV.

2.3 DATABASES AT AHES

Several rotorcraft test and simulation databases are maintained at

Ames. Many similarities may be observed among them. They are all

characterized by having multiple parameters and data regions

(i.e., runs or test points) and they all have some na,rative

descriptions to support the numerical results. Databases differ,

however, because not all objectives are the same and not all instru-

mentation systems and data-reduction systems are the same. Each

of the current databases at Ames has its own unique aspects.
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2.3.1

2.3.2

2.3.3

2.3.4

XV-15 Databa _e

TRENDS wa'; d_velope d to treat XV-15 data; hence, most of the current

storage is d_voted to the XV-15. Among the unique aspects of the XV-15

database are the following:

Tile c_,nter seq.once is not reset for each flight.

Four-character itemcodes are used to identify the parameters.

Time-history data are categorized into groups.

Slopes are calculated and stored for some items.

Calibrations are included in the database.

There are two XV-15 databases, one for each aircraft.

Utt- 60 Database

TRENDS was t sed to s.pport the Phase I NASA/Army fl ight test of the

highly instzumented UH-60 at AEFA and has become a basic tool of the

flight-test engineers associated with the project. Some unique aspects

of the UH-60 database are the following'

i. Appo:nted user-engineers, not support personnel, are the

Database Manager s.

2. C(,unters are composed of flight and run n,mbers.

3. Both mnem-nics and itemcodes idenltfy data items.

4. Thre,e databases, representing different data releases, are

curr,mtly accessible.

Wind Tunnel Databases

The TRENDS Jatabases st Ames include wind tunnel databases for ttARP and

BV360. These were built from input formatted disk files made from

data recorded at the DNW facility in The Netherlands. Counter nu,nbers

were derived from l_on-numeric run numbers. "Flight" n,,mbers were derived

from the test date. Only run descripticms and mean values of parameters

are stored in the database because neither time-histories nor

statistics other than the mean were recorded.

Simulat ion

Results from the tilt-rotor mathematical model simulation, GTRSIM, (see

Section 3._.2) are stored in the user's directory as a database which

may be accessed by the GTRSIM/TRENDS interface software for listing,

plotting, _r comparisons. Counter numbers for simulation runs are

supplied b) the user or, if inputs to GTRSIM have been taken from the

flight-test database, are automatically supplied (as the flight-test

counter number). The fot,n in which simulation results are stored

differs from the form used in the aeronautical test databases.

Future efforts will change the form of the database for simulation

results to bring it into agreement with the Llight-test databases.
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3.0

3.1

Section III
MAJORIIIG[|LIGHTSOFTRENDS

HIGHLIGHTSSYNc)PSIS

This section p-enents the maior highlights nf the ,,he of TRENDS to

access enginee:ing test. databases. These highlights are the menu, the

pl,_tting featu-es, the searching capabilities, and the analysis tools.

This presentation is not an exhaustive compilation of the capabilities

of the system, but ralher a representative demonstration (mostly by

means of examples) of some of its most powerful and useful features.

Many of the system's good features are subtle, user-friendly imple-

mentations whi:h can be appreciated only by using the system.

Not all of the capal,ilJties of TRENDS will. be addressed here, but the

menu and the l)lottJng and searching features and the analysis tools will

ea_'h be discusned ]n some detail because these features illustrate the

full power of FRENDS.

TRENDS HENU

The layo.t and presentation of the ma{n ments have been carpflllly

designed to provide access to the various capabilities of TRENDS in a

logical and easy-to-use way. The main menu of TRENDS is shown below.

*** TRENDS HENU ***

Control Descriptive Data-scan Plotting Analynis linage

...............................................

703>TAIL NO. PROJECT SEARCH TIHEIIIST DATAHAP HELP

GR>TERMINAL D_TABASE KEYS PERFPLOT HARMONIC ITEMDEFS

NO>P|,THDCPY I,CGSCAN VIEW MINMAX SPECTRA DERIVED

FUNCTION FL [GHTS CPRINT QWIKPLOT LOADS FII,ES

EXIT WC RDSCAN FIND HULTIPLT SIIlULATE GROUPS

CPLIBS COMPARE

The menu showr is for XV-15 datahases. The co],,mn head_ngs express the

general function of the menu items shown below them. This categorlza-

tion is frequently reviewed to make it as helpful as possible to the

user. Each ,n_uu item corresponds to a program feature (i.e., program,

subroutine, oI process) which will, upon inw)cation, prompt users for

further spe_:ilications of what they want, through uther mpnus or speci-

fic questions. Some minor differences will be seen in the UH-60 menu

because some ;,f these menu items are not. applicable to the UH-60

database. A 1,togram ieat.ure is inw)ked by typiug the name of that

feature in re.'lJnnse to the prompt "YOUR CHOICE :" A user need not type

the whole name, but onty enough of it to make the choice unique. This

ability to abl,reviate helps avoid typographical errors and is especi-

ally law, red by poor typists. When the program feature has been

completed or purposely interr,pted, TRENDS always returns to this main

menu unless the choice is "EXIT".
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3.1.1 Brief Description of Menu Items

When the menu item "}IE[.P" is chosen, the fo]lowJ_ng brief descriptions

of the menu items and otiier help-options are shown.

DATABASE ACCESS OPTIONS

TAIL NO.

TERHINAL

P[,THDCPY

FIYNCTION

EXIT

Change aircraft of interest

Assign new t_tmJnal characteristics

Change plot-hardcopy option

List/verify/edit the defined-function file

Exit the program, return to the operating system

PROJECT

DATABASE

LOGSCAN

FLIGllTS

WORDSCAN

CALIBS

Display proie_'t and aircraft informat ion

Show a brief summary of flights in the database

Scan the flight log and search descrJl,tions

Display some or all flight descriptions

St:an counter desctil)tions fcJr words of strings

View calibration data by item and flight

SEARCH

KEYS

VIEW

CPRINT

FIND

Search for a specific set of flight conditions

Show value of primary condition keys for a flight

View Item s_atistics for specified co,nters

PRJNT .item statistics in your own custom format

Find counters with data for time-history items

TTHEHTST

PERFPLOT

MI NMAX

QWIKPLOT

MULTIPLT

COHPARE

Plot t Jme-hJ_tow:y or spectral data

Plot performance items 2X2, 3X3 tJr 4X4 per page

Plot Mln/Max-per-counter data (statistical summaries)

Quick-plot time-histories for multiple counters

Plt_t families of Min/Max data

Co-plot time-history data for two different databases

DATAMAP

HARMONIC

SPECTRA

LOADS

SIMULATE

Analyze time-history data with DATAMAP

Display n-pet-rev harmonics vs. Min/Max items

Spectral analysis amplitude display (0-60 llz only)

Show Min/Hax/rev data and loads dist. rJbutit,n

Set Ul_ and run the tilt-totot math model program

IlELP

ITEMDEFS

DERIVED

FILES

GROUPS

Show this list of keyword descriptions

Show/seat-ch Jtemcodes aud de£initiotls

Show the derived pseudo-items

Scan user-oreared t_les

Show the itemcodes in the time-history groups

Further, more-detailed descriptions of each of the program features

and their use may be called up by the user.
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3.1.2 TRENDS-User lialogue

Once the user has selected a menu item, TP.EtlDS will prompt for the re.qt

of the information whi_:h must be specified to find, priut, or plot data

from the database. Figure 3.1 illustrates the dialogue and the action

taken by TREtlDS in pr-(Mncing a prLntout or plot of MJn/Max stalistit:al

data. A sJm:.lar dial¢_gue serves users in specifying time-history data.

Figure 3.J. shows that i¢_r menu selections VIEW, SEARCH, MINHAX, or

HUI,TIPLT the user woul_d first be prompted for an itemcode. In most

cases, a mathematical expression can be specifled as well as a simple

itemcode at -hi.r point. There may be move prompts for itemcodp, as

in SEARCII, where tile user sets up a condition t-eml_fate f(_r defining

s,(:cess. Th _. prompt may not specifically ask for item(:ode, as .in

HINHAX, whet -_ the user is actually prompted for abscissae and ordinates

to set up tilde pl¢,t format. In any case, having specified the itemcode,

the user is [_rompted for a data region (e.g., the flight number).

TRENDS then reads a supporting file, FLTCTR_IAP.KEY, to find which

counters are in tile specified flight, opens the itemcode files ([|.les

in the database, containing the Min/Max statistical values for each

data item) and reads in the data for the req,tesled cou, ters. Then, if

the selected menu itPm was MINHAX or MULTIPLT, TRENDS proceed._ to

produce plots; otherwise, the information is displayed in printed form.
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MENU-ITEM

SELECTION

VIEW SEARCH MINMAX MULTIPLT

I User

User

Itemcode

or Function

Flight #

Prompt for

Itemcode

Prompt for

Data Region

Open/Read IFLTCTRMAP.A/C

I Counters forthe flight

Open I temcode

File(s)

(Supporting file contains
counter numbers for

each flight,)

Display

PLOT 1(MINMAX, MULTIPLT)

Read Min/Max data

for each counter

PRINT

IEW, SEARCH, KEYS)

Figure 3.1 Dialog and Action Taken by TRENDS to

ProduceMin/Max Statistical Data
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3.2

3.2.1

PLOTTING

Another hig]_light of TRENDS is its plottin_ capal_ilitv. Tile be_t

charact.eTistic of TRENDS' plot.ting implementatit_n is the ease with

which a particular plot may be requested and produced. If users want

a time-hist_,ry or Hin/Max plot, they need to specify only the abscissa,

ordinate, ai_d counter(s). TRENDS will scal.e a.d label the axes and

write title.'; automati_'al, ly. The user may opti_na]ly specify the

scales, labels, and titles by means of a simple and logical input

syntax.

TRENDS' pie.ling feat.rps arp not complptely genpral, but still prnvide

considerable structured flexibility. Complete generality requires too

much effort from the engineering user who usually just wants to see

the data displayed usefully on a well-labeled, well-scaled plot.

Thevarious plotting features which will be described are

1. TIMEHIST: TRENDS' primary time-history display feature

2 PERFPLOT: A time-history snapshot of perfo,mance items

3 QWIKPLOT: A "strip-chart" plot for multiple test points

4 SPFO, TRA: Spectral analysis plots of amplitude vs. frequency

5 MltHAX: Cross-plots of Min]Max statistical measures

6 ttA_MONIC: Plots of harmonic amplitudes versus Hin/Max valnes

7 LOADS: Frequency distribution histograms of per-rev samples

versus load range.

Hany different graphics terminals are served l_y TRENDS. A low-

resolution printer-plot capability is available for nongraphic termi-

nals. Har,l copies of the plots may be generated in addjtlon to ((,r

instead of_ screen p1,_ts. The hard-copy plots can be routed to laser

or Versatek printers at Ames via dialogue supplied at exit from TRENDS.

Time-Histo [y Data

Several menu items _r program feat.res may be used to plot time-history

data. The most used and most flexible of these is T1MEHIST. It is

capable of plotting from one to three plots per page w_th one or

two curves pet plot. Each plot page may thus contain from one to six

curves. The curves may represent evaluations of formulas .inw_lving

recorded time-histc_ties. They may also be polynomials resulting from

regressior comp.tatic_ns on the ordinate as a [unctJf_n oi the abscissa

(which need not be time, but which may also be another formula

involving recorded time-histories). The curves may be filtered

versions c,f recorded time-histories or evaluated formulas or a variety

of other cuantitie_. The abscissa may be rotor azimuth (derived) as

well as a time-history function. Time shifts for the curves may be

specified by the user. Examples of time-history plots ave shown in

figure 3.2.
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3.2.1.1
Function_. The abs( jssa and ordinates ,lay be specified as formulas

as well as _imple time-histories. They may al_o be specified as the

names of pr_stored folmulas. The following valid examples show some

of the formula-evaluation capability of TRENDS.

]'rompt Re sponse

PLOT I X-AXIS :
(H143 + MI07) / 2

f-CURVE I '
(H143 - MI07) / 2

3.2.1.2

3.2.1.3

3.2.1.4

or --> _-CURVE 1 : POLY(CP*SIN(ALPHA),3)

or --> Y-CURVE 1 : -.5 * SFUNC * GTABLE(VT)

These examF lea show algebraic combination of uarameters, a third-order

polynomial (POLY) of a formula involving parameters and the u._e of a

stored forn.ula (SFU_]C) in a formula involving a table lookup (GTABLE).

TRENDS parses the inputs to test their syntactical correctness and

disallows the entry if it is improper. This formula-evaluation ieatute

is available f-r use with Min/Max plots and for searches as well as for

time-his[ely data coml,ination. Other available f.nctions _nclude

integrals _nd derivatives and a digital (convolution) filter in combi-

nation with formulas. The syntax for formula entry is described in

Appendix B

l,abels and Scales. The examples shown above wo. ld all rosul.t in

a.tomat_ic _ca]ing and labeling by TRENDS. I_ users want to spec:ify

these, the} would enter (for example):

PLOT 1 _-AXIS : AVERAGE TORQUE = (HI431HI07)/2,-50000,100000,2500U

This specification gives "AVERAGE TORQUE" as the abscissa label and

scales the abscissa from -50,000 to +I00,000 in grid increments of

25.000. Plot headers (titles) are usually automatic (showing flight

and co.nter descriptions along with aircraft name), but may be

overridden completely _r in part with user-specified titles.

Editing. TRENDS contains an ed[tlng feature for recalling and

(ol,tionally) changing previously entered plot setups. This feature

lets the _ser save a complex plot specification for later use on

another fJight or counte_. It also lets the user easily change one

line (ordinate or abscissa) without having to ,eenter the rest of the

setup spe_ i flea[ion.

Storing. TRENDS has a provision for stoling tim,-hi,tortes in the

user's di:;ectory f¢,r late[ recall. This is part _,-.ularly useful for

storing d,,rived time-histories such as filtered time-series, complex

formulas ,_r polynomial regressions. Such stored time-series may I,e

recalled _y name for use Jn form, las. One might store the filtered

version of a pa,ameter's time-history, then recall it t.o use in a
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3.2.1.5

3.2.2

formula for tile residual (difference) between tile "raw" (unfiltered)

and filtered representation of the parameter's behavior. This type of

storing is different from storing form. las, heca.se tile actual data

values for each sample point are stored by the counter for whh:h the

function is evaluated, while stored formulas are reevaluated from the

database and fro,. previously stored time-histo,ies.

Another u,qeful means of st,rJng time-hi_torie._ is avajlal, te Jn TRENDS.

This feature permits writing raw or derived time-histories to all

output file in ASCII format for transmittal to an_t:her computer, s,r'h

as a PC. This operation is implemented by use of the PRINT command
in TIHEHIST.

Help. TRENDS provides help menus f,,r all of the various plotting

questions one might have while using T1HEHiST or HINHAX (tile most-used

plotting features ill TRENDS). These menus are called out by tile user

1,y typing a "7" at any prompt. The hplp-me,m items include provisions

for examining the available database entries as well as instructions

and examples. The TIMEHIST help-menus are

TIHEHIST SETUP HELP TOPICS

......................................................................

AZ IHUTH COHSCALE CVF DERIV EDIT EXAHPLES FORHULAS

FREQ GENERAL INTEG INTERVAL HATHLIB HNEHONIC POLY

PRINT RECALL REPEAT SORT STORE SYNTAX UNSTORE
* or ALL

......................................................................

TIMEHIST DATA-REGION IIELP TOPICS

.............................

........................................

DATABASE EDIT EXAHPLES FINDCTRS HARDCOPY INTERVAL MYDCS

PRINT RESCAI,E SAVE SYNTAX TERMINAL TITLE TSHIFT
W80,WI32 4(xhair)

......................................................................

Data Snapshot of Test Point

PERFPLOT provides a means for drawing 4, 9, or 16 time-history plots of

different parameters on the same page in a square array. This feature

is useful for grouping flight-performance parameters for a visual

quick look at a counter. The current implementation permits no form, la

evaluation or scale or label specification and permits only time as tile

abscissa. Only one curve is allowed per plot. On the side of flexi-

bility, the user is provided with a capability for specifying which

parameters are to be pro! ted and where they will appear on the page.

When one of the specified parameters is n,,t available for the specified

counter, its plot space is left blank except for the param_ter's name.

The user may save plot set,ps in named flies for later recall and

modification. Examples of perfot-mance plots ate shown in figure 3.3.
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Figure 3,3, Performance Plots
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3.2.3 Strip-Chart Plots for Multiple Test Points

QWtKPLOT provides the means for plotting time-histories of a data

item's behavior versus time with up to five test points represented

per page The plot setup process is extremely simple, and the special

plotting features such as scaling, labeling, and formula evaluation are

precluded TRENDS will take a specified flight or set of counters,

divide the counters up into groups of five, and quickly display the

strip charts with a time-scale which is common for all plots of a

page This feature gives a"quick look" at the time histories so that

the analyst can rapidly scan the data for anomalies or notable behavior

for further detailed study. QWIKPLOT examples are shown in figure 3.4
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Figure 34. QWIKPLOT Example
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3.2.4 Frequency Data P ors

TRENDS' analytical capabilities include Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
analyses of spec fied time-histories. The specified time-histories may
be formulas involving several stored time-histories or functions of
time-histories sJch as stored filtered functions. TRENDS plots the
amplitude spectra versus frequency, one curve per plot, but up to three
plots per page ]his type of plot may be produced by specifying the
abscissa to be FREQinTIMEHIST or (in simplified form) by using the
menu item SPEC--RA Examples of frequency data plots are shown in

figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5. Spectral Examples
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3.2.5 Statistical Data Plots

Statistical data (Min/Hax and harmonic) are p]otted by MINMAX, MIII.TTPLT

and HARMONIC. Specilication syntax of MINHAX is very similar to that

of TIMEHIST and all of the rules for scaling, labeling, and formula

evaluation are identical. The data region for one MINMAX plot is a set

of counters (e.g., a flight or a pseudo-flight) for which points are to

be plotted. As with TIHEHIST, each plot page may contain up to three

plots and one or two "curves" of discrete points per plot. MULTIPLT

differs from MINMAX in that each MULTIPLT "curve" represents the same

ordinate expression (e.g., formula) for a diilerent set of counters

while each MINMAX curve represents a different ordinate expression for

the same set of counte,s. HAPd_ONIC plots prestored harmonic amplitudes

of data items computed from the one-per-rev versus Min/Max statistics

or expressions ]nw,lving Min/Max statistics. HARMONIC also lists

amplitude and phase versus harmonic number.

The prestored statistics for the XV-15 and UH-60 databases are

XV-15 Tilt Rotor

AVS

OSC

MAX

SMO

CMN

CMX

FSC

HMn

Average steady (average of per-roy (mAx+rain)/2) DEFAULT

Average oscillatory (average of per-rev (max-rain)/2)

Maximum oscillatory (max-min)/2 encountered on all revs

Steady value when maximum oscillatory value occurred

Algebraic minimum of all raw data san,p|es in the counter

Algebraic maximum of all raw data samples in the counter

Full-scale value used (corresponds to 126 byte-counts)

nth harmonic amplitude (n between 0 and 6, inclusive)

UH-60 Blackhawk

AVG

MAX

MIN

SDEV

AVS

AVO

V95%

MXV

SMXV

HMn

Average or mpan of all of the recorded samples DEFAULT

Algebraic maximum of all of the recorded samples

Algebraic minimum of all of the recorded samples

Standard deviation of all samples about the mean

Average steady (average of per-rev (max+re|n)/2)

Average osclJ [atory (average of per-rev (max-min)/2)

95th-percentile vibratory (95% vibs below this)

Maximum vibratory (oscillatory) value encountered

Steady value when MXV occurred

nth harmonic amplitude (n between 0 and 15, inclusive)

MINMAX permits the plottin_ of functions of any of these statisl its

against functions of any others. Examples of HJNHAX, MULTIPLT and

IIARMONIC plots are shown in figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8.
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3.2.6 Histogram Data Plots

TRENDS contains a capability for conducting some elementary loads analysis
through the menu-item LOADS. This program feature uses a compressed data
form called "minmax-per-rev" (MMR) data, sorted for certain vibrational data
items to derive a frequency distribution. This frequency distribution is
displayed as a printer-plot histogram showing the number of samples in each
load range for the full range of oscillations measured over the counter. LOADS
also shows the MMR data values plotted versus rev number for each counter.
Plots produced by LOADS are shown in figure 3.9
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3.3

3.3.1

3.3.1.1

DATA SEARCHING AND PSEUDO-FLIGIIT GENERATION

TRENDS database_ may contain thousands of test points or creater,,

representing many test conditions and test results, If the database

were very small, users could iust scan the[r n(,tes or a listing t.o

find what they wanted. With a large database, users must search the

database for those conditions in which they are interested. TRENDS

provides several ways o£ searching the dataI_ase. A search on

numerical data values (i.e., HinlMax statistics or harmonics) may lye

conducted wit.h SEARCH. A search on text stt inKs in the test-point

descriptions is enaI,Ied through WORDSCAN. Flight descriptions may be

searched t'slng FLIGHTS or LOGSCAN. AvailaI_ility of time-history data

in the database may be determined through menu-item F]HD. These

search features produce a set of "success" couuters when the search

process finds the condition, text string, or available time-hintt, ry

data ft_r which the user was looking. The set of "success" counters

is often called a "i_seudo-flight " or a "dorived counter-set." St,'h a

set of cot_nters may be saved in the user's directory by name and then

recalied to initiate another search (with differeltt c(mditions), or a

plot ot tabulation. This search feature is one of TRENDS' most power-

fuI and u,.:eful attributes.

Scanning Numerical Data

N,tmerical conditi,m searches are carried out iu TRENDS by SEARCH.

This prog:Tam feature iets the searcher define a "condition mask" or

succese t,_mplate which defines a successful condition, then applies

the condi_:ion mask to a specified data region (which may he the entire

database, one or more flights, or a pseudo-flight) to locate counters

which sat ksfy the desired conditions. The conditions are specified

by defining allowable bounds (i.e., a success-range of values) for

each t_st function. The test function is an exl,ression in the Hin/Max

statistic; or harmonic amplitudes (see 3.2.5). Of course, the test

function may just be a sl.ml_le statistic suc'h as the mean value of

airspeed. As many as 50 test functitms are allowed tot one search,

but most _earches use three or fewer. Condition masks may be saved

hy name f)r recall and (optionally) editing and application to another

data regi:_n at aiater date.

Example of SEARCII. The following is an example of a numerical .qearch

in TRENDS. In this example we will sparch the XV-15 (A/C 703) database

for helicopter-mode test points for which the total average oscillatory

mast t_orqle exceeds 5_ t)f the total average steady mast torque, licit-

copter mo:te As signified by the pylon angle (D186) being above 85 degrees.

85 < D186 < no upper I)ound

The mast torque condition is

0 < (MI43.OSC4HIO7.OSC)-(.O5*ABS(HI43+HI07)) < no upper bound
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3.3.2

The itemcode (e.g., D]86) when written without an extension defaults t_

tile average steady value. This example illustrates the use of functions

of parameter statistics in defining the condition mask. Both of the

conditions must be met for a successful search. A search initiated

with this condition mask over flights 180 through 230 found 284 test

points (counters) out of several thousand for which data were avail-

able for those flights in the A/C 703 database. This set of counters

was then saved under the name OSCGTSPCT (along with a user-supplied

description) for later recall as a data-region speci_icatlun for

plotting or further searching.

Scanning Narrative Data

TRENDS provides a capal,i]ity for comlmtPr-ai,led scanning of flight and

test-point descripticms as a means of locating data regions of interest

for further exploitation.

Hen, items FLICIITS an_l I.OGSCAN ar_ used to scan flight descriptions.

Flight descriptions include brief titles for eac;h |light (e.g., "FERRY

TO DRYDEN," "TRACK & BALANCE," "AEROELASTICS," "MANEUVERING FLIGHT")

as well as structured ("PILOTS: DUGAN AND HARDY," "WEATHER: GUSTY")

and unstructured ("NOTED OIL LEAK," "PILOTS I,TKED THE NEW SIDEARM

CONTROI,LER") des_:riptlve infoLmation. The following lines show some

output _rom FLIGHTS.

AIRCRAFT: 703

FLIGIIT: 180 (C217)

FI,T DATE: 8 FEB 84

DIRECTOR: SCHROERS

H/Q AND PILOT TRAINING T/O GW: 13656

LOCATION: ARC CG: 300.0

COUNTERS: 10254-10324 HRS TO INSP: 8.2

PILOTS: GERDES/TUCKER/WILSON FLT TIME: 2.0

FLIGHT INFO: SCAS /FIQ EVALUATION - PILOT TRAINING (WILSON)

WIND: CALM TEMP: 51' F BARO: 30.06/-175

CONFIGURATION: NORF_L PREFLI(_IIT

RH FUEL GAUGE CHECKED ON BENCH

TAlL CAMERA INSTALLED

FLIGHT NOTES: DTFFTCIU.T TO TRIM WITII SCAS OFF

PILOTS COULD NOT HOLD A/C IN 3/4"STEPS - 1/2" WERE OK

A/C ROLLED TO THE LEFT IN LT&RT PEDAL STEPS

A/C NOT HARD TO FLY WITH SCAS OFF - EASIER WITH SCAS ON

Users who are mlfamiliar with the f|ight-test projects can use TRENDS'

searching features to locate flights of interest; flight-test engineers

at Ames who use TRENDS do not often use this searching feature because

they remember the flights when certain key events took place. TRENDS

does provide a deposit,_ry for all of lhe J]ight-descriptive narralive

data, however, so that project managers and other investigators have a

readily availaI,le source of this information even when the flight-test

engineer is unavailable.
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3.3.2.1

The most useful (les(:ril_tive-data search capa1,[l ity has proven to be

tile program feature called WORDSCAN, which searches the test-point

descriptions for key words or groups of words s,(:h as "HOVER, " "LEVEL, "

"STEP" or "S3AS." WORDSCAN _hows thp lest-point's time-duration and

the types of time-history data available in the database as well as the

description. The test-point descriptitms for the XV-15 database are

taken from the brief notes on the pilot's card. They were not coml,osed

as strut:turefl strings with set keywords or codes to help in a computer-

ized search, but they are very useful nevertheless for locatiug

counters of interest l_ecause they are usually l,hrssed or al,brevJated ]n

the flight-test vernacular. IIH-60 test-point dest:ril,_ i._,.s are s.mewhat

better structured for computerized scan,_ing. An example of WORDSCAN

is given below.

Another type ,,,f nat r8! ivp data which may he s_srchod by 1he TRENDS user

is the parameter-descriptive type. The menu-item called ITEHDEFS

provides a capability for locating the itemcodps or mnemonics for the

sensors of interest. A search for "ANGLE OF ATTACK, " f,_r example,

would locate itemcode D008 for the XV-15 databases and mnemonic ALPHA

for the UH-60 database. Users may also use ITEHDEFS to list all of

the "CONTROL POSITION" Jtemcodes and their descriptions for XV-15 or

"ROTOR PARAMETER" names lot UH-60.

Example of WDRDSCAN. This program feature enahles the comp,ter-aided

search for particular words (i.e., character strings) in the databased

test-point descrJpti_,ns. Users may look for test p¢_ints whose

descriptions contain any of several specified words (an OR searrh) or

all of several words (an AND search) or they may l¢,ok for test points

whose descriptions d_ not contain spp(:if_pd wor,ls (NE]THER and NOR

searches). E search for "LEVEL" might miss des_:rJptions for whi_'h

"LEVEL" was abbreviated by "LVL, " so the user might ask TRENDS to look

for "I.EV" or "LVL. " As an example of the use of WORDSCAN, we will look

f(,r either "AFT," "FWD," or "F/A" in the test-point descriptions ()f

flights 225 through 228 of the XV-15 (A/C 703) database. WORDSCAN

prompts "Look for:" and we respond with "AFT,FWD,F/A." (Note the

implied OR.) Then WORDSCAN prompts "Flights. " to which we respond

"225-228." HORDSCAN iinds 28 test points, some of whit:h ale

Pilot Comments Durat:ion T-It Data

Fit 228 CTR 13072 SI.OW FWD ACCEL 52.849 HQ

Fit 228 CTR 13073 SLOW FWD DECEL 33.933 }IQ

Fit 228 CTR 13090 I" AFT STEP 9.805 HQ

Flt 228 CTR L3091 i" AFT STEP 13.064 HQ

Fit 228 CTR 13092 i" FWD STEP 7.518 HQ

Fit 228 CTR 13093 i" FWD STEP ]1.172 HQ

Fit 228 CTR 13094 2" AFT STEP 14.590 HQ

Fit 228 CTR 13096 1.5" AFT STEP 9.912 HQ

Fit 228 CTR 13097 1.5" FWD STEP 18.092 HQ

Fit 228 CI'R I3098 3/4" AFT STEP SCAS OFF ]2.032 HQ

Flt 228 CTR 13099 3/4" FWD STEP SCAS OFF 13.726 }IQ

Flt 228 CTR 13108 3/4" AFT STEP 12.809 HQ
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We save the co.nter numbprs of these test p_ints as pse.do-flight or

derived counter-set FASTEPS. We then search this pseudo-flight f-r

"SCAS OFF" and find five counters, which we save as FASTPSOFF for later

control response investigations in TIMEHIST. (See the example in

paragraph 3.3.3.1 below.)

3.3.3 Pseudo-Flight Generation Function

As seen from the precedLng examples, the results of searches may be

saved by name as pseudo-flights which may be used again to specify

the set of counters on which to do further searches, Pseudo-flights

derived from numerical-condition searches (SEARCH) are of exactly the

same form as those derived from narrative searches (WORDSCAN). A

pseudo-flight derived in SEARCH may be used to specify the counters

to be used in searching for a patticul.ar text string in WORDSCAN and

vice-versa. Each pseudo-flight is saved in the user's directory and

is sel_-documented (i.e., the information is incl.ded along with the

counters) by its creation date and a user-supplied description.

Pseudo-flights may be concatenated or appended and stored under

another name. A list of the user's stored pseudo-flights may be

ol_tained using program-feature FILES. This program feature also

enables deletion of pseudo-flights from the user's directory and

copying of pseudo-flights from another user's directory.

3.3.3.1 Recall of Pseudo-Flights. The principal al, l,li_:at i.on of p.eudo-f]ights

is for plotting Min/Max statistics or harmonics (MINHAX, MULTIPLT,

HARMONIC) for a set of related test points. TRENDS accepts pseudo-

flights by name in response to the prompt for data region in any of

the plotting, listing, or searching program featu[es. For example,

the prompt-response dialogue for data region in MINMAX ,.ight be

Enter flights: ALLHOVERS

where AI,I,IIOVERS is the name of a spt of co.nters whose test-point

descriptions included the word "HOVER." Pseudo-flights may be used

to specify the families of points for each curve in MULTI PLT. For

example, one might use SEARCH to define pseudo-flights "PYLON30,"

"PYLON60" and "PYLON75" for families of test |mints flown at several

different pyhm angles, then use MULTIPLT to plot mast torque versus

airspeed for those families.

Another application of pseudo-flights is as a series of counters for

sequential time-history plotting applications. The data-region

pro.lpt-response dialogue in TIMEHIST might be

Enter counters: FASTPSOFF

where FASTPSOFF is the name of a pse.da-flight of longitudinal steps

with SCAS off, derived by use of WORDSCAN. TIHEIIIST wouhl show the

plots for each counter of the pseudo-flight one by one. If the

"hardcopy-only" plotting option is selected, no user intervention is

required to produce time-history plots [or the entire pseudo-flight.
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3.4 ANALYSIS

TRENDScould |ave been designed as a to_l for sh,ply storln_, retT|ev-
ing and displ_ying flight-test data, leaving Ibe task _f interfacing
the data with analysis tools to the individual user. SomeTRENDSusers
wJlh speciali::ed analysis tools prefer that modeof operation, but m,_st
appreciate having analysis tools integrated into the system. Someof
the analytical capabilities of TRENDSare in-line functions (e.g.,
derivatives_, :!ilters, polynomial fits, formula evaluation), and others
are expressed as gateways to other t_,ols (e.g., DATAHAP,GTRSIM).
Analytical capabilities have developed according to the needs o_ ,rers
and will probably increase in the futute as other needs are recognized.

3.4.1

3.4.1.1

In-line Analysis Tools

Most of the i:z-lJne analysis tools provided with TRENDS are for opera-

t[ons on t.ime-history data (e.g., derivatives, integrals, f[iters,

spectral ana[¢sis, cycle averaging), but some (formula evaluation,

polynomial re,_ression) are applicable to either time-history or

statistical (i.e., scalar) data. Each of these in-line tools is called

out by the user via a structured syntax and/or k_ywords, with no

requirement [.)r recompiling the pt_gram of' passing the data to another

program.

Formula Evalu_ti_m. This extremely powerful and useful capability

enables the plotting ot searching of functioL_s not explicitly stoted

in the database, but that are derivable from stored numerical data.

The f,_tmuIas nay contain derivatives and integrals as well as library

functions such as trigonometric functions, square roots, or table

icmkups. Users may sJml_ly want to rescale or l,ias a variable or

change its units (to metric, for example) for plotting, or they may

want t n root-stem-square several paramet ers. These and many more

possibilities exist within TRENDS uudpr the categ_ry of formula

evaluation. TRENDS ctmtains a program feature (menu-item FUNCTION) for

storing often-used or complicated formulas or expressions by name.

These formulas may be used alone or within other in-line or stored

formulas for plotting or searching applications.

3.4.1.2 Derivatives and Integrals. These calculus operai],ms are am(rag the

operations pe,-mitted ot_ time-series in TRENDS. These are useful for

deriving rates or for integrating tales when the desired quantities

have not beec recorded in the test or for comparisons when both rates

and positiun c)r angle data have been ,'ecorded. One use of the deriv-

ative has been to derJve gr(mnd speed from recorded radar tracking

position dat_ during XV-15 acoustics tests, lILtegrals have been used

to compare measured angular data with that obtained by integration

of angula[ rate data. Implementation of these operations in TRENI?S is

as simple sums and difterences of time-series, scaled approprJat:ely by

the time inczement between samples. These operations may be used in

t:onjun,:ti_,n with any ,,f the other in-line operations with very few

exceptions. One of the exceptions is that diffeiPntiation of an ampli-

tude spectcur_ is not allowed, lint an FFT of the derivative of a time
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3.4.1.3

3.4.1.4

3.4.1.5

3.4.1.6

history is legitimate. Derivatives and integrals are generally a]lowed
in expressions and mayoperate on mathematical expressions as well.

Fast Fourier Tran.qforms. The FFT Js available as an analysis
tool in SPECTRAand TIMEI|ISTfor analyzing tile f requenc:ycontent of
a given time-series. The FFT analysis may operate on formulas or
expt'essions involving several time-series as well as on individual
recorded paramPter t i.me-histories. The algorith,n used in TRENDS
was taken from DATAMAP.

Regression. Uni.variate polynomial regressions (i.e., polynomial fits)

up to third order are available in l,,_th TIHEHIST and M[NMAX. Regression

in also automaticai]y used to provide reference curves in HARMONIC.

The polynomial least-sq,ares fit uses the abscissa expression as its

independent variable and fits the ordinate express._on to it. The

polynomial is evaluated for cavil al,suissa poiHt and line-plotted.

The coefiicients are not stored, but are displayed in the plot legends.

Convol.tion Filter. This digital low-pass filter may be used in

TIMEH1ST to remove unwanted high-frequency components from a time

series. The (:onw_iut. ion filter is not rec,lrsive, lint operates wilh

the entire time-series, using a window (select,_hte as either Hanning

or hail-cosine) to prod,_:e a result whi<:h exhil,its no apl_eciable lag.

Tile time-series upon which the filter operates may be an expression

involving several tin,e-series. The filtered resuJt cannot be used in

a _ormula or express_n dire_:tly, but may be stored by name and counter

for recall and potential use in formulas.

Cycle Averaging. Rotorcraft analysts are froq,,ent]y i,terested Jn the

behavior of some parameter as a fun_'tion of rotor azimuth. TRENDS

provides a capability (adapted from DATAMAP) for displaying rotor

azimuth as the abscissa in TIHEHIST pl{,ts, using a technique knc,wn as

cycle averaging. The averaging comes about because the time-histories

differ somewhat from cycle to cycle (i.e., from one rotor rev to the

next) and the analyst is usually re,re interested in tile co,maonallty

than the differences, so the data from a specified numl)er of cycles are

averaged together for display. Each cycle is broken into equal incre-

ments of azimuth and then the measured data are interpolated to the

times which cot-respond to each discrete azimuthal value. Neither tile

XV-15 nor tile UH-60 instrumentation systems actually measures tolor

azimuth, but rather provide a blipper or trigger (i.e., a bit in a code

word) to signal when the rotor passes a certain point in its cycle.

Rotor azimuth is derived from the blipper signal under tile assumption

that azimuth angle is a linear function of time over each cycle.
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3.4.2 Simulation

3.4.2.1

Aircraft simulations are usually not integrated with flight-test
analysis to.)is such as TRENDSand it is a major job to makeother than
gross compa:isons of simulation and flight-test results. Onenon-real-
time (i.e., off-line, strictly numerical) simulation, GTRSIM(Ref. I),
has been in:egrated with TRENDS.This "Goneric Tilt-Rotor Simulation"
is an Ames-leveloped derivative of a program originally developed at
Bell Hel[co)ter Textron (BHT). It models the XV-]5 and could be made
to model th_ V-22 and othe_ tilt-rotorcraft as well. Future effort
will be directed toward integrating other simulations with TRENDS.

GTRSIM. This simulat J_n is (:al)ablo of fjn,l_ng t,im _:ondit [c, ns and

displaying -ontrol responses (among other things) as functions of

specified m)del parameters, control inputs, and flight conditions

for the XV-[5. An interfa(:e has hPPn made wJ_h TRENDS so thai tile

analyst can conveniently access flight conditions and control-position

time-histories from the XV-15 database to use as inputs to GTRSIM.

The analyst may then tun GTRSIM ant] store the results for comparison

with flight-test results. A correspondence has been made between

sJmulation-/ariable mnemonics and flight-test item(:odes,

including differences in units between the two data sources.
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3.4.3 DATAMAP

3.4.3.1

DATAHAP, "Data from Aeromechanics Test and Analvtlcs--Hanagem_nt

and Analysis Package," (Ref. 2) is a powerful and elegant tool for

analyzing rotorcraft test time-history data. Originally developed

for the Army by BHT, DATAMAP has been modified and improved

at Ames. Some of its capabilities are duplicated in TRENDS {e.g.,

spectral analysis, cc,nw_lutJ,n filtering, cycle averaging), but it

has many more analytical capabilities. An interface has been provided

between TRENDS and DATAHAP to enable DATAMAP to access data from TRENDS

databases so that serious analysts can use TREHDS to locate data

regions of interest, then move to DATAHAP for detailed investigations.

Capabilities of DATAHAP. A brief list of DATA_LAP's features follows.

Amp] [tude Spectra

Harmonic Analysis

Digital Filtering

Moving-Block Damping

Cycle Averaging

Min/Max Analysis

Acoustic Analyses

Perceived Noise-Level

Narrow-band Analysis

Octave Analysis

Third-Oct ave Analysis

A,B,C,D Network lutegration

ANALYSIS OPTIONS

St.ochast i_c Process Ana].yses

Frequency Response Function

Coherence Function

Auto-spectral Density

Auto-correlation

Cross-correlation

Cross-spectral Densl ty

Basic: Statistical Aualyses

Mean

Variance

Standard Deviat ion

Chi-square Test for Normat

DERIVED PARAMETERS

True Airspeed

Rotor Azimuth

Rotor RPM

Shaft Horsepower

Shaft Thrust Coefficient

Shaft Torque Coefficient

Density Altitude

Blade Static Pressure Coefficient

Blade Normal. Force Coefficient

Blade Chordwise Force Coefficient

Blade Pitt:hing Moment Coefiicient

Blade Displacement

Blade Local Flow Magnitude

Blade Local Flow Direction

X-Y Plots :

Contour Plots:

Surface Plots:

General:

GRAPIIICAL FEATURES

Multiple curves on one plot (see figure 3.10)

Linear or log scales in either direction

Small data windows can be selected

Tektronix cursor can be ac<:essed to measure points

Rectangular or cylindrical format

Interval, initial level, density are all selectable

Rectangular or cylindrical format

Surface may be viewed from any angle

Conversion of dependent variable units
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DATAMAP PLOT
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Figure 3.10 Plot Examples from DATAMAP.
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4.0

Section IV

DATABASE _NAGEMENT

DATABASE M_NAGEHENT INTRODUCTION

This se<tim deals with acquiring, stnr_ng and maintaining fl.ight data

in the TRENDS database. The TRENDS philosol,hy is that. tile Database

Manager is in charge of these tasks, so that the flight test engineer,

analyst, or project manager is free of these responsibilities.

In our system the Database Manager is tasked to gather the preprocessed

digital tapes from lhe flight-test center: inlmt the correct parameters

per test point for filtering and decimation: enter and reformat the

data into the TRENDS format.: compute the derived parameter quantities

and check the data validity. These steps are semiautomatlcally

performed by using the database management menu: once the parameter

sets and counters have been decided up(,n, mo._t of the processing is

automatic. Validity chocks are automatic, but if bad data shows -p,

the Database Manager must look at the data plots individually. The

connection between the database management software and t.h_ accessing

software of TRENDS is illustrated in figure 4.1. Descriptions of

menlls, menu items ar,t so[ut imls to prol,lems inw_lving datahase

,nanagement will be addressed in this section.

4.1 DATABASE HANAGEMENT HENUS

Database management menus, similar to the data-accessing menu of TRENDS

have been developed to integrate the datahase management tasks.

Separate menus exist: for the XV-15 and UH-60 database management

fum'tions because the proced, res difier sig,ificantly. Future efforts

will be undertaken to investigate conunonalities Jn the processes and

to develop an integrated database management menu.
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4.1.1 XV-15 Databas_ Management Menu

The database rlanagement menu for the XV-15 database is

Flight Data Inp.t Display Files
Snmma r ize

FLIGtlT DESCRI _TIONS CIIECK T-H FSTATUS

TEST-PO)NT NA:_RATIVE VIEW FIHC CONSISTENCY

DATA REQLIEST KEY FILE SUMMARIZE

MINHAX DATA CTRCAT BATCH CHECK

DERIVED DATA TIIFCAT REPORT

GROSS WEIGHTS ICS BY CTR VALIDITY CIIECKS

TIME-HISTORY DATA WORDSCAN SCREEN

SET DIRECTORY ]TEMDEFS TRENDS

HEi,P SEARCH TMPTRENDS

EXIT

Data Ilandling

COPY

REPAIR

DEI,ETE

INPUT I,IST

TAPE LiST

DESPIKE

FILTER

GROUPS

NOHINALS

4.1.1.1 Menu Items.

Keywo t-d

The functions of the menu items are

Description of Keyword
**********************

Flight Data !nput

FLIGHT DESCR'PTIONS Enter doscrJpt ions for each fl.ight

'rEST-POINT N_RRATIVE Enter a short_ descript.ion for each te.qt-pot.nt

DATA REQUEST Display or enter requests for T-H data by flight

HINb_X DATA

DERIVED DATA

GROSS WEIGHT;

TIbIE-IIlSTORY DATA

SET DIRECTOR{

HELP

EXIT

Reformat the MiniMax list file produced on FOX VAX

Calculate and store additional MiniMax data

Enter initial gross weight and center of gravity

Process data from FOX-produced compressor tapes

Set aircraft tail number: _'hange file locations

Display purpose of menu items

Return to VHS

Display File Contents

.....................

CitECK T-It Display contents of individual T-H files--one line/err

VIEW MMC

KEY FILE

CTRCAT

TttFCAT

ICS BY CTR

WORDSCAN

ITEHDEFS

SEARCH

l._isplay contents of blln/Max files--one line/counter

Display contents of FLTCTRxxx. KEY files

Display contents of COUNTER.CAT--one line/counter

Display contents of THFILES.CAT

Display contents of COUNTERS.xxx files

Call WORDSCAN to seart:h/display ctmnter descripl ions

Call GROUPITEM to display/search item detinitions

Search values in MiniMax tiles
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SuJmnarize

FSTATUS

CONSISTENCY
SUMMARIZE

BATCHCHECK
REPORT

VALIDITYCHECKS

SCREEN

TRENDS

THPTRENDS

Data Handling

COPY
REPAIR
DELETE
INPUTLIST

TAPEI,IST
DESPIKE

FII,TER
GROUPS

NOHINALS

Display by f].ight total counters by data group

Tally and d.i.._p/ay countet's per group for all fl.ights

Display status of data and support files by flight

Summarize the available data ill the database for a

given flight

Create and subl,|]t command file to check database status

Produce a printable report file

Include summary of contents and storage of the database

Compile and process "Summary of Data Spikes"

Pinpoint anomalies of data values for further analysis

Test the value of data points (from HiulMax files)

against a standard list of boundary values (NOMINALS)

Call TRENDS and leave this utility, pointing

to data in the XV-15 TREI'IDS database

Call TRENDS aud leave this utility, pointing to

processing location o£ the data

Copy T-H counters fr,_m elsewhpre by fJight or counter

Correct or alter values for data in the database

Del_t_e T-H flJ.ghts or cottul_ts fr,ml the dat_alJase

Display/edit itemcode lists + filter freq. _ decimation

Read and modify files used by the DCMPRS ptogran|

Display/edit list of tapes with CCF Library VSNs

Perform sear<h for spikes on raw data files

Replace data values and write to another f:jle

Use the convolution filter on specified files of data

Display/search ite,ls by groups

Display. search, or modify a standard list of n_r,nal

limits of valid data values lot- selected itemcodes
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4.1.2 UIt-60 Database Management tlenu

4.1.2.1

The database management menu for the UH-60 database is

Flight Data Input

FLIGHT DESCRIPTIONS

TEST-POINT NARRATIVE

NUMERICAL DATA

TAPE-READ

LIST MES,EU FILES

Control/EdLt Database Utilities

.............................

HOT LIST FSTATUS SCAN

DEFINE ITEtIS ITEHDEFS COPY

IIELP WORDSCAN DELETE

COMPRESS TRENDS MASK

EXIT INSPECT

Menu Items. Tile purpose of each of these menu items is

Ft, IGHT DESCRIPTIONS Enter flight description data (BASKER)

TEST-POINT NARRATIVE Enter test-point des_'tiptions (INPCOH)

NUMERICAL DATA Run FILLER to reformat AEFA data for TRENDS

TAPE-READ Tape-to-disk conunands to load AEFA data on NEP

LiST HES,E3 FILES Display contents of MES748fff.DAT and EUfff.DAT

HOT LIST

DEFINE [TE4S

IIELP

COMPRESS

EXIT

Enter items, filter, decimation for T-H storage

Enter item-descriptive data (F1LLDINFO)

Display purpose of menu items

Compress the ITH tiles

Return to VHS

FNTATUS

ITEMDEFS

WORDSCAN

TRENDS

INSPECT

Di_l,lay stat,s of _,,ppolt files in 1he database

CaII ITEHDEFS to disl,iay/search item definitions

Call WORDSCAN to search/display counter descriptions

Carl TRENDS and leave this utility

Display contents of specified *.TIM files

SCAN

CoPY

DELETE

MASK

Display T-H co.nters stored for a f] t.ght or counter

Copy T-H counters elsewhe_e f_r a fJ].ght or counter

Delete T-il flights or cotmters from the database

Comment out specified T-H flights or counters
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4.2 INSTALLINGDATAINTOTRENDS

4.2.1

4.2.1.1

4.2.1.2

TP, ENDS databa.qes are made up of selected gro,ps of parameters on the

basis of ea<h test p¢,+iut. Decisions have to I,e made by the Flight Test_

Director or his assi.qtant_ as to whi(:h data (of those available) are to

be inclt,ded in the database. It is duting this selection process that

tile first major data compression is performed. The quality of the

data has to be monitored and steps have to be taken to correct p,oblems

where possible and exc:lude bad or misleading information from the

dat.aba,qe. Derived data t.o be accessed from TRENDS (e.g., MiniMax

statistics, ncmrecorded-but-derivable stat_dav'd meas-re_, harmonics)

must be computed and tutored. A]] of these tasks fall under the

function of installltlg data into tlte database.

Formats and Media

The media on which data come to TRENDS include magnetic tapes, disk

flies, and prirxtouts (or typed or handwritte,t pages). The most ct_llmlon

source is magnetic tape. Tapes come in several formats, among which

tile following have been used:

1. Compressor tapes from ARC (tagged integers)

2. Compressor tapes from AEFA (tagged floating point)

3. RTH 45 tapes from Crows Land.tng (postt. i,mal integers)

4. Bell Standard-label (positional integers)

a. time-histories

b. harmonic time-histories

c. Min/Max-per- rev

5. Ames/Bell flight logs (ASCII descriptions).

Some of the data arrive as disk files:

1. Engineering Data Files (EDFs) (positional. floating point)

2. Min/Max listing tiles front OF1 (formatted fl, oa! .ing point)

3. Wind tuunel data for HARP and BV360 (formatted floating point)

Reforma! t tnl_ ProRrams. A generic 1,rogravn f-r reformatt]n_ has not yet

been implemented for all data formats, although this is desirable. In

addition to reformatting the time-history data, reformattlng programs

perform other auxiliary tasks, such as deriving unmeasured parameters,

filtering, decimating, computing MiniMax statistics, etc. Many of the

processes are duplicated for each reformatting program, whi¢:h in

hindsight is a poor practice because of tile upkeep required for one

program versus that for many, but the progtanuner is sometimes seduced

into nonoptimal choices when trying to develop software rapidly.

Processing Time. Compressor-tape processing time, even on a VAE 8650,

is significant. The following computation is a guide for the XV-15.

o r

CPU time(sec) = (I0 + 1.5 x items) x counters

i hour of CPU time ---> for 90 parameters and 25 counters
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4.2.1.3

where the courters are from 15-20 sec long, the average sample rate is
i00 samples/sec and where "items" represents the number of parameters
selected for ,_totage as time-histories.

Prompting rro_.ramn. Some portions of a TRENDS database (in particular,

the narrative portions) are entered from printed sheets by someone who

types the dat_ in at a keyb_ard. The data are stored ]n TRENDS ]n

binary, keyed-access tiles which cannot be changed with the system

editor. Proml,ling programs (in particuIar, BASKER for detailed flight

data and INPCOM for test-point descriptions) are provided via database

management me,ms to assist the data-entry person in the task of fiIltng

eat:h field in the p,(_per format. Narrative information is important in

the TRENDS da':abase: hence, good toois for data entry increase the

likelihood thnt the narrative information will be entered uroperly.

4.2.2 Data Storage ,;apacity Considerations

An important _ractlce that not only ]mprnven dnta co,repression, h,t is

implicit in t_e rapid processing of flight data, is the use of the

prime-data bit and counter reference point In air,:raft data acquisition

systems. Implemented Jn the cockpit of each XV-J5 aircraft is a push-

button which the pilot presses when he is ready to take his test-point

data. Upon pLtshing the button, a 1,it (the "prime-data" bit) is set

high in the data stream. When the imtton is pressed again the

prime-data bit drops l_w and a test point counter (CNTR), which is a

separate digital word in the data stream, is ]m:temented. llence,

onboard the aircraft 111 real time both the l,r.ime test. period attd

counter numbers are automatically recorded in the data stream. The

counter number thus identifies the prime-data time interval of

interest. TPis interval, called a burst, run, maneuver, or test point

by different ueople, is usually called a counter in TRENDS vernacular.

The flight deta, tncl,ding the prime-data I_it and counter number, are

telemetered _own to the ground test facility and output to stripchart

time-t, ick per recorders, where test enzineers m_,nitor the test's

progress. It the test director feels that a test-point is unsat, i.q-

tactory, he (an ask that it be repeated, ident_ifying it by the counter

number. The counter n,mher and the prime-data hit are both u_ed in

post-iligltt l_rocessing to locate intervals of interest in the data

st,earn. When the prime data bit and counter munber are available,

t.ime-of-day buunds do not have to be specified to identify the data

interval _,f nterest. A li_t of had test p_ints to be skil,ped during

post-flight l_rocessin_ is given to the ground data center immediately

atter each _.ight. TRENDS uses the counter number to key alI of its

test-point data, thereby relating test-point narrative to all types of

numerical da:a.

Nnt all of t _o flight-test data from a large prelect can 1,e storpd for

access by TRENDS users. Bad counters and non-prime data have not been

included, for example. Because of the high data-acquisition rates (up

t.o 500 samples/see f_,r the XV-15 and 2000 samples/see for upcoming

UN-60 tests), the additional measures discussed below are taken to

further reduce data-storage requirements.
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4.2.2.1

4.2.2.2

Counter Selection. N-t all of the co.nters (test points) whic:h are
recorded in tests are included in the databases. If prol,lems arise

in Jnstru,nentation. data reduction, or test procedures to negate the

value of a test point, or if a test. point is judged to have no value

relative to test: objectives , it will not be included in the database.

Decisions about what is to be included a_e made by flight-test engineers

who are familiar with the test objectives and test results. For the

XV-15 case, these engineers are provided with a list of the counters

(with descriptions) as a file on the VAX. They edit the file to form a

request specifying which counters and time-history groups are to l,e

included in the base. Database management personnel then fill the

database according to the request.

Groups. One means of reducing storage requirements is by definition

and selective storage of time-history groups. Of the 350-odd para-

meters u,_ually recorded for XV-15 tests at Ames, only about 90 are

of general interest as accessible time-histories in TRENDS. These are

the "performance" or "handling qualities" parameters such as airspeed,

stick positions, etc. For some test points, n.t even these need be

stored as time-histories hecause the Hin/Hax statistics provide enough

information to satisfy the test objectives. For other test points,

different groups of parameters are important to save, depending on the

particular objectives associated with the flight and test point.

The research engineers were consulted to determine which groups should

be established, the data items making .p each gro.p, and appropriate

filter cutoff frequencies and sampling (decimation) rates.

The following groupings have been defined for the XV-15 database:

ITEM CODE GROUPS time-histORY FILE DESCRIPTION

4.2.2.3

AEROELASTIC

CONVERSION

HANDLING QUALITIES

HARMONICS

_NEUVERS

SPECIAL AEROELASTIC

SPECTRALS

TRANSFER FUNCTION

FILTERED, FIIT,L CNTR, 26 items

UNFILTERED, FULL CNTR, 23 items

FILTERED, FULL CNTR, 70 items

UNFILTERED, 1000 PTS/CNTR. ABFMS

FILTERED, FULL CNTR, 88 items

UNFILTERED, FULL CNTR, I0 items

UNFILTERED, i000 PTS/CNTR, ABFMS

UNFILTERED, FULL CNTR, 13 items

The XV-15 groups are defined in greater detail in appendix C.

A new concept, the "IiOT-I, TST" concept, was implemented in Febr.ary ].987

to enable the ilight-test director to change the parameters to be stored,

their filter cutoff frequencies, and their saml,l lng rates on a flight-

by-flight or counter-by-counter basis as the database is filled. This

concept has been implemented only for use with the UH-60 database.

Integer Storage. One means of data compression u,qed by TRENDS is to

store all time-history data as scaled 2-byte (16-bit) integers

as opposed to 4-byte floating-point engineering-unit values. Most
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4.2.2.4

4.2.2.5

4.2.2.6

of the data ale ac:quir_d with only 12 bits (or fewer) of precision

anyway, so no information is lost hy limiting the stored precision to

16 hits. Eng..neering-,_mit s_:aling is applied when the information is

retrieved for use in TRENDS. Scales and hiases are stored along with

tile integer data. This storage technique essentia]]y d,,ubles the

storage capac_ty of the given disk space over that of floating-point

storage. The trade-off is a small penalty in computer time to float

and scale the data. When the input so.rce is Jn calibrated floating-

point form. a_; it is with UH-60 data from AEFA, TRENDS determines

the range of ,lata for each sensor and counter, then d_,rives scales

and biases whh:h will serve to rescale the data when they are stored as

Z-byte intege.s.

Filtering and Decimai:i(_n. Another mpthod of data ,'ompre._sion ,_ed

by TRENDS is :he filtering and decimation of some time-histories

before they a:e sto_ed in the database. Tile convolution filter is

applied to sp,_('ified parameter time-histories, then only every

nth sample of the fi|tered time-history is stored. The

determination of needed bandwidth and sampling [-ate is made by

knowledgeable engineers. The lower plot in figure 4.2 shows the

filtered rep[ _sentaticul of the raw data shown in tile upper plot.

Tlle effective time interval between samples is stored as part of

the data. Sylchronization of the data for two or more t.ime-seties

being cros.._-p[otted or- used together in formulas is aCcoln|)lished in

T[HEHIST by ilteTpolal ion of less-frequently sam|,led series to the

sample times )f Inure-frequently sampled data.

Series Trunca'ion. Still annther mean._ of compression .,_ed by TRENDS

]s the truncation _f certain time-series before they are stored in the

dalabase. Th= ptJmary use of many recorded parameters (e.g., accel-

eration or be iding moment) is to measure their frequency content.

The ana[ys, + w_nts to kn_w this informat_n relative to an interval

of steady fli4ht at some particular flight condition, so it is

useless t_ st)re the data across a transient part of the test point.

A short burst of data is all the analyst wants, so it is both

economit:al an] reas_nal+le t_ trun(:ate the data to a short lilne inter-

val. In tile :ase of UII-60 data, a "cut-and-save" process is used to

ext._-act a sho[t interval of the most useful data ftom the longer

recorded test point for whi_:h data are available. This interval is

determined by looking at TRENDS plots of certain low-i,equency

parameters tenpotarily sto,ed tot the full c:ountet.

Rotor Rev AvetaKing. Pressure data from upcoming UIt-60 tests will he

recorded at 2300 samples per second, generating big storage problem.q.

It is ant. i_:Jpated that these data will be compressed by averaging three

or more rotor tevs together to generate one averaged rotor rev of

pressure data, hence significantly compressing the data to be stored.
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4.2.3 Data Quality

Thpre are a]ways prol,[ems with real test d_ta. Instr.mentation Js

imperfect. Measurements are imperfect. Time-code data often contain

anomalies which affect the processing of all test data. Data reduction

is prone to errors. Good data differ from bad data only in the deRree

of imperfecti,m. To avoid including "bad" data ill the database, either

the computer or a knowledgeable engineer must make a judgement. The

problems of database management concerning the quality of test data are

1. How (:an bad data be deto('ted?

2. How can bad t ime code data I,e dptected?

3. Once detected, how can I_ad data be co/retted?

4.2.3.1 Check.lng Bad Data. Given the time, tools, antl interest, a knowledgeable

aeronautical engineer can look through fl_ght-tpst results and locate

most of the problems with the data. We would Like to have computer

software which could do the same thing, but we have not yet succeeded.

Users are encouraged to report suspicious data to the Database Hanager

so that it can be corrected, flagged, or dele_,_d. Users are also

reminded that they a,e looking at real test data in TRENDS.

Certain gross checks are made automatically hy the databane management

software of TRENDS. For exami, le, the XV-15 pyI,m angle is [imited to

the range of about 0 to about 95 degrees, so sol.(ware can flag a prob-

Iem if this parameter measures, say, 234 degrees. If the problem turns

out to be a bad bias value, this can be corrected. Such checks are not

generic, but are application-specific. Another check made by TRENDS is

to monitor the change between time-history samples (a siope check) and

report instances when such changes exceed preset bounds. When the

h(,,nds are exceeded, raw data are stored (even if storage of raw data

had not been requested) for later plotting and investigation. Band-

edge prol,lems can also be detected and flagged autt,matically. P,oblems

which persist are brought t.o the attention of the flight-test and

instrumentation engineers.

The band-edge prol,lpm shown in the upper plot of fig, re 4.2 was caused

by an improper transducer bias on the pilot's g-Ioad signal (XV-I5

ttemcode AOI9). The problem was detected during automatic data proces-

sing and rel_orted to _nstrumentation personnel for correction. The

Iower plot shows the filtered version of the data in the upper plot.

This version, derived using the convolution filter and a cut-off

frequency of 2 Hz, does not exhibit the band-edge probiem.

4.2.3.2 Despiktng Data. TRENDS' datahase managpment software Jncl,des provi-

sion for despiking time-histories and then for recomputing derived

statistics and filtered-decimated time-histories Irum the despiked

data. Single-point spikes (i.e., wild points, outliets) and some other

errors whi(:h can be detected can I_e reptaced by interpol.ating between

the wtid point's neighbors. FJgure 4.3 illustrates a time-series with

spikes (the upper plot. autoscaled) and the same time-series with the

spikes removed autt_matically.
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4.2.3.3 Data Credibil..ty. In the early (lays of TRENDS' devel.opmPnt, users

and potential users were not confident that the database would give

them correct answers. Those XV-15 engineers had some degree of

confidence (jltstified or not) in the printed Min/Max statistical

reports provicted to them by the Ames Ground Data Center (Code OFJ),

because the r,,ports corollated adequately with st tipchatts which were

generated durl.ng the flight. The statistical tel,orts were ASCII files

from which da:a could he extracted t_r incl,si(m Jn the database and

the reports w,,re usually available before time-history tapes could be

obtained and lJlocessed t:o derive the M]n/Hax st at ist it:s. These

ASCII files w,>re selected as the source of Min/Hax stal istical data

for TRENDS prLmarily because of their availability. However, a _ide

benefit of th,_ir use was soon realized by the TRENDS managers when we

saw the user ,;c_nununJty confidence in TRENDS rapidly Jnclease because

the TRENDS values were indeed the same as in the origlnal printouts.

4.2.3.4 Time Code Pro,!ems. Although the aircraft time code p.oneralor is not

a prime consideration in the way that TRENDS stores and accesses data,

it cannot be 'leglected. In our data-acqui_i.tJon system at Ames, that

part of the time code which should logically c,mtain days contains the

counter numbe: instead. Alttmugh it Js less likely to hal, pen than a

glitch in the seconds word (which changes more rapidly), an incorrect

counter seque_c:e number caused by a time anomaly after:is the unpa,'king

of all data. This can cause data to be stored in the wrying location

and it can wr,ak hawse with any aut.-matic-l_rOc_sslng logic. We have

no general solution to this problom, hut it is mentioned here because

a significant effort can be required to solve such problems as they

come along. It is useful to have counter n,lnber imbedded in the lime

code, because time code is telemetered to the ground and the counter

number can th_n he used to identify data tegions on the sl tip charts.

It. may be noted that data are stored not on the basis of time, but on

the basts of _ample rate in the data-acquisitiCm system, since the rate

is more reliable. Parameter flies in TRENDS define what the sample

rate is for. e_c'h parameter (e.g. 251 samples/see), so samples ate

separated in time by the reciprocal _f the sample rate. Time is not

stored per se in TRENDS files, except for the time of the first sample

of each parameter. This initial time may differ between parameters

(i.e., timo s_ew), so Jt is recorded to enable _he synchronization

needed for crgss-plotting or parameter combination in formuIas.

4.2.3.5 Check Programa. As the size of a database incroa_es, it becomes

increasingly important to have tools which will automatically perform

all of the ch_cks which can be made atttomatical[y. Inconsistencies

creep into th_ database unavoidably through software oversights,

source-data pr,,hlem_, etc. It is necessary t_ have software whi_'h will

locate inconsi3tencies and other problems so that they may he corrected.

In particular, summary files must truly summarize, must t,e coml,lete,

and must not indicate data whit:h do not exist. Several check programs

(e.g., CONSISFNC) are ,sed in managing TRENDS datal,ases. These are

documented in the TRENDS Procedures Manual, avaiIable from either of

the authors of this report.
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4.2.4 Data Derivations

4.2.4.1

4.2.4.2

A TRENDSdatabase Jncl,t,les scalar numerical data of several types as
well as time-history data. These types include MiniMax statistics,
parameters derived from those statistics, parameters derived from
time-histories (e.g., slopes), and harmonic amp]itudes and phases.
To detive these in line as the user runs TRENDSis computationally
inefficient and impossible if the needed time-histories are not stored.
In addition to the scalsrs, sometime histories are derived for UH-60
storage and Min/Max-per-rev data are derived for loads parameters.

hi in/Max Statistics. The Hin/tlax statistical mea,_ures for the

EV-15 and UH-60 datal,ases were listed in paragraph 3.2.5. The values

for these measures are obtained by processing time-history data, using

algorithms which are generally specific to the project and database.

Sometimes the HJn/Hax sCmrce is an ASCII file of preptocessed values

rather than a time history.

Derived Parameters. The derived parameters for the XV-15 are

Itemcode

AILD

ALFD

BETD

CDIJR

CPXX

CRPM

CTXX

I)tILD

ET IM

FLPD

GOVD

GWJW

GWT0

GWT I

GWT2

HDFT

HDOT

IASD

KCAS

KTAS

OATC

P .1WX

PCAD

PHID

RHPN

RSHP

SIGP

TDAY

THTD

TOCG

Units

DEG/S

DEG/S

DEG/S

SECOND

Description

RT AILERON RATE (SLOPE D645)

ANGLE OF ATTACK (D008) RATE

SIDESI, IP RATE (SLOPE D007)

COUNTER DURATION

POWER COEFFICIENT

COMPUTED RPH RPM

THRUST COEFFICIENT

DOWNLOAD COEFFICIENT

ELAPSED TIHE SINCE ENGINES ON HIH"TE

FLAP ANGLE RATE (SLOPE D617) DEG/S

GOV. LVDT RATE (SLOPE E719) %/S

GROSS WT USING ADJ FUEL WEIGHT I,BS

RAMP GROSS WEIGHT LBS

GROSS WEIGHT, FUEL WT METHOD LBS

GROSS WEIGHT, FUEL FLOW METHOD LBS

DENSITY ALTITUDE FEET

CI, IMB/DESCENT RATE(SLOPE P342) FT/SEC

AIRSPEED RATE (SLOPE P002) KNOT/S

CALIBRATED AIRSPEED KNOTS

TRUE AIRSPEED KNOTS

CORRECTED TEHPERATURE DEG C

ADJUSTED HORSEPOWER HP

PYLON CONVERSION RATE DEG/S

ROLL ANGLE RATE (SLOPE D009) DEG/S

NORMALIZED HP (RSHP/SIGP) HP

ROTOR SHAFT HORSEPOWER HP

DENSITY RATIO

COUNTER START TIME OF DAY

PITCH ANGLE RATE (SLOPE D010)

C.G. FOR RAMP GW

MI[,IIITE

DEGIS

INCHES
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4.2.4.3

4.2.5

The derived parameters for the UH-60 are

Mnemonic

AHU
CP
CPROTOR
CT
FLAP

FSCG

GW

HDB

HPB

HPS

LEADLAG

H'r tP
PITCHC

REFRPH

SIIPT

VCALB

VT

VTB

Descript ion

Advance ratio, derived (

Power coef. {eng. q), derived (

HR Fower coeI:. (QHR), derived (

MR thrust coef., derived (

Cortected blade flapping (T)eg

A/C longitudinal c.g., derived (inches

A/C gross weight, d_rived (l,b

_uom density altitude, derived (Ft

Boom press, air. corrected (Ft

Ship press, alt. corrected (Ft

Corlet:t.ed I,lade lead-lag (Deg

Adwncing t ip Math number (

Cot_ect.ed t,lade t, itch (Deg

Ref_,rred main rotor speed (RPH

Coml_ined engine shaft Hp (Hp

Bootl ca]il_tated airspeed (Kts

(]or :ected compiled TAS (Kts

Bool_l true airspeed (Kts

Itemcode

(V OHI! )

( CPO0 )

( C PHP, )

(CTO0)

(FLAP)

(FSCG)

(FSGW)

(HDBO)

(HPBC )

(ttPSC)

(LLAG)

(VTIP)

(PTCU)

( V RHR )

(ESttP)

(VCA s)

(v'rRu)

(VTAS)

tiarmonic Aml)l[lude and Pha_e. The rotorcraft b] pper pulse (R018 for

the XV-15 and HRTRAZ1 for the UH-60) is used to define the fundamental

t,,tor cycle f_equency, then harmonics (6 for XV-15, 15 for Uti-60) ate

derived for selected parameters, using software borrowed from DATAHAP.

The harmonic _mplitudes and phases are then stored for access in TRENDS

via program features HARHONIC, MIN}LAX, and SEARCH.

Automatic Updating

Supporting and _unmary fires, i.e., files which contain s,mmary

lists of all of the counters, itemcodes, and datatypes available for

each itemcode, need to be updated as the data ate input into the

database. Because this was nut done in the original TRENDS system,

a check of all data in the base wa,_ required (as a separate step)

each time the database was modified. As the size of the database

increased, tl'is step became very time-intensive. Therefore, it soon

became necessary to iml_l_ement routines and p_oced,Tes tot automatically

updating the summary and suptmrting files during the tape- and li._t-

processing (_leration s- These routines are documented in a Procedures

Manual which is availahle from either of the authors.
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4.2.6 Record Overflow

The problem of record overflow in a file (heca.,_e of a fixed maxJm.m

allowable record length in tile COml)uter operati.g system for keyed-

a(:cess files) made it necessary to have a t:otltil_uation index indicator

to connect multlple-re(:ord counters. Spe(:i[ically, only 16,380 bytes

may be written to one keyed-access record on the VAX/VHS c:omputer

system, which translates to 8150 integer*2 samples/record (part of the

record is taken up by overhead; e.g., ('ouHtet n_mlber, scale, bias,

start time, samples/see, number of l_oints), llence, storage for any

mainframe parameters (whi(:h are sampled at 251 saml_les/sec ) for

any counter longer than 33 sec re(luires multiple records.
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Section V

TRENDSDESIGN/DEVELOPHENTCONSIDERATIONS

5.0 TRENDSDESIGN/DEVELOPHENT

This section addresses some of the design considerations and

technical cletails of the development (7[ TRENDS and gives some of

the rea,_:on_; for decisions which were inade.

5.1

5.1.1

5.1.2

TRENDS I)EVTLOPMENT PltlLOSOEHY

The in_it[at ph.i]osophy wa_ that the TRENDS system was to enal,le

nonprogra._ners and noncomputer peol,le to selectively access and see

all data iqvolved with rotorcraft flight testing. The basic goal was

to provide not only a user-friendly system, but a complete system.

User's Hanaal

TRENDS was initially designed NOT to rpquire a usPt"s mamlal; hencp,

in-line help was a requirement. It is now recommended that the new

user staLt with narrative information menu items and then work iuto

the plot opticms. Our advice to the user is, when in doubt,

t:ly it. The user can't hurt the system. The user's manual can he

useful when looking up parameter names or when running sophist teated

applications available in the system. Note that full documentation

of this system results in a large uspt"s manual which _s b_lieved to

act as a deterrent to using TRENDS for the new user. Most of the key

features cf TRENDS need little or no documentation.

Initial System Software Attributes

EaIly vetsion'; of TRENDS contained most of 1he basic l,lott.ing and

searching capabilities of the present version, but the user interface

was less formal. Unique special features were imbedded into the syntax

of the system initially; however, because of the pressure from the

younger el gineers, who wanted everything clearly defined, most of this

kind o[ iz put has been formalized. It al)peared that senior engineers

were happ) to have any means at all for displaying the test data and

didn't mitd a ttial-an,l-eLror appzoach in inte_ facing with TRENDS. The

basic problem was in providing the new user with a user-friendly system

while I,rOx iding the expeLienced user with special capabilities, yet not

complJ_at:ng the syntax of the input prompts.
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5.1.3 Incremental Development Concept

5.1.3.1

5.1.3.2

TRENDS' development was uset-driven from its initial conception. The

priority for work on the DBMS was to

1. Get it working, albeit crudely or incompletely;

2. Respond to users' gravest complaints or requirements;

3. Wt, tk on extendJ,_g/_tmp,oving syntem features with

user-friendliness always in mind.

A.q simp!istic as this approach appears, it succeeded Jn making progress

while maintaining a usPf,,l tm_l. Fortunately, the initial user gtx,up

was small and was tasked t.o solve reaI l_roblems, not hypothetical ones:

hence, only minimal time was spent in trying to j,stify actions taken

during the development of TRENDS. Also, the devel,q_ment of this system

involved only four peopte, including the authors of this report: hence,

system direction and continuity have never been sacrificed during t.he

seven years of TRENDS development. The following paragraphs follow the

chronological order of system development, as driven by user require-

merits. For a chronological smmnary, see Appendix A.

Min/Hax P].ott]ng. The first plotting capability required for TRENDS

was that of plotting one Min/Max item versus an.ther for a specified

range of counters. To satisfy the requirement without a detailed

design effort, a somewhat general-putpose plot package was provided

which allowed the users to input any comments or have any setup that

they wanted. Plots were tedious to set up with this package. An

early decision was made to sacrifice the genera[ opt.ions a user might

request and to provide a user-friendty program which would provide

labeled, scaled plots on the screen within seconds and require minima]

input specifications. Provision was then made to let the user override

the labels and scales. Later in the development, the ability fc,r the

users to put their own titles and cormnents on the plot was provided

for, but the great maj,,rity of the users were and still are satisfied

with the titles and scaling that TRENDS provides automatically. It has

been found that engineers who are actually doing research are primarily

interested in getting results simply and quickly. However, new features

for the TRENDS system are given consideration if they don't in any way

complicate the input syntax.

Narrative. TRENDS represented a maior break with respect to exi,_ting

engineering databases of the time, circa 1982, with the inclusion of

as much narrative data into the base as possible along with numerical

data. The intent was to allow a user of the system to know what the

test was about, and its results, by reading tile flight notes and looking

at numerical or plotted data. In the design of TRENDS, it was felt

that having narrative data in the system would be very useful; however,

an approl_riate technique for integrating numerical and .arrative data

was not clear initially. It was the decision to use the test-point

number (counter) along with derived couutet sets (pseudo-flights) which

cemented that integration.
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5.1.3.3

5.1.3.4

5.1.3.5

pse.d_l-Fli_ht Creation. Providing the user with the al_lllty to search

through all types of data is normally a standatd capability in most

databases; however, the ability to search and save test points which

satisfy the user's narrative and/or numerical templates semiautomati-

cally on tie computer in the user's home directory was the feature

which valic:ated the pse,do_flight/derived-flight concept. This concept

is crucial to TRENDS and its users, since it allows one to do extensive

research oI_ multiple flights easily. Also, pseudo-flight _eneration

by the user personalizes the database to eat'h user's needs: the nse,s

in effet:t Imild their own databases, but with the unique aspect lhat

they need _o sav_ only the test-poi,t xumll_ers in their directories and

not the ac *uaj data. thereby not increasing storage requirements to

any signifLcant extent.

Ttme-H_tory Pl,_tting. This m_n- option ]s th_ most powntftiI ,_n_

in the 'I'REIDS systpm, because most analysis involves I,Jotting of time-

histories. TIMEHIST became the h{_me for many ol,tions which could be

thought of as separate functions except for the fact that they see all

involved with the plotting of data. TIMEHIST allows users to input their

own functims or t,_ use predefined ones found in a fun_:tion file. It

allows all of the mathematical functions, including table lookups, to

be used by simply typing them in the prompt line. It allows reiterative

processing of time-history data by executing a process and saving the

results of that process with a user-defined file name to be used again.

The data in each case are shown on the screen of the user's terminal.

Although the integration of so many capabilities into one menu item has

at times l:een ('hallenged, most users generally like the power this

single menu item gives them because the prompts can be as simplistic or

as complicated as the user requires.

Formula E_aluation. It was obvious that an analysis system would

have to have the ability to combine data th,ouKh mathematical

opel. aticm.'. Excel,t fc_r spread-sheet plogtams, this usually requiees

that a program he modi[ied, recompiled, and [elinked each i-i,le a new

f,nction qor suhroutine) is to be included. TRENDS was reqtilred to

supply users with any functions they wanted and to Ice able to generate

them without having to compile the program. This development was a

ca}or eff,,rt whJ(:h require0 formula-parsing anti evaluation tecbniqiles

in line w.th searching and pl.tting procedures to evaluate the fun_'tions

without c,_mpiling. The end result of this software capal_]lity a][,,ws

users to not only generate functions (i.e., formulas) and save them,

but also ._!lows users to specify the functions interactively without

having previously defined the functions. Host user-generated functions

can be used on either statistical or time-hist_ry data with no

distinctim. The function specification and eval,ati_m capability of

TRENDS possesses most of the capabilities of FORTRAN formula specifi-

cation. 3onditional statements have not yet. been enabled.
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5.1.3.6

5,1.4

User-Friendly A.toplot Set.p. Autop]ot set.p, as mentioned previo, l.qly.

is a way to significantly reduce the number of user prompts required

to produce a finished-looking |,lot on tile screen. This is accomplished

by having special tiles which are automatically accessed each time a

plot is required. These special files supply pro.iect titles,

test-point descriptions, flight descrJl,tions , and full descriptions of

the parameters for the axis labels. Also included in the autoplot

setup is an automatic scaling algorithm which provides reasonable

scales. A1thou_h any part of the automatic information can easily be

overridden by tile user, most users find the a.tomatlc provisions of the

MINMAX and TIMEHIST plot features to he assets which reduce the time

required to get meanJnRf, l ply,is. Other feat.res in this autoplot

setup allow the user to recall previous plot setups which were saved

under supplied file names, modify those set.ps if desired, or if it is

found that a mistake han been made in a diffic.lt setup, to easily

recall the entire plot setup while still within the plot-dialogue logic

(even if the setup hasn't been explicitly saved).

TRENDX

It was found necessary to generate two versions of the TRENDS database

operating system in order not to interfere with the user con_nunity as

,,edification work was being done on the working software. TRENDS

became the released version while TRENDX was the version of TRENDS

containing the latest modifications (and made available for acceptance
testing by some experienced users).

5.2 DATA PHILOSOPHY

In TRENDS, data reliability imposes a requirement on the user as well

as on the database manager. Our aim is to do our best to check the

data hefore they are installed in the base, hut speed is of the es.qence

in this decision; hence, if users finds data they think are bad, they

should notify NASA. Not all databases are handled in the same manner

and there is disagreement among the NASA engineers as to the extent to

which flight data must be certified before making them available to the

public. In real data systems, errors occur due to bad instrumentation,

improper calil,rations, bad sensors, broken wires, etc; hence, these

types of problems must be considered when using any database. It is

extremely difficult and expensive to check the validity of all of the

data in a database consisting of billions of bytes, yet there is con-

cern that to make uncertified data available mLght result ill some users

writing reports which are invalid and for which NASA could be blamed.

Certain checks are made for obvious orrors on atl ,.l_ta as they come in;

however, subtle errors may not be found in the data unless the user

recognizes them. This is where engineering experience is invalual,le on

the part of the user. One must pay a price to allow data to become

immediateIy available, and that price is the guaranteed reliability of

the data. Unlike the XV-15 database, the UH-60 database has been re-

viewed by knowiedgeable engineers specificalIy to remove bad data. The
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5.2.1

5.2.2

5.2.2.1

UN-60 database is relatively small (500 megabytes) and At took over a

year to certify that _t was valid. Yet if you ask those who celt iiled

tile data whethPr all the data in the UH-60 database are good, their

answer is that they are not. certain. Now long w.il i it take to validate

30 gigabytes of pressuLe data when they are added to the existing UH-60

database, and can we wait that long? It is unclear how certlfication

can be ]un on al. 1 111|-60 data withottt Sl_endJng years ill the process.

The aim of TRENDS is to interface to users who understand the diffi-

culty of this problem and are willing to hell) with it. It is felt that

users require certified data should use only NASA reports, even I[ they

take yeats to get., [atheL than to (],lestiun |he use[ulltess of a system

which is trying to get data out rapidly. TRENDS represents an experi-

mental concept of making raw data availablp to the users for their own

research. The tutnre oF TRENDS may be in question if the user cormnunity

requires that all data be perfect data.

On-Line Data

System speed (f respon,_e has always been an jm],ortant consideration

in determining, use[ acceptance of a system; heltt:e, there has always

been a req. ir_ment t.o provide all data on line withitl TRENDS (as

opposed to ha_ing to have tapes or di_ks mounted in order to acce._s

data o£ inter(st). Although we still have storage problems, techno-

it_gical improvements Jn storage, along with data compression, have

all,_wed us to avhieve a systen, capability wl,ere all pelt tneut: data are

on line via d:sk ate|age. Total TRENDS database storage is current ly

al,out 5 gigabytes. In an attempt to maintain this on-llne capability

in a limited _loor spa('e and with limited funding available for storage

media, NASA has t:hosen to go to a write-once-read-many (WORM) optical

disk storage ;ukebox system to bring on line another 80 gigabytes of

storage. Although there will lye slight delays in the new system as

compared to the old, it is still expected to be able to provide on-line

storage of al data.

Dat.abase ManaFement Considerations

The detail'; o _ creating and maintaJnlng a flight-to_t d,qtal,ase are

many and varJ,_d. Logistics of acquiring the data Item the source

must be consi_lered, as must such details as the operatlona[ status

(and opetal [n,_ system) of the COmlmters wlLJch hf_st the datal,ases.

Host ot these details are abhorrent to aeronautical engineers and

not of mu('h ]._terest to programmers. Software and procedures must

be developed .-_o automate the process as much as possible. Resource

contention ant database cleanup are examples of tile details of

maintaining a database.

System Readiness. The activity of filling the database can block the

use of the system from the accessing conmmnity if some care is not

taken t_o avoiJ this pt,)l_lem. Special measures ate taken to avo|.d

interference _it.h active users during database management operations

by copying database files to temporary files, modifying the temporary

files, and then recopying them back into the main database. Changes
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5.2.2.2

5.2.3

5.2,4

in file formats must a]so be made _n such a way that the users are

not taken off line during modification and _'heckout.

Data Deletion. User-fr:iendly data-deletion feat.tea which allow new

data to overwrite old data are important to the database manager.

Inevitably, some existing data in the database will he found to be

incorrect. Tile keyed-access file struct.re has provided a fairly

simple means for manJ.pu.latir_n (i.e., filling, cleJeting) of the data

in the base on a nonchronological (i.e., nonseq.ential) basis. That

is, records may be added, modified, or deleted at any time, withottt

concern for which records precede or follow them in the flies, thus

permitting the proce_qinp, of ,',trent flights of interest first, then

using a back-at,d-fill procedure to complete the database.

Multiple Databases

The TRENDS system was initially de,_igned to s,lpport two separate thouKh

similar databases for two tilt-rotor flight-test programs. Both of the

databases used the same set of itemcodes and the same conventions for

test-point specification, although data-sourt:e formats were different.

The database set was expanded for a short period of time to incorporate

some data from the RSRA helicopter program. Support of RSRA by TRENDS

was the first attempt to create and access a completely different

database. A copy of the existing XV-15 TRENDS _:ode was made and

modified to support tile RSRA database. Tills method was quick and led

to results in a very short time, but it proved to be a mistake. It

would have been better to have taken tile time to develop the generic

soltware which would treat the peculiar charact_ristrics of all of

the databases with the same generalized code. The fourth database was

for the Phase I UH-60 flight-test program. This ushered in the first

attempt to solidify TRENDS into a generic code. A wind tulmel database

was also added to the system; however, its impact on the original code

was minimal. Note that the integration of new databases into tlle

TRENDS domain has helped to improve TRENDS by making more demands on

the system, from which new capabilities become available to all users

of the system for all databases suppozted by TRENDS.

Database Structures

TRENDS is firmly based on the keyed-access file structure antl operating

method. Most of the numerical data reside in files named by tlle param-

eter's itemcode or mnemonic and keyed by counter number. These files

reside in directories named for the specific data type they contain.

For example, the Min/Hax statistics for itemcode D186 are found in a

file named DI86._LMC whi<:h is found (for A/C 703) in a di.rectory named

[DBT03.MMC]. The record in which the Min/Max statistics for counter

14500 are found is keyed by the integer 14500. The VMS operating sys-

tem performs m,,st of the overhead in locating the record. This ties

TRENDS to the operating system, but it takes advantage of system effi-

ciencies and offers the potential for improvement with system upgrades.
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5.2.4.1

Hllch of tile supporting information, sulh as whith counters are in a

given flight, c.uld be found by reading all counter-description files

for the flight in whi_:h rile counter is found, but this would take a

long time and waste b,)th the user's and tile computer's time. TRENDS

creates and uses a nu,nber of supporting files to store information

which groups and categorizes other data in TRENDS database._. These

will be discussed in this section, along with the supporting files

which augment the numerical data with descriptive information.

Keyed Access. The keyed-access file capability provided by DEC

under the VAX/VHS operating system is perfect for a databa.qe management

system such as TRENDS. _f thi,_ capability were not available, it

would hav_ to be synthesized. The keyed-access cspability lets one

retrieve e record from a random-access (i.e., disk) steerage device by

specifyin_ a NAHE or NIrHERICAL LABEL for the record. For example, the

descriptive information for item M143 in keyed-access file ITEMINFO.DAT

is retriexed by asking for and readi_ng the record named H143. It is

not necessary to read each of the recotds in the file and to test

if the re_ord which was read was for M143 (a process which would be the

only recol_rse if ITEMINFO.DAT were of SEQUENTIAL organization). In the

past, whe_ databases were stored on magnetic tapes, lea_ling fi.les aud

records had to be read (c_r, with a priori knowledge of the sought data,

skipped over) to g_l: to the information of interest. If ITEHINFO.DAT

were of indexed-sequentia[ (direct-access) organization, one would have

to keep a catalog which associated Ht43's t-eco_d with a sequence n.mher,

search that catalog to find the appropriate number, attd then ask fur

the recor_l by sequence number. This process would get very complex

when new :ecords were added or old ones deleted. With keyed-access

organizat.on, the VAX/VMS c,perating system d-es the bookkeeping f-r

yo., simp J.fyi_lg the prngralnming of deletions, additions, or replacement

of record:_.

It might l_e argued tbal direct access should 1.,e c_msidered over keyed

access for data te_'or,ls for which the key is a Imsilive integer such as

couuter n,lmber. Not only is this a restrictive condition, but direct-

access files are observed to have two fundamental problems: (1) they

require fixed-length records (and are, therefore, wasteful for vari-

able-lmlg--h such as time-histories) and (2) eml,ty records take up just

as UlU('h S _ace as full te{'olds, ,qo databasp.q with spars_ (Ollllt@r

sequences are very wasteful of space. Keyed-access fl]es can handle

varJ.able-tength records and they do not leave space-holders for empty

counters.

Keyed access i,q nperationally convenient for fi111ng and managing a

database _eca.se the older of filling is _f no consequmlce. That is,

later (i.e., higher-numberedl counters may be processed prior to

earlier (i.e., lowet-nu,nbered) t:ountets.

A very usef. l feature _f k_,yed-accesq flies in VAX/VHS is that they

may also be read sequentially, if desired, in this case, the results

are ordered in asceudJng order of tile keys (i.e., numerically or alpha-

hetically ascending), providing a simple means for ptoduciug a sorted
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5.2.4.2

5.2.4.3

list. A variation of this feature lets you first read a particular

named record and then read sequentially (i.e., ordered) item that

record mlward. This method of reading in data has been used in parts

of TRENDS to optimize the access in the p,esent:e of "look-ahead" system

disk-reading procedures.

TRENDS File Structures. One must consider many factors when choosing

a file structure for a database. Some of these factors are:

1. How will the information from the database be used?

2. How much data must be archived?

3. What are the procedural limitations and constraints?

The hasic keys for databased n.mericat (e.g.. Hin/Max or time-history)

te(:ords are (I) item name (itemcode, nmem(mic, etc.) and (2) counter

(test-point identifier). That is, given the data item and test-point

iudex, the data record sh,,ul,t he identified for retrieval. Of co.rse.

we assume that the database is given and that item anti counter are

unique within that database. Given the requirements for basic keys,

there are still many ways to struc lttre files in a tlalabase. Choices

for file strut:tures and formats were made early in the design of TRENDS

and most of those choices have proven to l,e good. A detailed discus-

sion of the options may be found in Appendix D.

Supporting Files. The bulk of TRENDS' stored J.nformalitm is numerical

test data from sensors, hut a TRENDS database is completed by another

kind of information: that found in supporting files. Supporting files

come in two categories: (i) descriptive files and (2) sunmmry files.

Descriptive files augment the numerical test data by providing

narrative s.pport such as itpm descriptions or project, tltght an,I

test-point descriptions. Summary files enable efficient searching and

use of the counter-keyed numerical and descriptive flies in the base

by providing precompiled, categorized lists of counters for which

data exist in the base. Figure 5.1 ill.strafes the function of these

supporting files in exercising some key menu items.

i. Descriptive File_. These files add information to enhance the

use of the numerical data in TRENDS. They include

a. CTRDESC.A/C, the counter-description catalog file, keyed

by counter and containing other counter-reference

information such as start/stop times, rotor revs, flight

number, and data-group availability

b. ITEMINFO.A/C, the item-informst ion file for each databa._e,

keyed by data-item mnemonic and itemcode, containing item

descriptions, data units, mnemonic/itemcode correspondence,

and data-group codes
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MENU ITEMS SUPPORTING FILES

1 THRU 6

TIMEHIST PLOTs

MINMAX PLOTs

-SEARCH

-WORDSCAN

User Generated

Database DCS-

#1. Parameter Descriptions

ITEMINFO.A/C

Descriptive File

Legal Parameter Names
ITEMINFO,A/C

#3. Data Available

THFILES.A/C

I FIND

#4. Data Region

FLTCTRMAP.A/C

Descriptive File

Summary File

Summary File

#5. Counter Descriptions

CTRDESC,A/C

Descriptive File

FIND

( - Parameter search _)n )

(all numerical data files)

Flight Descriptions

FLIGHTS.A/C

Descriptive File

I

,,,.._1 #7. Numerical Data Files

I*.TIM; *.RAW; *.SPC; *.MMR; *.MMC; *.HAP

COUNTERS,xxx

Summary File

Figure 5.1 Supporting Files & Interfaces
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c. FLIGHTS.A/C, the flight-description file, keyed by flight

number, containing categorized flight-descriptive narrative

information

2. Summary Files. These files contain infor,nation which allows

efficient access to the database and which enables display of

current database status. They include

a. FI,TCTRMAP.A/C, the file which contains tile catalog of

counters for each flight, keyed by flight number and u qed

to pull up a set of counters when the user asks for a flight

b. THFILES.A/C, the file which contains the summary of time-

history data available in the database for a given parameter

keyed by itemcode or mnemonic and containing a list of the

counters for which data are stored for each time-history

data type or group

c. CO,NTERS.XXX, the files for each data type (XXX). keyed by

counter number and containing a list of the names of t.he

parameters for which data are stored for the specified

counter and data type

5.3 USER-FRIENDLINESS

User-friendliness was a strong guidpline in TRENDS program development.

Any new program feature was always designed for robustness and ease of

use. Prompts and required responses were studied carefully to make

sure they were logical and simple. Because the intended TRENDS users

are engineers, rather than progranmlers who can modify software to get

the desired result (given the time to do it), the user interface had

to be complete. For example, l_rompting capal)il_ties had to be

included for creation of some user-files (e.g., files for PERFPLOT

and CPRINT setups), while progranmlers could be given the format and

asked to write their own.

Among the user-friendly features of TRENDS are (]) the capability for

entry of data-manipulative formulas (functions) in plot a,ld search

dialogues, (2) a very simple plot-specification syntax, togethe,-with

the ability to recall and edit stored plot setups, and (3) integration

of narrative data to support the stored numerical data.

5.4 USER FEEDBACK

It has been observed that no two u._ers have the same requirements or

preferences with respect to database or system operations. We have

tried to satisfy a broad range of users by making studied judgements

of what is essential, user-fziendly and logical. By presenting a

system which performs useful services with litile effort on the part

of the user, TRENDS has attracted a large community of users. If we
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had catered to a few parti_:ular users, TRENDS wo, ld probal_ty not have

the foll.ow..ng it has. User' _:omments and suggestions are solicited and

evaluated, but not ne,:essarily followed" (or at ].east nut with the

priority the user might give the suggestion). Every effort, is made to

provide sp,;cial software for special requests for capabilities or data

which are not available in TRENDS or its databases.

5.5 ANALYSIS T)OLSET

The accessing part of TRENDS curren! l.y consists more thnn 20,000 lines

of executa_,ie code at_d nv_, ?o0 modules (exclusive of D1SSPLA,

DATAHAP, GFRS1H, conunand files, help-files, pointer data, etc.), so

it has heed,me necessary to develop and use computerized tools to

keep track of software dptails and dependencies. Tire use of FORTRAN-

source-scanning totals and keyed-access sorting techniques to analyze

and summarize the use of subroutines, commons, fi].es and variables is

very advantageous when trying to maintain the software _f a program

the size of TRENDS. Appendix E contains a hierarchy chart or calling

tree of the TRENDS accessing software, produced by the toolset.

5.6 INSTALLATION OF TRENDS

TRENDS car bp in_tal]e,I on any VAX/VHS systmm _,,h_,'h has the DISSFI,A

graphics la_'kage available. It has I_een instal].ed at AEFA (wilh the

Megatek graphics package) and at MDHC (_n a MicroVAX), as well as on

several different VAX nodes at Ames. The source code is written

entirely Jn DEC-extended FORTRAN. The disk storage rpquirements for

TRENDS (i.e., f,,r the accessing prt, gram -- not including the database

management software) are:

Source 2000 blocks (I block = 512 bytes)

Obiet:t 1400 blocks

Executable 1600 blocks

Help tiles I000 blocks.

TRENDS re,luires a virtual page count of at least 50,000 to run.

TRENDS al;o provides gateways to the DATAMAP and GTRSIM programs.

DATAMAP's executable m_dule occupies about 800 blocks, but the program

requires about 6000 hlecks of user disk space to execute when scratch-

file storage is int:luded. GTRSIH's executable module occupies less

than 600 _locks, but the TRENDS interface routines requlre another

3500 l,[oc<s (whJ.ch re(p, irement couhl be reduced to about 2000 blu_:ks

with m_re efficient c'c_ding).

Any questions rpgarding access to TI_EtID£ or .{n.qtal]nt|nn at yoor

facility __atl be addressed to the autho[s (Bondi at (415) 604-6341 or

Bjurkman at (415) 964-1844).
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6.0

Section VI

CONCLUSIONS

CONCLUDING RE_RKS

TRENDS has b,,en uspd wJthJn the FA division at Ames fnr almost

seven years as the primary means of archiving and accessing flight

test data for rotorcraft. It has recently begun to be more widely

applied and used by other Ames organizations and by industry as well.

Its capsbili:jes and potential for extension to a wide variety of

test data make TRENDS a valuable tool.

This section concludes with a summary of some of the lessons which

have been learned during TRENDS' development and an indication of

the directioa TRENDS ,night take in the future.

6.1

6.1.1

6.1.2

LESSONS LEARNED

In the developmont of a large database operating system, one hopes to

learn important lessons which might help someone else in development

of other database systems. The following items are some we believe to

be worthy of mention.

User Impact on the Development of TRENDS

It has been observed that no two users have q, lte the same requirements

or I)referemes with r_spe,:t to dalabase or system _q_erati[_ns. We have

tried to satisfy a broad range of users by makt.ng studied judgments

of what is esseutiaI, user-friendly and logical.

You can never satl sfy all of your u_prs; therefore, let only the mature

users drive your software system development. Software deveiopment to

solve hypothetical problems only buys unnecessary compIexity and

produces es_.entiatly no useful output for most of the user community.

It has been fn.nd Jn working with aProna.t icai engineers that ALMOST

meeting the requirement is NOT acceptable to sume users. Such users

turn off the, entire system, not just the part where there is a uroblem.

All ok the c,xtras on the system wilt not bring them back to it unless

their essenl ial require,nents in ALL areas are mpt. The lesson is that

you can't p!ease all of the people all of the time, nor some of them

any t ime.

Database Ewlluation Criteria

TRENDS has _een compared to a file cabinet full of repr_rts and pl.ts.

It was judged to be valuable only whon it coul.d replace most functions

of the cabinet. TRENDS was accepted by one "hard-sell" engineer

because :
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6.1.3

6.1.4

1. TRENDS not only has all of the plots and natrat:ive information

available, hut _t allows the user to search through both narrative

and/or numerical data to group it into data sets (pseudo or

derived flights). This is not simple with a cabinet system.

2. Accessing miscel, taneous plots from differclot fl. tghts with TRENDS

is faster with tile computer than with a man.al system, and

the presentation of the parameters on the plot can easily be

altered (unlike the file cabinet plots).

3. Mathematical functions can he ea._J]y and rapidly applied to

parameters through TRENDS, but hardcopy plots never change.

4. When any other (Jnc]uding remote) aerona.tical enRineers need to

see llighl, dala, TRENDS is available to l,rOvitle it, tmlike the

file cabinet whi_:h requires that the cognizant flight-test

engineer always be available.

Note: The ability to store the co,lt:ents of a file (:abi,let in a computer

system and provide access to that information as readily as one might

use a file cabinet is a significant challenge to any systems designer

and could be considered as a good benchmark of the performance of any
database system.

Access to Calibrations

TRENDS provides access to parameter calibration information (for the

XV-15 database) as a main-menu item, CALIBS. Even though the test

data are presented to the user in engineering units, access to the

calthrations through TRENDS has proven to be a useful capability for

many users, especially when trying to determine data validity and
causes of some anomalies.

Generic Code

Generic code development is important to the task of maintaining

system software. This was not appreciated until the complexity of

tile TRENDS code increased to the point where it was impractical to

maintain three systems which were similar but not identical.

Wtlon generic software was .initially implemented into TRENDS for the

integration of multiple databases on different rotorcraft, it was done

very late (about 4 yr into tile system design). A significant part of

the problem for the generic code was to acco.mmdate the handling of

new and longer parameter names, specifically the eight-character

parameter names used on the UH-60 versus the four-character ones

initially used on the XV-15. Each reference to patameteL name

infornlation had to be revamped. It is felt. that many bt, gs in the

system which had already been corrected resurfaced because of this

necessary code change. A ripple effect of system crashes seemed

to enter into the TRENDS software as a result of this late generic

modification. Cuttent thinking is to tty to keep all soltware generic
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from the outset: lhat is, one fix fixes the sameproblem for all
databases. Special code development should he negated. I,, the long
run this special code will gpnerate more problems than it is worth.
If at all possible, do not let the code split.

The follo_ing are someareas where generic code development should be
considete_ :

6,1.4.1 Database lectors. Do not have the location of the dat_ha._e embed,ted

in the cote, but rather get it as an input to the program. Initially

the path tame for the data was embedded in the code, hut this created

two problems; namely, the program had to be changed if the data were

relocated, and when software was put on another computer and had to be

modified E:nd recompiled.

Appendix 1' presents the method used in TRENDS for vectoring to

a database.

6.1.4.2 Psrsmeter flames. The logic in a system should nnt as._,me a fixed

length to:" parameter names, but should treat variable-length na,nes

in a fiel,l long enough to take care of all likely mnemonic lengths.

To date, a maximum length of eight characters has proven to be

sufficienu _or any TRENDS database.

6.1.4.3 Symbol Ta_]e. Symbo]s for the data parametprs shoul.d be input from an

externa.I _ile rather than be compiled into the software. This permits

flex_hi[i -y in choosing names, modJficati_m of the parameter

descriptims, and moving from one database to another without compiling.

TRENDS uses a file named ITEHINFO which contains one record for each

item. Re:ords are keyed by the item's mnemonic (or itemcode) and

contain descriptions, units, instrulnentation group and other data.

6.1.4.4

6.1.4.5

llelp Fi.le_. The help which is displayed in response to a query by the

user should come from input data files c_eated via the system editor,

as Ol,l,L_seJ to being COml)iled into data statements in the program. This

gives flexibility and reduces the effort required when the information

changes.

File Stru::ture. Hake conunon file structures for similar files in each

database, e.g., Min/Hax statistics files for XV-15 and UH-60 are

structurally identical, even though the UH-60 has more statistical

measures in each data record. Time-history file structures are

are identical for all TRENDS databases.

6.1.4.6 Data Types. TRENDS' ti,ne-hJstori.es were categorized into data types

(e.g., *.raw: *.spc: *.aer) for accounting pu, poses. This proved

fortunate because it simplified the dispersion of data files onto

different disks when we fan out of storage on the original disks. The

initial time-bist_ry file format in TRENDS was one file per parampter

for all flights: the ultimate limitation of such a system would be one

file filling an entire disk. Before that oc_curred, however, it would

be necessary to migrate parameter files onto other disks transparently.
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A different file format, the DATAMAP and TRENDS (DAT-TH) format, will

be used in the future to help to alleviate the problem.

6.1.5 Plotting Generality

It is better to provide a specialized plaiting format whi_:h is easy

to specify than to provide great general [ty and graphics capability.

The types of piers enabled by TRENDS cover most of the needs of

Ames engineers. Users can specify non-default labels, scales and

titles with a ]ittIe ext,a effort and can store/recalI piot setups

to avoid re-entering specifications. TRENDS we,ks with a variety of
different terminals.

6.1.6 System Response Speed

User acceptance does depend on the system's responne and System

ro.sponse is therefore a key consideration when writing code. Tw,, of

the techniques used in TRENDS to achieve better response ti,nes are

1. Summary ._upport files, updated automatically during dot.a-fill,
to eliminate the need to query the whole database to see which

counters and ite,ncodes and data types exist

2. Keyed access to locate the first data in a req,le.qted sequence

and then sequential reads with tests (uses efficiency of

system look-ahead algorithms)

Note: S,mmary support files are in fact data-rod,ndant: however, the

increase in file storage is insignificant relative to the improved

response of the syste,n. These sumJnary files re,st be automatically

updated every time the main database is updated.

6.1.7 Database Management (DBM) Menu

Getting data into any database system ts not a tr[vial task; the TRENDS

system manager therefore decided to approach the problem formally by
creating a data input menu system by which all data are inl,ut into the
database. To a minor extent, each DBM menu is tailored to each rotor-

craft's database. The current TRENDS DBM menu is not co,nplete; how-

ever, it is being used by database management personnel at Ames and it

is felt by the authors to be an asset. Although there was disagree-

ment about the need for such a menu and its development was given a

low priority, this type of software is important, and can be critical

if the program is transferred from one coutractor or management team to

another. This software provides the TRENDS manager with better control

for supporting his system if he has to introduce a new team to a TRENDS

data-input task. Finally, this type of software helps experienced
users avoid mistakes.

6.1.8 Flight-Test Support

TRENDS can be used as a flight-test-support tool, as it was in
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6.1.9

6.1.10

6.1.11

the Phase I JH-60 te,qts at AEFA. In this role, the narrative stored

in TRENDS caa be fresh and accurate and used to document the tests.

Data anomalies can be spotted and instrumentation/reduction errors

can be corre.:ted before they permeate tlle entire test series. Data

requirements (such as the need for sPas-red rotor azimuth) (:an be

noted and possibly satisfied during the testing.

Data Quality Considerations

Concern for data quality imposes a requirement on the ._er as well

as on the database manager. Automatic and spot checks will not

identify all of the of the errors in the stored data. Users must

report pIob]ems to the database manager for resolut:i,m. It is felt

that users vho must have completely certified data should use only NASA

reports and that TRENDS users, while they can be reasonably confident

in the data stored in the base, should be realistic and watchful.

Data Storage Considerations

Disk storage is probably _he most important of all_ considerations for

flight-test databases. If there are trade-ells between execution time,

convenience etc. and sto,age in the design of a system, the edge must

be given to minimizing storage. One significant decision in this

regard led :o the storing of all time-history data as two-byte integers

rather than as floating-point numbers in engineering units; another

was to stor- _ only start-time and time increments between samples rather

than to _toLe time with each measured data sample.

Time and Tine Offset

Data samples recorded in a flight-test system are usually recorded at

regular intervals of time. This makes it. acceptable to archive

only the starting time and the time increment (or eq. ivalpntly, the

sampling rate) with each time-history record. Not all time-series

begin at the same instant, however, and not all time-series for a

specific aircraft, instrumentation system, and test point have the

same sampling rate. Therefore, to enable detailed analyses, great

care must l:e taken to gather and store the time parameters in the

right way. In particular, mainframe and subframe offsets must be

obtained ard stored so that relative phasing of flight paramete,s

is preserved. The starting time f_r XV-15 data was stored in

single-ure_ ision, floating-point seconds for the tens of thousands

of test points in the database. The significance of the mantissa

in the VAX floating-point word is only about 6+ decimal digits, so

the resolution of the starting time is only al,mt 0.1 sec and

therefore nl,t very useftt[ in rotor phasing calct_lations. It would

have been nuch better, in retrospect, to have stor+d the starting

time in four-byte integer milliseconds or to have stored seconds

modulo 100 for example. To correct this problem now would require

teprocessing thousands of magnetic tapes.
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6.2 LASER JUKEBOX CONSIDERATIONS

In 1990 tile TRENDS system will incorporate a 90-RJgabyte laser-optlcal

j.kebox system because of anticipated req. lrempnts for flight-test data

storage. The time required to access time-history data will increase

from what it is currently (on fixed, magnetic diske), especially when

the jukebox must change platters (i.e., optical disks) to get to tile

data. It is .ncertain at this point whether or not some sort of caching

scheme will have to be implemented Jn order to adeq.ate]y support mul-

tiple users and/or to imptove t+ime-history viewing perfotnlant:e. A

5 I/4" (disk-diameter) system was selected because it appeared to be

much more cost-effective (both system and media-wise), titan a 12"

system. Tile 5 1/4" system requires mu(:h less room (less than one

standard five-drawer file cabinet), uses standard 15-amp, llO-volt power,

and appears to be less complicated (hence, more reliable, we hope) than

12" systems. The use of WORM rather then erasable optical disks is

l_ased on the archival _:haracter of tile data to l)e stored and the WORM's

high reliability, which does not require tape backup.

The system being acq._red is a 90-g]gabyte M]t£.bishi I,as_r Opt{cal

Jukebox library system (Model MW-SGI-B4) with four (4) optical drives

(model MW5DI), and two (2) KOM SCSI/UNIBUS controllers interfacing with

KOM Optiserver (Version 2.x) and Optifile ii software for the VAX

computer.

6.3 FUTURE TRENDS FEATURES

One piece of informa_i¢,n whi(:h is nol incI,,ded in TREIIDS (but whi¢'h

would be helpful) is tile location of all transducers (i.e. sensors)

on the rotorcraft. To pLovide an accurate computer-gral,hic picture is

complex and in some instances would req. ire a number of drawings with

enlarged sections. This feature is being conside£ed as an additional

desirable capability.

The further integrst:l_n of mathematical model simulations into TRENDS

is high on the priority list for future expansion. Some of tile

slmu[ations being considered for integration are CAMRAD, CL81, GENHEL,
TILTWING and NASTRAN.

6.4 FUTURE OF TRENDS

Finally, the bJgge._t concern is how to s.pport TREND,q thro.gh the years

as NASA organizations change, user SUl_l)ort changes, funding shortages

occur, computer operating systems change, and computer mainframes

change. Maintenance of such a system requires perseverance,

vigilance, and concern, but its value as a tool for the eugineer is

well worth the effort required to to provide it.
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Glossary

A/C

A/C 702,703

AEFA

AMA

Ames

ARC

Bell, BHT

BV-360

CCF

CDC

Compressor tape

Counter

Crows Landing

Data item

Database

Data region

DATAMAP

DAT-TH

DBHS

DCMPRS

Aircraft

Tle two XV-15 aircraft (702 and 703 are the tail numbers)

A_iatjon Engineering F]ight Agency, U.S. Army flight-test

f_cility at Edwards AFB, CA

Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc., Hountain View, CA

NI_SA Ames Research Center, Hoffett Field, CA

A,:ronym for Ames Research Center

Bell Helicopter Textron

A helicopter made by Boeing-Vertol of Philadelphia, PA

Central Computer Facility at Ames

C_ntrol Data Corporation, computer manufacturer

A digital test-data tape format used at Ames

A n.mhor wlli._'h j.dpnt ifies a spe_'ifJc test point (sometimes

used to mean the test point itself)

_ASA flight-test facility at the Crows Landing Naval

_uxiliary Landing Field

parameter, variable or channel for which data may

_xist in a database

t, coll.e<t ion of nmnprical and descriptive information

accessible via TRENDS

"he flights, p_eudo-flights Mr counters of interest

when exer_:ising a TRENDS search or display feature

,_ rotorcraft-data analysis program built for the Army

by Bell Helicopter Textron (Data from Aero,nechanics Test

md Analytics -- Management and Analysis Package)

qew DATAMAP and TRENDS time-history file format

9ataBase Hanagement System

TRENDS datal,ase management program for reformatting

cOral)teaser_format tapes or disks
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DCS Derived Counter Set (See Pseudo-flight)

DEC Digital EquJlmlentCorporation of Maynard, Mass., maker
of tile VAX ut,mputers

Derived items
Data items n,,t directly measured, lint derived from other

data items fvr storage in a TRENDS database

DISSPLA
A graphics pa_:kage, product of ISSCO, Inc. of San Diego, CA

and widely used on VAXs at Ames

DNW
Deutsch/Nederland Windtunnel facility in The Netherlands

DTF
Data Transfer File format acceptable to DATA_P

EDF
Engineering Data File, a data format produced by the
Ground Data Center at _nes

FA Aircraft Technology PivJ._ion at Ames (FAF and FAR

branches are pri,lcipal TRENDS users)

FFT
Fast Fourier Transform, a method for determJlling the

spectral (frequency) characteristics of a signal from

a time series representation

Fiight An identifiable p,)rtJon of a test proiect, such as one

day's test results or a run (batch) of windtunnel test points

FOX,FOX4 VAX computers at the Ground Data Center at Ames

Generic (:ode TRENDS software which applies to all TRENDS databases

Gi.gabyte One billion bytes

GTRSIH
The generic Tilt-Rotor Sim.]atlon program, developed by

Bell Helicopter Textron and modified by STI

Ha [nlon ic S
Fourier coefficients which synthesize a signal's

frequency characteri._tics at- mul! iples of a fundamental

frequency (i.e., the rotor rev rate)

HARP
A wind-tunnel database for the Hughes Advanced Rotor Program

(now an MDHC program)

In-line function A defined formula or function evaluated during execution of
TRENDS

i tem{:ode
A 4-character code which idpnti, fies a data from or parameter
(the original XV-15 itemcodes had one Jetter and three numbers

such as b1143 or PO02) (See also Hnemonic)
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Keyed access t. file-access attr_lulte, avaLl.al,le on VAX/VHS,by which a
leco_d of data is identified by name (as opposed to direct

_ccess, where the record is identified by sequence number)

Laser-optical

LOTUS i-2-3

MDHC

Menu item

Min/Max

MMC, M_MR

Mnemonic

_ new technology for data storage

,_ softwnrp product (_pread.qheet) of Lotus Development

,]orporation of Cambridge, MA

i_h:Donnell_Douglas llelicopter Company in Mesa, AZ

3ne of the TRENDS features invocable via the TRENDS menu

Data-item statistics ba_pd on the mii_imum and maxim-m

values observed on each rotor revolution (sometimes used

generically to mean scalar or non-time-history measures)

Min/Max per counter, MiniMax per rev data types

A brief name for a data item, su,'h as LONGSTK, limited

in TRENDS to 8 characters (See also itemcode)

NEP

OF[

On-line

PC

Performance

Pseudo- f light

Rev

RSRA

RTM tapes

STI

Supporting files

Designation for the Neptune VAX computer at Ames

The branch for the Ground Data Ceuter at Ames

Ready for j.mmediate access (an on-I ine database _equires

no special tape rno.nts or special processing to enable

access to stored data by the user)

Personal computer (as opposed to a mainframe computer)

Data items or test results relating to the performance

of the test vehicle

A collection of related test points constructed by the user

One revolution of the rotor of a rotorcraft

R_Itor Systr_mq Research Ajar'raft, a modifiable r_t,_rcraft

built hy Sik.rsky Helicopter of Stratford, CN and operated

by Ames

Real-Time-Merge digital data tape format used at Ames

Systems Technology, Inc. of Mountain View. CA

Elements of a TRENDS database which d_ not contain recorded

or detived test data, but aid in the implementation of the

system
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Summaryfiles

i ,_51,ES

_est [,oint

7est-l,oint index

i'in,e-history

_ ll.._,O

7_X

VMS

v'SN

_0 R H

V-15

Elem_uts of a TRENDS database which summarize various aspects
of the database

The name of a T_ktronix (and later VAX) Basic program which

was used at Ames before TRENDS to plot and list XV-15
MJ.n/Max data

An identified portion of a test for which data are collected

A number which identifies a specific test point

A set of data sampled at a series of sequential time points
to show time variation

Abbreviation for time-history

The TRENDS interactive datal_ase operating system

(the acronym originated from Tilt Rotor ENgineering

Database System)

The Blackhawk helicopter, built by Sikorsky Helicopter of
Stratford, CN

Class .f virt.al-memory mainframe computers, product of

Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)

Computer operating system used on the VAX computers

Volume serial number (identification for magnetic tapes)

Write-Once-Read-Many attribute of laser-optical disk storage

Experimental tilt-rotor aircraft built by Bell Helicopter

Textrml, Inc. of Ft. Worth, TX
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APPENDIXA

TRENDSDevel°Fment Tasks Listed in Chronological Order

Noveml,er1982
Fatigue analysis a%BHT

December1982
Design initiated
Data entry
Use of TABLESsoft_are

Jan.Rry ].983
Minmaxreformattirg
llard-copy plots or the CDC 7600 computer

Database su_nat y

F.[i_ht descriptior_s

Search on numerical data

Display of itemcode information

Q.a,_i_operational ACCESS (TRENDS)

Study of DATAMAP

Fehr.a ry 1983

Operational ACCESS (TRENDS) software

User help on line

Instrumentation groups in ITEHDEFS

Derived parameters (initial set)

Read.ing 702 descriptive data

TABLES: 2nd-leve] tables, abso]ute value,

other terminals accommodated

March ]_83

StoreJrecall condition masks in SEARCH

Show user's DCS and MSK files

Narrative categories iu FLIGHTS

CHARSORT for [is_ing counter keyword_

Start/stop time _dded to counter information

VIEW reproduces listings from stored data

Time-history storage, harmonic analysis

Aprt 1 1983
Manual entry of and access to user's MMC values

CNTR as HINMAX _bscissa or SEARCH variable

News available to system users

Extraction o_ ai_d access to m. lt_plexed temperatures

Selective data-_'opying, batch refotmatting

Databasing o_ o1[e-line llight descriptions for 702
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May 1983
Plot setup files saved/recalled
LOGSCANimplemented
CTRL-Cinterrupts treated internally
Bending momentsdisplayed vs. blade station
BHTminmaxantl time-history tapes processed
RESCALEoption for plots

Determining column selects points to plot

Juna 1983

Time-history plott ing

Hi nmax-per-rev plotting

Specific counters excludable from plots

Plot-data tabulated to a file (PRINT)

]tem,:ode descriptions searchable in ITEMDEFS

SI JJngs of numbers may be inl,ut for data region

Database sununaries from database, not ca,reed files

July 1o83

Plotting: 5 plots/page

dual, indep_nttenr plot y-scales

single label for multJl)le same abscissae

derernltning column f_t" single-curve plots
choice of curve syml,ols

Checks on user-response val. i,lJty (user-friendliness)

Reformatting Tektronix data back into VAX for database

AuR,i_t 1983

Derived parameters include counter duration,

computed rpm, gross weight

Filling database with narrative anti data

Wetberg's gross-weight-by-co,rater entered into database

Conversion of hard-copy plots from 7600 to Cray

Novembar 1983

InJr [al interface of DATAMAP with XV-15 database

Summary- file generation (FLTCTRHAP.KEY)

Decpmbar 1083

Early wotk on database-to-DTF for DATAMAP

Ground-run numbers accepted as well as flights

aaDuary 1984

BHT standard-label to DTF reft_matling

DATAHAP file-creation and processing integrated

DCHPRS selects items to store and decimates

Prompting program for flight-log entry
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February 1984

Rotor-blipper ex_ racted from control word, stored

DCMPRS reads dir.ctly from t.ap_, bypassing MTREAD

Work toward command files for DCMPRS, BELMNMX

Database stat.us-,aonitoring efforts

Backup procedu,e; for database established

March 1984

FJl.terJng of t]m_.-historios Jn DCHPRS

Truncated time-histories in DCHPRS

April 1984

BELBAT for filtering, decimation, selectivity

in processing 702 time-history tapes

Filtering algorithms and convolution

implemented and tested

Separation into separate datal,ases (disks, directories)

and separation of software _rom data

May 1 _84

Subdirectories ky data type (e.g. [DB703.MMR])

HHR l_lott Jng

Hanual entry of list of counters to usable DCS

Delotion, replacement, edition, addition of flights

in BASKER

Hangar runs accepted as well as ground and flight

Experimental (ACCESSX) software used in development

June 1 Q84

At:(:eptan('e of g_oup names (e.g. AER) in DTF crealion

program for DI.TAMAP

Otoss condition (:becks mado on b_4C database

Database-manageHpnt tools improved

Numeric Iisting in ITEHDEFS as well as alphabetical

ADDCOH tool tor data-entry by NASA personnel
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July 1084

Comparisons of MMC from DCMPRS with those from FOX

COPYFLTS minimizes file interference with users

Maintenance program inte_rated into DATAMAP

PR/NT with options in TIMEHIST

FILLMAT3 off-line database-access routine supplied

Cross-checks for MMR, MMC vs. time-histories made

August )984

New plott ing dialogue Jn TIMEFtlST

Creati.on of SPC. RAW directories

New flight-counter-key files created for s.mmaries

Automatic updating of summary files in DCMPRS

Special keys devised f,_r .tong time-history records

to handle the _ecord-size limitation

September 1984

Malll operations enal,led in TTMEHIST

Either-or and neither-nor enabled in WORDSCAN

Inte_imlation to constant sample rate in DTF allows

cross-plot and frequency response in DATAMAP

Time-history group availability shown in WORDSCAN

Oct_,bor 1984

Min/Max plotting dialogue updated to match TIMEHIST's

Decpmber 1984

Reverse-chronological listing in LOGSCAN

Show HQ,AER, etc. in WORDSCAN

Interrupt WORDSCAN to show items str_red for each _roup

Utility routine, WHATDATA, scans any TRENDS item-file

Jan,a ry 1985

Util.ily software for database review

Database management procedure automat ion

Filtering of time-histories before storing in DCMPRS

New ACCESS (TRENDS) menu

TABLES and DATAMAP available via ACCESS (TRENDS)

HELP capability added

TERMINAL capability added

FL.[GHTS gives one-liners as well as full descriptions

FINDTHC reads and produces derived counter-sets

I)GS and F÷number accepted at data-region proml_ts

M,,ltiple counters recognized for TIMEHIST data region

ttMR data plotted in TlttEHIST

P_lytwmials calculated and i,lc_rte,.I in TIMENIST

Time-to-next-inspection included in 703 one-line flight descriptions
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February ]OR5

New dialogue for MINMAX, including formulas, like TIMEIIIST

Functions (formulas) in SEARCH

Pie-defined FUNCTIONS feature, evaluation

Use of derived pseudo-items in MIN_LAX functions

Matil-library routines (e.g. SIN) in functions

KEYS, VIEW, WORDSCAN updated to use DCS, :+cntr, etc.

March ] 985

Change aircraft-of-interest at any data-region prompt

SEARCH efficiency improved with file re-use

Climb-rate derived and stored for all P342 time-histories

Harmonics studied, computed, stored, accessed

Apr_ ] 1985

702 harmonics tape s processed/analyzed

Setup files devel_ ped for re-processing old PCM tapes

r_quested by Btt'I

D_rived items J,n [,CMPRS

Hardcopy print in DATAHAP

K notation (for l(,00s) for plot scales implemented

Harmonic VtHC t)pe used in expressions

HARHONIC menu-Jter_ for plotting harmonics vs. MMC expressions

OSC and _LAX stati!;tics made usable in formulas

Comparison of tLMC measures from various processing sources

Hay 1985

Systpmat i c procedure developed for processing requests

Plotting of ampli'_ude spectra in TRENDS

REVDATA menu-item for loads display

FINDTItC uses TtiFIi,ES.CAT to display summary of available

counters for tilae-history groups

Printing of ampli-udes/phases in HARMONIC

M-scaling (for I, )00,O00s) implemented for plots

June 1.985

llardcopy plotr av_ilat,le a_ op! ion

"Groups" specifie.1 by name (previously by number)

July 19_5
New database/disk configuration (FHT2 for 702, FHT3 for 703)

QWIKPLOT completed

Automation of production of THFILES.CAT, harmonics, slopes

Accessing of some RSRA data

Aughts t 1085

RSRA TRENDS
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Se[_teml,er ].985
Gross weights reviewedliml_roved/userl _n dprlving p_r_meter,_
SEARCHand M[NMAXrecognize .SMO, .CMN,.CMX, .FSCmeasures
Label, decimal places, units specifiable in SEARCH
DATAMAPcross-hair featttre a_:tiva_ed
Stanford seminar preparation and presentation

O_: t_,l,e t- 1985

HIrLTIPI,T addect to m_nu

GTRSIM integrated with TRENDS

ITEHDEFS expanded to include pseudo-items

Noveml,er and December 1985, January 1986

]NTERVAL in T]MEH[ST

New-ver_J(_n *.LIS files with automatic purging

IIELP/ALL _or pt_Jntable he]p

REPORTX developed for scanning/plotting ACSYNT

(alt¢:taft synthesis uvogram) data, including

_:ontour and families of plots

Fel_ruary 1086

FILES added, with keyed-acce,_s, reserved-name files

rel,J.a(:[ng m.[tiple user-liles

Tpmperat. re-scan 703 data avail.al_le for MINHAX & SEARCH

Elimii_at:i(_n of the DTF step for DATAMAP from TRENDS

RSRA tJ.me-histo_y data available/plottable

Generalization of software ior multiple dat_h_.qes

ItLtertace between TRENDS databases and Tischler's software

March 1986

CONVERT (VMS) used to compress databases

Integration, differentiation, conw)lut:ion filtering enabled

PRINT in TIMEHIST generalized to produce ASCII files

SAVE (now STORE) for saving/recalling derived time-histories

Tal,le lookup entry an<] use enabled in formulas

Hodularizing of TIMEHIST for better configut-ation management
N_w RSRA minmax format treated

User's Re_erence Manual delivered

.'_pt_l 1986

Sca_ined temperature d_ta stored like other Mt|C data,

o!iminating the need for a special TEMP [ile

FLIGHTS.IND (keyed-access) replaces six direct-access files

and extra processing steps

POI,Y coefficients displayed in p].ot legends

Command file for routing hard_'opy plots to plotting devices

FINDTHC (*) lists all stored items of speci[ied type
Modularization of subroutine LABELS
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May1986
TIMEaccepted in formulas in TTMEHI.qT
Blanks and E-notation enal,led in formulas
ITEMDEFSallows line.king up to earlier prompts
RESCALEat data-r,_'gion prompt in MINMAXand TIHEHIST
preparation of of!i-line module for directly accessing

TRENDStime-his:ory data by an external program
Radar tracking po;ition and velocity data processed from

RTMtapes [or 7)3 and accessible in TIMEHIST

June ] 986
CALIBSaccesses b__sedcal_bration data for 703
BASKER,nodified Jar new FLIGHTS.IND format and to accept

sequential-formatted ASCII as input

Support of laser-optical di_k demonstrat i_m

Search of full text in FLIGHTS, storage and use of DCS

Simulation of frequency sweeps for TIMEHIST and SPECTRA

NOTCH filter implemented in TIHEIIIST

July 1Q86
FII.ES accesses other u,_er_:' fi]es with DIR, TYPE. COPY

SimuLation (GTRSIM) plotting brought into corresp_mdence

with other TRE_DS (formuLas, POLY, scaling. PRINT)

Key numbers assigned to GTRSIH run results for databasing

Aug. st 1986
Modularizati._m ot DISPI,T. preparatJCm for TEtIPLATE

Processing of sar_ple AEFA ct_nipressor data

Sept prober 1986

ITEMDEFS gro.ps expanded to include temperatures, radar,

sidestick cont::oller

Adaptation of DII;PLT to TEMPLATE at AEFA (beginning)

Updating of RSRA TRENDS

October 1986

NORHALIZE opt[_m, work wilh TEtIPLATE and AEFA

Novemt_e r 1986

RAW data move,] t9 a differant disk from TIM for 703

(first segmentation of a TRENDS database)

Acconmlodation t_f AEFA formats, prot:edures, computers

December 1986

Procedures and User's Manuals delivered
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January 1987

UtiJ. ity software for correcting bad d_ta in s.pport files

Radar data from R'FM tapes compared with same from EDF

EDIT capability developed for MINMAX and TIMEHIST

Fet_r.a ry ]987

SAVE/RECAI,L of plot set,lp_ with EDIT

On-site flight-test support for UH-60 at AEFA

Rev-data processing in._talled for UH-60

S,,_t.ware for comparing TREtlDS stats with AEFA's

BIT10 (Boolean) added io J Jbrary functi_ms

Database management (filling) tasks performed by NASA

(first database management by uther than AMA)

UH-60 data ac_:essible at ARC with TRENDS (as well as AEFA)

Mar¢'h 1Q87

GTRSIH updated to latest .qtandal(me

GTRS1M/TRENDS u,_er documentation written as appendix to

TRENDS User's Hanual

Software analysis toolset applied to GTRSIM

DATAHAP acc:epts UtJ-60 data

April J087

GTRSIH interface modified

T] it, to B;_e[ng-Vert¢_[ to demcmsrrate TRENDS

Database management procedures and programs developed for

ha,_dling dual AEFA/ARC software and data for UIJ-60

Hay J 987

Rea,tJng and steering of weather variahles from Crow's RTH

tapes of radar and XV-15 data

Cross-hair point-saving and storing to a file

TITLE override of plot headers enabled

GTRSIH: maneuver simulatitm interfaced/('hecked

better entry format for control positions

l_rinting and plotting of aerodynamic tables

rJ.u:-j,,mp accommodation work on UH-60 data

TSIIIFT capability for shiItiug time-histories relatively

Oun_ 1987

Hove TRENDS davahase to new NEP computer

N*,w _'aJculations for gross weight

GTRSIH's aero tables labeled, ptotted, hardcopie.q delivered

DATAHAP modified to use UH-60 bliplmr , enabling harmonic

anaIyses and display vs. rotor azimuth
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July 1_87

A¢:,:tmmlodat_ n_w d_rivpd-parampter routing at AEFA

Compute and store loads data for UH-60

PERFPLOT developec

Database-managemert menu developed for UII-60

HARHONICS a<tivated f_t UH-60

LOGSCAN, DERIVED _nal)led for UN-60 TRENDS

Aug.st: ].987

Effotts toward,_ generic TRENDS

Crow's landing weE ther data a_l_lp(t to 703 database

FILLER-NEP (TYH-60] modified to store harmonic data

New time-history format designed and tested for counter-

based files ratLer than item-based files

Cr-ss-hairs pi_kl_ng int HIN_LAX as well as Jn TIHEIIIST

Expression ditto _// or #X) to replicate complicated entries

Scale ditto (") to force same scale for two y-curves

INFOFILE specific_:tion prompt for TRENDS' DATAHAP

GTRSIH operationa- _ on new NEP

Contour plots enal,led off-line for GTRSIM

Seprpmher 1987

TRENDS demo at BH:'

l,a,_er juke-box te'.;ts carried out at Percept its

USAGE developed f_,r logging/displaying TRENDS usage

Menu for GTRSIH rather _hau J Jst of two-character keys

Pickling of contrail histories to be accepted by GTRSIM

Octoher 1Q87

Cottsolidated TEENI_S software _m NEP1 disk

Gros s-we ight- hy-c(mnte r investigation

Spike correct ions

Comparison utilit..es developed for UI1-60

TRENDS/TRENDX expprimentaJ ve_,_ion and l)rocod,lrO.q ._ed

Saving/recall of an editable ASCII mask in SEARCH for XV15

HIII,T1PLT in UH60 '?RENDS menu

GTRSIH: COHPARE t¢_ superimpose time histories

PERFPLOT

Inputs fr,m/ flight dais

Correswm,IPnce list of flight/sin, mnemonics

OUTSUB moclulartzes output statements in GTRSItl
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November IQ87

Honitorit)g and s.mmary of spiky or l_and-edgin R data

In_rease SPC time-history samples stored to 1025

FIL,DERIVE modified for better gross reasonableness checks

on numbers used in derivations

FINDTHC: HAP added, question mark enabled for all items

SEI,ECT ol_l.ion added to WORDSCAN

BENDING react /red off line for ATB and pre-ATB data

TRMP optlon in GTRSIM (series of trims from flight DCS)

Minmax comparison (printed) for GTRSIM flight/sire

Databasing of minmax and ti,ne-histo,-y GTRSIH results

December 1987

Spike-rem_wal efforts, de-spiked raw-data storage/access

De-spike ro. tine devel_q_ed

AND and NOT.AND enabled in WnRDSCAN

TRF,NDS' GTRSIM matches resutts of standal()ne version

Gtaphic:al c:omparison of trim sol.utions tot GTRSIM flt/sim

Aut_mlat£(:, over ridable collection of flight data for i.put

t{_ GTRSIM

Jan,_a ry 1988

HARP wind-tunnel datal_ase ad,lod

C,_mparison of short[long[old[new UH-60 mi.nmax stats enabled

Software analysis tools extended/updated and applied to

TRENDS. GTRSIM and DATAMAP

Database management mem_ for XV-15 beg.n

Database Location for TRENDS c'omes from a file at run time

raLher than being hard-coded

Febr.a ry 1988

Wc_k toward automatic production of database status report

TIME[lIST help menus and help text-files developed

Ut i l.ity developed to c_mpute minmax stats from time-histories

SUBINFO sun.nary added to software analysis toolset

tlarch I 088

BV-360 wind-t,mnel datal,ase added

SEQN (sequential abscissa) enabled for MINtlAX pl(_ts

I,ist-file logging and printing option at exit from TRENDS

Mod.larization of production of list files in TRENDS

Now time-history format and special TRENDS to read it

Detaited HELP menus for MINtLAX, like TIMEHIST's
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Aprii 1988
Revision of 703 instr.montation groups
Specification t,f _:ourceand destination for UH-60 FILLER

to alleviate st_rage problems

Derived rotor parameters at mainframe rate for UII-60

NUKER tool for UH,-60 database ,nanagers to excise counters

May 1988
MOVER, FLAGGER tools developed for UH-60 dntabase management

PROJECT menu-item and information in database

Testing of a lase_ optical disk with TRENDS

June 1988

EDF torrent converted to TRENDS format

User's Reference _lanual (slanted to UH-60) delivered

Presentation and participation at UH-60 Workshop

Ju]y 1988
HP2623 termina]-u.qe enabled

CPRINT (cuslom l,tint) added

XV-15 project information accessed by PROJECT

Hain-rotor azimuth available as abscissa Jn TIMEHIST

TREIIDS access on a PC-AT (via modem) enabled

August 1o88

New time-history format dpvis_d, tested

and accessing n.odules written

Sept eml_e r 1988
Time-skew investJgattons/sot.tions for 703 data

Wild-card (*) reft-,onses accepted for most data regions

Generic KEYS with custom KEYITEHS for XV-15

Condition mask f: le extended by tail number

Oct_d_er 1988

XV-15 item group_; expanded to include new blade parameters (ATB)

Accomm_,dation of Cobra data

BASECOM distribu.es database parameters, rp] ieves bard-coding

Demonstration of TRENDS/GI'RSIH inter_ace to NASA persomlel

Novomhe r ]988

Chinook and Apaci_e databases on FSD VAX

December 1988

Test version of mifled TRENDS is operational

User-generated files (e.g., FIINCTIONS) uniquely _dentified by database

Prototype screen-managed menu developed

January 1989

Fotmat_ting of MDHC tes{ tape to TRENDS format

Training and instruction for wind-tmmel software developer

Database filling for Cobra data
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Re]ease of unified TRENDS
Release of TRENDXwith a screen-managedmenu
D_vel,,pment of a IfH-60 datal,ase in counter-file format, access by TRENDS
Development of a utility for page-numbering the TRENDSReport and

_om:ttttently updating a table of contents with tile page numbers

Fel,t,,nry and Hatch ]_89

Delivery and installat ion of TRENDS at HDIIC and the 40 x 80 wind tunnel

TlaJning/l,resentation of TRENDS at M[)HC and the wind tunnel

H_wing of database managemen_ software from DBHGR data disk

V22 database installed (pro)eel data only)

XV-15 ettRJne model data reformal, ted and p[inted
BO-105 database installed on FSD VAX

Unification att(t iml)rovement (_f tile databa._p management snftware

ldenti[it:atJ_m (date, time, name) included in user-generated tiles
Pr,_)ect information enabled for all databases

TRENDS generalized to access eithe, old or new time-history formats

Apri I ] 989

Correction of swit(:hed (and correspondingly miscalibrated) data items
in the UII-60 database

Ts_ging of user-generated files with database extension

R,_to/-I)]il)per signal synthesized for UH-60 f. lJght 25

Unification ot ITEMINFO treatment, improvement of wild-card in ITEMDEFS

Improvement of wild-card selection of data items in VIEW

C()HPARE improved and enabled for time-history comparisons between databases

Plut titles and database symb,_ls moved to the descriptor file

Aparhe database (m NEe written in new cotmterfile format on iaser disk

E×tension of counterfile format to treat floating-point e.u. data

Improvement of the GTRSIM iterface, including s/w configuration control

Flay _ q89

TRENDS instal ted on KRY VAX. along wi.th the flARe database

Itemcode. as well as mnemcmic, recognized in FIND

Scanning and display of contour and family plots for CAHRAD

J,ine 1989

Upgrading of TRENDS on MAR for q.ick-looking at XV-15 data

FREqN installed to enable "per-rev" as abscissa in spectral plots

Improventent of the software analysis toolset, FATS

Initial steps for accessing Phase II Blackhawk daLa on FOX4

;{_ly 1989

Effol. ts toward processing new (~bad) XV-15 ground-test data on MAR

Develol,ment. and test of database filling and management software on FOX4

TRF_NDS installed on FOX4 (req,tired linking to accommodate new DISSPLA)

Paper l)repared and presented at Measurement & Instrumentation Workshop

Work toward unification of the counter-description file throughout TRENDS
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APPENDIXB

SYNTAX FOR FORMULAS IN TRENDS

TRENDS provide¢ the user with a capability for coml,ining the

stored nume_-ic_l data according to his own formulas for tile

p,lrpose of _ea-chJng or plotting. These formulas may be entered

at prompt-time or stored as named "functions" and recalled by

name (see menu-item FUNCTION). They may be applied to either

Hin/Hax (scalar) data or to time-histories. The general fo[m

of the mathematical expressions understood by TRENDS is:

operand {operation operand} (operation ... operand}

where the operation_ are any of +, -, *, I, _ (^ is exponentiation).

The operands are either:

* itemcodes or derived itemcodes (with extensions, for minmax),

* literal numbers (E-notation accepted),

* names <f previously defined formulas (functions),

* library functions with math-expression arguments,

* previot sly dvflned .nivariate table name with

math-e>l)tession argument

* "TIME" (for time-history plotting only)

Parentheses; may be used in the mathemat ical expressi,,ns to

clarify the computational order. The default order of

computation i_',left-to-right as encountered (reverse Polish

notation). F(_t example,

M1431H10'12 is equivalent to (MI43+HI07)/2

rather than t,_ H143+(MI07/2) as it would be in FORTRAN.

All literal n_imbers are used as REAL*4 floating-point,

whether or no: the decimal point is specified.

It is impo,_taIt tc_ n_itp that the fir.qt field MUST be

an OPERAND an{ NOT an operation. Therefore,

-M143 is invalid, while

-I*HI_3 )r O-H143 ate valid expressions.
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Lil_rary functions

The available library functions are REAl,*4 functions of a single REAL*4

argument, X, which ,nay itself be a mathematical expression.

SIN(X)

COS(X)

TAN(X)

ASIN(X)

ACOS(X)

ATAN(X)

SQRT(X)

EXP(X)

LOG(X)

LOGE(X)

ABS(X)

DERIV(X)

iNTEG(X)

BITI0(X)

sine of angle X in degrees

cosine of angle X in degrees

tangeut of angle X in degrees

arcs[he of X, returned in degrees (-qO,90)

arccosine of X, returned in degrees (O,180)

arctangent of X, returned in degrees (-90,90)

squa/e root of (absolute value of) X

exp,mential of X

logatJlllm (base I0) of (absol,lte value of) X

naturaJ logarithm of (absolute value of) X

absolute value of X

first time derivative of X (tlme-history only)

intPgral of X (time-history only).

Boolean AND with the UH60 tail-rotor bit

Univariate Table Look-up

........................

Univariate table look-up is slso available in TRENDS. The table must be

entered as a number of x,y pairs in your user-defined functions file,

FUNCTIONS.A/C. If the table is called VGAIN, for example, VGAIN(X) may be

used in any mathematical expression as an operand, where the argument X

may also be an expression. Linear interpolation is used between table-

points when X lies within the table's independet_t-vari.al.,le bounds. When

X lies outside the bounds, the end-point y-value is returned.

Valid Examples

(Entrips Jn user's FUNCTIONS.703)

AVGTORK = (M143 + 11107) / 2

DATA VGAIN (0,23, 45,62.5, I00,83.7, 200,0, 300,-5)

I named formula

I look-up table

(In-line responses to plott

SHAFT TORQUE=HI43

STORE RSSTORK = M]43_2 + (HIO7^2)^.5

TRIG FN = ATAN(SIN(DI86)/COS(DI86))-DI61

PSEUDOS = RSHP * SQRT(SIGP_3)

TABLE VAL = 1.5 * VGAIN(.67*P002)

FN OF STORED VAL = LOG(RSSTORK)

SCIENT NOTATION&TIHE = MI43*I.E-5*TIME

AVG VIB TORK (FT-LB) = M143.0SC/12

C].,[MB RATE (FT/MIN) = DERIV(P342) * 60

AVERAGE TORQUE = AVGTORK/12

ng "Y-C.RVE" prompt)

i t emcode

formula

library f,n¢ t ions

pseudo- i terns

table ]ook-.p

stored formula

E-notation, TIME

non-default measure

calculus operations

use of named [o_mula

In-line responses for MINtlAX also apply to SEARCH responses.
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APPENDIXC

PERFORMANCE GROUPS, XV-15 AND U[t-60

XV-15 TILTROTOR TIME-HISTORY GROUPS

ITEH CODE GROUFS FILE TYPE TIME HISTORY FILE DESCRIPTION

AEROELASTIC

ARO: AEROELAS]IC

BLADE

CONVERSION

|IA_IDLING QUALITIES

HARMONICS

HANEUVERS

RADAR

RAW WING AEROELASTIC

SPECTRALS

TRANSFER FUNCTION

*. TILl

*. RAW

*. RAW

*. PAW

*. T[M

*. SPC

*.TIM

*.TIM

*. RAW

*. SPC

*. RAW

FTT,TERED, FUI,L CNTR, 26 I.C.s

IINFII,TERED, Fill.I, CNTR, 20 I.C.s

U_IFII,TEREI), FIII,L CN'['R, 50 I.C.s

UNFILTERED, FULL CNTR, 23 I.C.s

FIhTERED, FUI,L CNTR, I08 I.C.s

IVNFILTERED, 1025 PTS/CNTR, ABFMS

FII,TERED, F111,lJ CNTR, 88 I.C.s

FILTERED, FULL CNTR, 19 [.C.s

UNFIL.TERED, FULL CNTR, 9 I.C.s

UIIFIt,TERED, IO25 PTS/CNTR, ABFHS

UNFILTERED, FULL CNTR, 13 I.C.s
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1 AOO5 C.G. VERTVIBR _'S
2 AO19 PII.OTSEATVERTVJBR G'S
3 A020 COPILOT SEA]' VERT VIBR G'S

4 A300 C.G. LAT VIBR G'S

5 A30i C.G. F/A VIBR G'S

6 A302 PILOT SEAT LAT VIBR G'S

7 A304 COPILOT SEAT LAT VIBR G'S

8 A352 C.G. VERT VIBR (SERVO) G'S

9 A380 PILOT SEAT F/A VIBR G'S

10 DOO7 ANGI,E OF SIDESLIP DEG

]t DnO8 ANGLE OF ATTACK DEG

12 DI)O9 ROLL ATTITUJ_E CABIN DEG

13 DO10 PITCII ATTITUDE - CABIN DEG

14 DOll YAW ATTITUI)E - CABIN DEG

]5 DO21 F/A STICK POSITION %

16 DO22 LAT STICK POSITI(_N %

17 D023 POWER LEVER POSITION %

18 D024 PEDAL POSITION %

FILTER

.5

.5

.5

5

5

5

5

30

5

3.0

3.0

3.0

30

30

30

30

3O

30

S RATE

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

15.7

5.0

15 7

15 7

15 7

15 7

15 7

15 7

15 7

15.7

15.7

IN RATE

125.5

25:1

251

125.5

125.5

251

251

31.4

251

31 4

31 4

125 5

125 5

125 5

125 5

125 5

31.4

125.5

19 D025 FFS F/A CYCI,IC STICK POSITION %

20 D026 FFS LAT STICK POSITION

21 17027 FFS RUDDER PEDAL POSITION %

22 Di56 RT PYLON HUB SPRING F/A POS DEG

23 DI57 RT PYLON HUB SPRIN_ I,AT POS DEG

24 D158 RT PYLON COLL. ACTUATOR POS DEG

25 D159 RT PYLON S/PLATE F/A POSITION DEG

26 D[60 RT PYLON S/PLATE LAT POSITION DEG

27 D[6I RT PYLON CONVERSION POSITION DEG

28 DL81 LT PYLON 1111B SPR]NG F/A POS DEG

29 D182 LT PYLON HUB SPRING LAT POS DEG

30 Dl83 LT PYLON COl,I,. ACTUATOR POS DEG

31 D184 LT PYLON S/PLATE F/A POSITION DEG

32 [)185 LT PYLON S/PLATE I,AT POSITION I_EG

33 I)[86 LT PYLON CONVERSION PUSITION DEG

34 D281 ELEVATOR POSITION DEG

35 D284 RUDI)ER POSITION DEG

36 D305 RT _IN LDG GEAR OLEO EXT POS INCHES

FILTER

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

1.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3. (7

1.0

3.0

3.0

i.O

S RATE

15 7

15 7

15 7

15 7

]57

15 7

15 7

15 7

5 2

]57

15.7

15.7

15.7

15.7

5.2

15.7

15.7

5.0

IN RATE

31.4

31.4

31 .4

31.4

314

31 4

125 5

125 5

31 4

31 4

31.4

31.4

125.5

125.5

31.4

31.4

31.4

125.5

37 D306 F/A SCAS ACTIIATOR POSITION INCHES

38 D307 LATERAL SCAS ACTUATOR POSITION INCHES

39 D308 DIRECTIONAL SCAS ACTUATOR POS INCHES

4() I)309 PILOT FLAP LEVER POSITION DEG

41 D3J4 LT HAIN LDG GEAR ACT. POS IN(:HES

42 1)3 15 LT _iAIN LDG GEAR OLEO EXT POS INCIIES

43 D317 RT MAIN LDG GEAR ACT. POS INCHES

FII,TER

6.0

6.0

6.0

3.0

1.O

1.0

1.0

S RATE

3[ .4

31.4

3[.4

15.7

5.2

5.2

5.0

IN RATE

125.5

125.5

125.5

31.4

31.4

3t.4

125.5
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44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

D318
D327
D349
D509
D510
D617
D645
D646
I)746
D747
D776

D777
D779
I)780
D792
D799
D800
E069
E070
E717
E718
E719
E720
E721
E722
E723
E724
E748
E749

E750
E751
F030
F031
F033
F162
F163
F164
F187
F188
F189
F330
F331
F333
F334
F775
F778
HI07

DIFF.CfCLIC WASEUUIT ACT. POS INCHES 3.0

ALTITII)E RADAR ALTIHETER FEET 1.O

NOSE L)G GEAR OI,EO EXT POS INCHES 1.0

RT THR)TTLE POSITION DEG 3.0

LT THR)TTLE POSITION DEG 3.0

FI,AP P)SITION DEG 3.O

RT WIN_ AII,ERON POSITInN PEG 3.0

LT WIN3 AILERON POSITION DEG 3.0

RT COLLECTIVE LVDT % 10.0

RT F1,APERON LVDT % 10.0

S/S LONG STICK COHHAND INCHES 3.0

FII,TER

S/S PITCH ATTITUDE COHHAND DEG 3.0

S/S L_T STICK COMMAND INCHES 3.0

S/S RCLL ATTITUDE COHHAND DEG 3.0

S/S PEDAL COHMAND INCHES 3.0

LT COLLECTIVE [,VDT % 10.0

LT FLYPERON LVDT % i0.0

RPM C_tD % 3.0

STF Y-b_ ? 3.0

PRIHA[Y GOV SERVO VALVE MAHPS 3.0

PRIHAI;Y GOV RPH ERROR % i0.0

PRIHALY GOV #I LVDT % 3.0

PRIHA[:Y GOV ACT. VELO<ITY D/SEC 3.0

PRIHAI',Y GOV COHHAND P,PH % 3.0

PR1HAILY HONITOR COIlHAND RPH % 3.0

FRIHAI'_Y MONITOR RPH ERROR % i0.0

STANDBY GOVERNOR RPH ERROR % io.0

RT COI,LECTIVE EXCITER SOI,ENOID VOI,TS Jo.0

RT FL,_PERON EXCITER SOLENOID VOLTS i0.0

I,T CO ,I,ECTIVE EXCITER SOt,ENOID VOI,TS

LT FLAPERON EXCITER SOLENOID VOLTS

FFS F/A CYCLIC STICK FORCE 1,BS

FFS LXTERAL STICK FORCE LBS

FFS RJDDER PEDAL FORCE LBS

RT F/_ CYCI, tC ACTIIA'rOR FORCE I,BS

RT LAr STICK ACTUATOR FORCE I,BS

RT COLLECTIVE ACTUATOR FORCE LBS

LT F/A CYCLIC ACTUATOR FORCE LBS

I,T LAT STICK ACTIIATOR FORCE LBS

LT COLLECTIVE ACTUATOR FORCE I,BS

F/A CYCLIC STICK FORCE I,BS

LATERAL STICK FORCE LBS

RT RUDDER PEDAL FORCE LBS

LT RUDDER PEDAL FORCE LBS

S/S lONG FORCE I.BS

S/S 1AT FORCE LBS

RT R(TOR HAST TORQUE 12 IN LB

FILTER

JO.O

i0.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3 0

3 0

3 0

3 0

3 0

3 0

3 0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

15.7

5.2

5.0

15 7

15 7

15 7

15 7

15 7

31 4

31 4

15 7

S RATE

15.7

15 7

157

15 7

31 4

31 4

15 7

15 7

15 7

31.4

15 7

15 7

15 7

157

31 4

31 4

31 . 4

31.4

S RATE

3J.4

31 4

15 7

15 7

15 7

15 7

15 7

]5.7

15 7

157

157

15 7

]5 7

15 7

]57

15 7

15 7

15.7

31.4

31.4

125.5

31.4

31.4

31.4

125.5

125.5

125.5

125.5

31.4

IN RATE

31.4

31.4

31.4

125.5

125.5

125.5

125.5

125.5

125.5

125.5

31.4

31.4

125.5

31.4

31.4

31.4

IN RATE

31.4

31.4

31.4

31.4

31.4

251

251

251

251

251

251

125.5

125.5

125.5

125.5

125.5

125.5

251
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91 M143
92 M791
93 PO02
94 P342
95 RI06
96 R328
97 R329
98 R338
99 R339

iO0 R503
i0 [ R515
102 T322
103 V012
] U4 V013
105 VOL4
]06 VOI5

107 VOJ 6

108 V017

LT ROTOR MAST TORQUE 12

S /S TORQUE

AIRSPEED - NOSE BOOM

ALTITUDE - NOSE BOOM

ROTOR RPH

RT ENGINE FITEL FLOW RATE

LT ENGINE FUEL FLOW RATE

RT ENGINE N2 RPM

LT ENGINE N2 RPM

RT ENGINE NI RPtl

I,T ENGINE N I RPH

OAT (ROSEMONT)

ROLL RATE - CABIN (INCOHPLETE)

PITCH RATE -CABIN (INCOHPLETE)

YAW RATE - CABIN (INCOMPLETE)

RO[,L RATE - SCAS

PITCH RATE - SCAS

YAW RATE SCAS

IN I,B

IN LB

KNOTS

FEET

70

LB/HR

LB/IIR

DEG C

D/SEC

I)/SEC

D/SEC

D/SEC

D/SEC

D/SEC

FILTER

3.0

3.0

1.0

].0

3.0

1.0

1.0

6.0

60

30

30

i0

30

30

30

30

30

3O

S RATE

15.7

15.7

5.0

5.2

3] 4

5 0

5 0

31 4

31 4

15 7

15 7

5 2

15 7

15.7

15.7

15.7

15.7

15.7

IN RATE

251

251

125.5

31.4

125.5

125 5

125 5

125 5

125 5

125 5

125 5

31 4

125 5

125 5

125 5

125 5

125.5

125.5
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TC Test Conditions
AP Aircraft Parameters
RP R(_tor Parameters
VP Vibration Parameters
EP Engine Parameters
DP Detived Parameters

Seq Item
1 T ALPIIA
2 T AXCG
3 T AYCG
4 T AYCGSENS
5 T AZCG
6 T BETA
7 HEADIN
8 T HEADIN6
9 T LSSX

I0 T LSSY
11 T LSSZ
12 T PAICB
13 T PAICS
14 PITCHAT
15 T PITCHATT
16 T PTCHACC
17 T PTCHRATE
IR T QCICB
]9 T QCICS
20 T RADALT
21 RECORD
22 T ROI,LACC
23 ROLLAT
24 T ROLLATT
25 T ROLLRATE
26 T TTIC
27 T YAWACC
28 YAWATT
29 T YAWRATE

Des(:r _ption Un.{ t s

Angle of attack Degs

Linear accel CG, longitudinal G's

Linear acce[ CG, lateral G's

Sensitive Jateral acceleration G's

Linear accel CG, normal G's

Angle of sideslip Degs

Aircraft Heading @25sps Degs

Aircraft Heading Degs

Raw Airspepd (LASSIE) I,ong Kts

Raw Airspeed (LASSIE) Lateral Kts

Raw Airspeed (LASSIE) Vertical Ft[Hin

Boom attitude inHg

Ship's altitude inHg

Pitch attitude @ 25 sps Degs

Attitude, pitch angle Degs

Pitch ac(:elerati(m Deg/s2

Angular rate, pitt:h Deg/s

Boom air sl,eed inHg

Ship's airspeed JnHg

Altitude (Radar Range) Feet

Record numl,e r Index

R_I.I a¢:celerat ion Deg/s2

Roll attitude @ 25 sps Degs

Attitude, roll angle Degs

Angular ra_e, roll Deg/s

OAT Outside Air Temperature Deg C

Yaw acceleration Deg/s2

Alternate for heading Deg

Angular rate, yaw Deg/s

l(:ode Freq Rate/Dec

DAA0 3211

DLO0 5. 12914

DLOI 5. 1.2914

AFg0 5. 129/4

DL02 5. 129[4

DSS0 3211

DAI2 3211

I)A02 5 129/4

VX03 i 3216

VY03 1 3216

VZ03 i 32/6

HOU1 ] 32/6

H002 i 3216

DA]O 32/6

DA00 5 12914

DACO 2 129/8

DR00 5 129/4

VO01 1 32[6

V002 i 32/6

H003 i 3216

3216

DACI 2. 129/8

])All 129/8

DA01 5. 12914

DR01 5. 129/4

Ti00 i. 32/6

DAC2 2. ]29/8

DA22 129/8

DR02 5. 129/4
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APPENDIXD

FILE STRUCTURECONSIDERATIONS

Onemu_t (.'{msi,]_r many factors when choosing a file structure for a
database. Someof these factors are:

i. Howw_]] the information from the database be used?
2. Howmu,:h data must lm ar<hived?

3. _hat are the p,'ocedural limitations and constraints?

The basic keys for databased numerical (e.g., HLn/Hax or time-hi,_tory)

records ate (I) item name (itemcode, ,,nemonic, etc.) anti (2) counter

(test-poiI_t identifier). That is, given the data item and test-point

index, the data record sh_mid be identified for retrieval. Of course,

We are assuming that the database is given and that item and counter

are unique within that database. Such attributes as data type or

r_peated te(:otds will be ignored fc_t m_w. There are many file and

record stluctures one cot, ld propose for numerical records:

Optiot 1: All of the item/counter data might bo in one f[l.e

keyed either by a composite item/counter code or by

primary (e.g., item) and secondary (e.g., counter) keys

Optim_ 2: All of the data in the base for nne i_em might be in one

file (one file per item) and be keyed by counter

Option 3: All of the data in the base for one colmter might be in

one file (one file per counter) and be keyed by it.e,,

Option 4: Each item/counter pair mlgh_ be a sopatat.e file (name

code specifies item and counter, no keying necessary)

The folIo_ing FORTRAN code shows how Option 2 is implemented in TRENDS.

OPEN (IINIT=2, NAtlE-FII,ENAHE, STATUS='OI,D',

1 OP, GANIZATION ='INDEXED', ACCESS='KEYED',

2 iEY=( I :4:INTEGER), READONLY, SHARED,

3 IECORDTYPE='VARIABLE' , FORM='UNFURItATTED')

JCTR = 14502 I Counter number

READ (2,REY=JCTR,EER=350) ICTR, SCALE, BIAS, START, SAEIPSEC,

1 NPTS, (12DAT(1),I=I,NPTS)

DO 20) I=I,NPTS

200 EU(I) = SCALE * FLOAT(I2DAT(I)) + BIAS
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This example reads time-history data in integer co.nts into an

array, 12DAT, then converts the data into all allay, EU, in

floating-point engineering units for plotting or math oporati_,ns.

Notice that the key is tile c_mnter number, an integer. For Option 3,

the record key would l,e the itemcode, a character variable.

The ch_,ice among the many opt ions is made by considering the likely

use of the data, the ease of programming the access, database

management requirements (e.g,, deleting, copying the stored data),

resultant file size, traceability through modularity, etc.

Opti.on 2 was originaIl_y selected for TRENDS for storing both Min/Hax

and t.ime-histIory data. Reconsideralion of the u_age lequJrements and

constraints ¢_f the system has led to a decision to change time-history

file structures to Option 3 in the future. Opti,_n I was ruled out

because it implies one gigantic file for each data type (or worse,

for ALL data types, _.t:h as Min/Max-per-counteJ, filtered if,he-

histories, etc.). ]'his file would be too unwieldy for database

management opera| ions where special techniq.es are required to avoid

locking up files while filling and where smaller files are better

procedurally for accommodating such prt, blems an computer c_ashes.

Ol,t ion 2 implies a faiIly fixed number of files (one for ea_'h item),

ea_:h of which grows an new counters are added to the database, option 3

implies a fair[y fixed n.ml,er of records in each tile (file size

depending on test-point duration and saln|_ling _ate), where tile number

of files grows as npw counters are added to the database. Option 4

would result in a ridiculous proliferation of files (the number being

the product of the u.mber of items and the number _f counters for each

data type) and in too much opening and closing of files during access.

T|me-frame format storage is not even considered, because it takes too

much work and time to extract the information to be displayed or

searched.

The multiflight req,lirement in currently impacting the time-history

data format as the system goes from 5 to 80 gigabytes via the use of a

laser-disk jukebox. The original file format (Option 2) was multi-

ftight-,riented by allowing each parameter to have a single file and

by keying the records in it to the test-point numbers. New higher

data sampling rates (for multiple [tights) are forcing NASA to go to

a multidisk storage system to handle the high volume of data, where the

time-history data for one parameter might well span more than one disk

it kept in the original format. Optio,_ 3, whi,:h has one file per test.

l_oint (the file data for all parameters for that test point) is better

for this situation because each disk could be made to hold an integlal

num1_er of test points. This format may not be as efficient in execu-

t [(m as that of Opt it,n 2, but has logistical advantages because of the

laser disk medium and the need to migrate data.

A version of the Option 3 format has I_oen adru_tpd at Amos to serve

as the standard database time-history format serving both DATAMAP

and TRENDS. This fo,mat is called the DAT-TH format.

The format requirements for tlin/Max data are different from those
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for time-history data. Let. us consider the advautaCes and disadvan-

tages of using Optitm 2 (one file per item, keyed by counter) for

Min/Max operations. The two most frequent uses of Min/Max data in

TRENDS are (1) searching for conditions on a few items across a possi-

bly large lange of counters, and (2) displaying one item's Min/Max

statistics versus anothe['s for a range of cout_ters. To search one

item's va]ttes across the entire database (perhaps thousands of counters)

t-eqt ires_ opening only one file. To display one it:em's values against

another's :!or a large number of counters requires opening and reading

only two f Lles. If the files were counter-named and item-keyed

(Opt {,*ti 3), a new file would have to be opened, read, and closed for

each di£.fe:ent counter in the specified data region. A disadvantage of

Option 2 i_ seen in hloc:k-l_rints (snapshots displaying multiple items

or expressions involving multiple items) of many items together for a

few counters. Another difficulty comes in deletin_ (or migrating) one

counter or flight or segment from the database. Each item-file must

then he specified, oponed, treated, and closed separately. On the

other hand, the item-file for a completely dead or faulty sensor can

simply be deleted and full database information for a single item can

be copied with VI,IS system ctmunands.
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APPENDIX E

I]IERARCttY CItART FOR TRENDS

The subroutines at_ :

AHPSET AHPSt'C ASKFII,E AVECYC AZTMUTH

BANK BI _DFU RHAT B I ,OCK( )! IT BUZZ ER CAST

CHANGE CIIAN(',E SETUP CIIEKFUNC CKDATNAH COMPARE

COblPH1)R C()NTt;NTS CREATION CRSHAR CUBFIT

CURVEFIT CVFII,T CVGEN CV'FI!PC CYAVST

CYCLAVG DCSRI]AD DCS SAVE DERIVED D I SPI,T

I)RWCRV ECR EI) 1 T PP ENABI,E EQUAT ION

EQUAT IONF EVAI,11ATE EX POS g EXPOSEF FFT

F.1 [,DAT F I LTER F I NI)'FHC FLAGCtIEK F1 ,T 2 c TR

FI,TLOG FHNt_X FilTRATE FOPEN FORP IC

FRF ] I.L FRHAT F_ IHC FI ltl KS ttN GENItEL P

GETERM GETF _TS GETI.IHC GETNPLOT GETNPLOTF

GIGSIIB GRPL [ST IIANDI,ER HEI,P HEI,PER

HEL PItDCPY 1 N DA rA 1 I'1F I I,E S ] tiFf II'IC S II'IR EAD

] NVERT 1 TEH _ODE ] T EHIJEFS I TEHVU I,ABEI,S

LEGENDS L [BD ) LOADSUH LOADSXV LOGOUT

MENU H] NHkX HPI,OTS HSKF l LE H!II,T [ PI ,T

NIGER N<)RH_,L I ZE N__'rcH F ONELI NER OPENCNTRF

OPENFILE OPSHNS PARSER PERFPLOT P ICTR

PLTIIDR PLTLABLS PI.,TSET PLTSETUP PLTSETIIPF

PREPLOT PREPLOTF QW] KPLOT READUPC REDNOSE

RFFT _ NIIHB RNI IHBA RNUHBR ROTCOR

ROTDEG ROTPUL SCI,AREP SCRO MENU SEARCItUH

SEARCHXV SECYAX SETACSN SETBASE SETERM

SETSCL SETUPI SETUP2 SH tFTY SHOCAL

SIIOFLT SHOICEY SilOHNHX SHONARTV SHOSUH

SHOWDC S S HO_ F I LE S HOWF( )RH S tlOWTt-| S HOWVAR

SIbISIGNAL SIMSPEC SHG blENU SnRTI4 SORTX

SPECTRAL STRI NGS SIIBiiENU TEKVT TERHTYPE

TItFOPEN TIt I3 EMS I"11PRNT T IMEtt IST T IHEOUT

TREND98 UPD_ TATS USERFILES WHATFILES WHATSAVE

WORDSCAN XAX I S XKHSCL YAXI S YKHSCL

In lhe following hierarchy vhatt, "*" means "not in the list of suhroutines"

and "^line n" me_.ns "lower branches already expanded above, line n."

Level Level t,evol Level Levpl .........

0 i 2 3 4 .........

i TREND98

2 > CHANNEl, *

3 > ENABLE

4 > > LIB$STOP

6 > LOGOUT

7 > > DATE

8 > > TIME

I0 > SETAC 5N

(TRENDS Main Program)
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]].
12
13
]4

]6

17

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

28

29

3O

31

32

33

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

5O

51

52

54

55

56

57

58

50

60

61

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> READIVPC

> INFUNCS

> > CVTITPC

> > PARSER

> SETBASE

> > STRINGS

SET TERM HCPY *

ECR

INFUNCS Aline 12

]NFILES

MENU

> SCRO MENU

> > READUPC

> SMG MENU

> > OPSHNS

> > CVTUPC

> > CHANGE SETTYP

> > > SUBMENU

> > > SETACSN

> GENHELP

> > READUPC

> > IIELP

> > IIELPER

> > >

> > >

> > >

> > >

> > >

> > >

> > >

> > >

> > >

> > >

> > >

> > >

> > >

> > >

> > >

> > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

PEADItPC

LOGOUT

ITEMDEFS

> LOGOUT

> FOPEN

> READUPC

> CVTUPC

> FMTRATE

> HELP

SHOWFORM

WHATSAVE

> READUPC

HELPHDCPY

HELP

SHOWTH

FINDTHC

LOGOUT

READUPC

CONTENTS

> FOPEN

THITEMS

> READ.PC

> REDNOSE

> >

> >

> >

> >

> >

> >

(TRENDS Menu Prompter)

"line i0

A Iine 6

Aline 6

" i ine 6

(FIND Menu Item)

(Number entry parser)

READUPC

CIIANGE

> PARSER

> SETACSN

> GETERM

> > READUPC

^line i0
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73 > > _ > > > >

74 > > _ > > > >

75 > > _ > > > >

77 > > " > > > >

78 > > " > > > >

79 > > "' > > > >

80 > > "" > > > >

82 > > :" > > > >

83 > > :" > > > >

8_ > > :" > > > >

87 > > 1" > > > >

88 > > • > > > >

89 > > • > > >

93 > > > > > >

94 > > > > > >

95 > > > > > >

96 > > > > > >

97 > > > > > > >

98 > > > > > > >

99 > > > > > > >

103 > > > > > STRINGS

104 > > > > > FOPEN

105 > > > > > EEl)NOSE

1.06 > > > > > THFOPEN

107 > > > > > SHOWT[I

108 > > > > > SHOWDCS

109 > > > > > FLT2CTR

1 I 0 > > > > > > SORTI4

I 12 > > > > > OPENCNTRF

1 t3 > > > > > > FOPEN

I [5 > > > > > INREAD

1 I 6 > > > > > SOR'r 14

117 > > > > > DCSSAVE

i ] 9 > > > > SHOWDCS

120 > > > > SHOHNMX

122 > > > I,OGOUT ^line 6

123 > > > HELPIIDCPY

125 > > SETACSN _line I0

126 > > GETERtl Aline 70

127 > > GETHCPY *

128 > > IIELP

129 > > LIBDO

130 > > > LIB$SIGNAL *

133 > SHO SU_I

134 > > SHOWTII

135 > > SNOMNHX

]36 > > SHONAR'rv

137 > > READI)PC

138 > > LOGOUT Aline 6

139 > > ONELINER

]41 > SHOFLT

142 > > LOGOUT " line 6

> GETHCPY *

> TIIPRNT

> > IIELP

> EI)ITPP

> > WHATFILES

> > READHPC

> > PARSER

> REAT,I.TPC

> RNUHBR

> > RNUMB

DCSREAD

> ASKFILE

> > > READUPC

SORTI4

DCSSAVE

> READUPC

> ASKFILE ^line 88

CREATION

> [)ATE *

> TIME *

_line 65

_line 94

(HELP 14enu Item)

(DATABASE Menu Item)

(FLIGIITS Menu Item)
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143

]44

_145

166

].47

148

149

]St

152

153

155

1 _6

157

158

159

.] 6 U

161

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

175

176

177

178

119

181

182

183

184

18.5

1_6

188

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

lq8

2O0

201

202

203

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> READIIPC

> DCSREAD

> FOPEN

> PARSER

> SHONARTV

> SORT14

> DC S SAVF

FLTLOG

> LOGOIIT

> READUPC

SHOKEY

> LOCO.T

> FOPEN

> REDNO S E

> SHOWDCS

> FLT2CTR

> FLAGCHEK

I TEMVU

> LOGOIrT

> FOPEN

> REDNO._E

> SHOMNHX

> SHOWDCS

> FLT2CTR

> READUPC

> HELP

> DEFITEHSUIt *

> FLAGC[IEK

BLOCKOIIT

> LOGOtIT

> READUPC

> BLDFORttAT

> > READUPC

> STRINGS

> RE1)Nt)SE

> FLT2CTR

> EVALUATE

> > EQUATION

> > > FOPEN

> > FUNC

SEARCHXV

> LOGOUT

> DATE

> TIME

> FOPEN

> READUPC

> MSKFILE

> > READUPC

> HEI,P

> EQIJAT[ON

> RNUMBA

> > RNUMB

^line 87

Aline 6

i ine 6

_line 65

"line 109

^line 6

^line 65

"line 109

Aline 6

Aline 65

_line 109

Aline

^line 185
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205 >

206 >

207 >

208 >

209 >

210 >

211>

212 >

214 >

215 >

216 >

2[7 >

218 >

219 >

220 >

2_I >

222 >

223 >

224 >

225 >

226 >

227 >

228 >

229 >

230 >

231 >

232 >

234 >

235 >

236 >

237 >

238 >

239 >

240 >

242 >

243 >

244 >

245 >

246 >

248 >

249 >

250 >

251 >

252 >

253 >

255 >

256 >

257 >

258>

260 >

261 >

Z62 >

> (;REATION _]ine 97

> REDNOSE _line 65

> _HOWDCS

> ?tINC

> fRMAT

> JPDSTATS

> SORTI4

> DCSSAVE "line 94

SEARCHUII

> FOPEN

> LOGOUT ^llne 6

> DATE *

> TIME *

> READUPC

> MSKFILE Aline 197

> HEI,P

> RNUHBA _lJne 202

> EQUATION Aliue 185

> CREATION Aline 97

> REI)NOSE ^line 65

> SHOWDCS

> FLAGCHEK

> FUNC

> FRMAT

> UPDSTATS

> SORTI4

> DCSSAVE Aline 94

WORDSCAN

> LOGOUT Aline 6

> READUPC

> HELP

> REDNOSE ^line 65

> HANDLER

> > THITEMS ^line 63

> SHOWDCS

> FLT2CTR ^line 109

> TIMEOUT

> SORTI4

> DCSSAVE ^line 94

SHOCAL

> LOGOIIT Aline 6

> READUPC

> HEhP

> REDNOSE Aline 65

> GETFLTS

MINM_X

> NEI,P

> TERblTYPE

> > READUPC

> READUPC

> EDrTPP ^line 77

> HELFER Aline 39

(SEARCH blenu Item, not XV-15)

(WORDSCAN Menu Item}

CALIBS Menu Item)

(MINMAX Menu Item)
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263

264

265

266

267

268

270

27[

272

273

274

275

276

277

279

281

28Z

283

284

287

288

289

2aO

291

292

293

294

298

3 O0

3Ol

3U2

3O3

3O5

306

3D/

309

310

311

313

3[4

315

319

320

321

324

325

326

327

328

32q

33.1_

332

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

I,OGOITT _]_ne 6

EQUATION Aline 185

PARSER

SCLAREP

SIMSPEC

> READUPC

REDNOSE _line 65

FLT2CTR ^line 109

FLAGCHEK

LABELS

> PLTHDR

> > FOPEN

> > CUMPHDR

> > > FOPEN

> > SETBASE ^line

> XAXIS

> FOPEN

> YAXIS

> > LEGENDS

FI.INC

SORTX

PREPLOT

> SPECTRAL

> > AHPSET

> > > AMPSPC

> > > > RFFT

> > > > > FFT

> > GETMMC

> CYCLAVG

> > AZIMUTH

> > > OPENFII.,E

> > > > THFOPEN

> > > INDATA

> > > > OPENCNTRF

> > > > INREAD

> > > ROTPUL

> > > ROTDEG

> > > ROTCOR

> > CYAVST

> > > AVECYC

> > > > CUBFIT

> SETSCL

> CURVEFIT

> > INVERT

PLTSET

DISPLT

> FORPIC

> > RNIIMBR

> > FRFILL

> > > SORTX

> > FMNHAX

> > PICTR

^line

16

83

Aline 112
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334 >

335 >

336 >

337 >

338 >

339 >

340 >

341 >

342 >

343 >

344 >

345 >

346 >

347 >

348 >

349 >

350 >

351 >

353 >

354 >

355 >

356 >

357 >

358 >

359 >

360 >

361 >

362 >

363 >

361¢ >

366 >

367 >

368 >

369 >

370 >

371 >

372 >

373 >

375 >

376 >

377 >

378 >

379 >

380 >

38i >

382 >

383 >

384 >

385 >

386 >

387 >

388 >

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>,

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

9 ¸

7"

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

-7

>

>

>

2>

.>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

BUZZER

READUPC

SETERtI

> REGIS

> REGNOH

> TK4052

> TK4014

> TK4010

> TKNObl

> TEKVT

> 10MG R

> |1P2623

> tI26NOM

> DEVT

> DIP

> I) I CObtD

> COMPRS

> SE'rDEV

SETUPI

> RESET

> NOBRDR

> PAGE

> IIWROT

> LEGLIN

> GRACE

> INTAXS

> XREVTK

> YREVTK

> XTICKS

> YTIGKS

FRFIt,L

SETUP2

> PHYSOR

> AREA2D

> HEIGHT

> L[NESP

> LINES

> RESET

SEGBEG

PLTLABI,S

> IIEADIN

> ENDGR

> PIIYSOR

> AREA2D

> lie If;liT

> XNAME

> ENONIWM

> XTICKS

> YNAME

> RESET

> YNONUH

> GRAF

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

^line 328

,

,

.

.

.

,

,

,

,
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389 > > > > NTIMODE

390 > > > > X_ISCL

391 > > > > > HEIGHT

392 > > > > > MESSAG

393 > > > > > RESET

395 > > > > YKMSCL

396 > > > > > HEIGHT

397 > > > > > ANGLE

398 > > > > > MESSAG

3_9 > > > > > RESET

402 > > > DRWCRV

403 > > > > SC[,PIC

404 > > > > GRID

405 > > > > DOT

406 > > > > RESET

407 > > > > MARKER

408 > > > > CHNDSH

409 > > > > CHNDOT

4] 0 > > > > DASH

411 > > > > PSHTH

412 > > > > CURVE

413 > > > > VECTOR

415 > > > SECYAX

416 > > > > HEIGHT

417 > > > > Yt|ONUM

418 > > > > YGRAXS

4[9 > > > > YKMSCL

420 > > > > ANGLE

421 > > > > MESSAG

422 > > > > RESET

423 > > > > DASH

424 > > > > CF|NDS[|

425 > > > > MARKER

426 > > > > CURVE

427 > > > > INTNO

428 > > > > REALNO

429 > > > > LEGEND

431 > > > SEGEND *

432 > > > CHVIS *

433 > > > CRSHAR

434 > > > > CRDSYS

435 > > > > INLLOC

436 > > > > ECHLOC

437 > > > > HEIGHT

438 > > > > SEGBEG

439 > > > > C||VIS

440 > > > > REQI,OC

441 > > > > SEGDEL

442 > > > > MESSAG

_.o > > > > REALNO

44_ > > > > SEGEND

446 > > > ENDGR *

E-8
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447 > > >

448 > > >

44q > > >

450 > > >

453 > QWIKPLCT

454 > >

455 > >

456 > >

457 > >

458 > >

459 > >

460 > >

46[ > >

462 > >

463 > >

464 > >

465 > >

466 > >

467 > >

468 > >

469 >

470 >

471 >

473 >

474 >

475 >

476 >

477 >

478 >

479 >

480 >

48L >

482 >

483 >

484 >

485 >

486 >

487 >

488 >

489 >

400 >

492 >

493 >

494 >

495 >

496 >

497 >

498 >

499 >

500 >

501 >

502 >

DEFERL

SEGDEL

ENDPL

TEKVT

%ERMTYPE

PEADUPC

_ELP

FOPEN

[EDNOSE

LIIOWTH

5HOWI)CS

(,PENFII,E

(tPENCNTRF

PARSER

FI,AGCHEK

[NREAD

_ABELS

_UNC

PREPLOT

> PLTSET

> FORPIC

> DISPLT

HARMONIC *

HULTIPI,T

> HELP

> TERMTYPE

> READtlPC

> EQUATION

> PARSER

> REDNOSE

> SIIOWI_CS

> FLT2CTR

> FLAGCIIEK

> LABELS

> FI1NC

> SORTX

> PREPLOT

> PLTSET

> RNUHBA

> I)ISPL'r

NOR_:tZE

> TERMTYPE

> PLTSETUPF

> >

> >

> >

> >

> >

> >

> >

> >

]NFUNCS

READUPC

HELP

_line 257

"line 65

_]ine 302

_line 112

"line 273

"line 289

"]_ne 326

_iine 325

_line 257

"line 185

"line 65

_line 109

Aline 273

^line 289

_llne 202

_line 325

^line 257

WHATFI LES

THPRNT

PARSER

EqUATI OllF

> FOPEN

_line 12

^line 74

(QWIKPLOT Menu Item)

(HARMONIC Monu from, in MINMAX)

(HULTIFLT Menu Item)

(NORMALIZ Menu Item)
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5n4
5o5
507

508

509

51o

511

513

514

515

516

517

5[8

519

52o

521

522

523

524

525

527

528

530

53!

532

533

534

536

537

538

539

543

544

545

546

547

548

5q9

551

552

553

554

555

556

557

558

559

56O

562

563

564

565

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> > FnPEN

> > BAHK

> GETNPLOTF

> > SIMS IGNAL

> > > RNUMBR _line 83

> > > CVGEN

> > > CVFILT

> > REDtlOSE ^line 65

> > SHOWTH

> > SHOWDCS

> > OPENCNTRF ^line 112

> > BANK

> > OPENFILE Aline 302

> > FOPEN

> > INREAD

> > EXPOSEF

> > > FII|'IC

> > > FILTER

> > > > CVC,EN

> > > > CVFILT

> > > NOTCHF

> > > > INVERT

> > > SORTX

> > > PREPLOTF

> > > > SPECTRAL

> > > > SETSCL

> > > > CURVEFIT

> > > [,ABEI,S

> > > PI,TSET

> > > FORPIC

> > > DISPLT

ITEMDEFS _line 42

SPECTRA *

COMPARE

> HEI,P

> READUPC

> COHPARETH *

> SETACSN "line i0

LOADSXV

> LOGO.T _line 6

> FOPEN

> READUPC

> HELP

> HELPItDCPY

> THFOPEN

> REDNOSE _line 65

> NICER

> PICTR

LOADSUH

> LOGOUT Aline 6

> FOPEN

> READUPC

_line 290

^line 320

^line 273

^line 326

^line 325

(ITEMDEFS Menu Item)

(SPECTRAL _'letltl from, in TIMEHIST)

(COMPARE Menu Item)

(LOADS l'lenu Item, for XV-15)

(LOADS Menu Item, not XV-15)
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566
567
568
569
570
571
572
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
5Ol
592
593
594

595

596

597

598

599

6(IO

601

6O2

6O3

6O4

6O5

6O6

607

608

609

61n

6]1

615

616

617

618

619

621

622

623

> > _EI,P

> > FELFIIDCPY

> > _ HFOPEN

> > F EDNUSE

> > [ LAGCttEK

> > _:ICER

> > E ICTR

> TIMEHI_ T

> > _ELP

> > TERblTYPE

> > I'LTSETUP

> > :. READUPC

> > :- EDITPP

> > :. UNSAVE

> > :. WHATSAVE

> > :, HE1 ,P

> > :, HELPER

> > :. THPRNT

> > :, PARSER

> > • EQUATION

> > . FOPEN

> > , BANK

> > , SCI.AREP

> > ,;ETNPLOT

> > > SIHSICNAL

> > , REI)NOSE

> > , HELPER

> > > F1,AGCtlEK

> > > SETBASE

> > > BANK

> > > OPENCNTRF

> > > OPENFILE

> > > INREAD

> > > EXPOSE

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> > > >

> USERFILES

> > DATE *

> > HELP

> > READUPC

> > CKDATNAM

> FINDTI!C Aline

> FUNKSF N

> > CVTUPC

"line 65

"line 257

FItNC

FtL'rER

N_)'rCHF

SORTX

SillFTY

PREPLOT

BANK

LABELS

P[.TSET

DISPLT

57

Aline 77

_line 51

Aline 39

_line 74

^line 185

^line 508

Aline 65

^line 39

^line 16

_line 112

^line 302

(T1HEIIIST,SPECTRAL Menu Items)

_lJne 523

^line 527

_line 289

^line 273

"line 325

(FILES Menu Item)

(PIND Hen, Item)

(FUNCTION Henu Item)
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624
625
626
627
628
629
632
633
6R4
635
636
637
638
639
6/,0

64[

644

645

646

647

648

649

65O

651

652

653

654

655

657

658

659

660

661

662

603

664

665

666

667

668

669

670

671

672

673

674

675

676

677

678

679

68O

> EQUATION Aline 185

> READUPC

> CHEKFUNC

> > INFtlNCS Aline 12

> > CVTUPC

> > EQUATION Aline 185

REVDATA *

PERFPLOT

> READUPC

> SHOWVAR

> > SIIOWFTT,E

> > STRINGS

> > REDNOSE _line 65

> > READUI_C

> > ITEMCODE

> > > FOPEN

> TERMTYPE "lille 257

> SHOWF [I,E

> SHOWVARI *

> REDNOSE ^line 65

> SHOWTtt

> SHOWDCS

> OPENCNTRF _ i ine 112

> FILDAT

> > FLACC:IIEK

> > OPENCNTRF ^line 112

> > INREAD

> > THFOPEN

> BUZZER

> SETERH _line 336

> MPLOTS

> > PI.THDR Aline 274

> > RESET *

> > NOBRDR *

> > PAGE *

> > HWROT *

> > HEIGHT *

> > LEGLIN *

> > INTAXS *

> > XREVTK *

> > YREVTK *

> > XTICKS *

> > YTICKS *

> > PHYSOR *

> > AREA2D *

> > HEAD I N *

> > ENDGR *

> > FILDAT ^line 651

> > MESSAG *

> > ITEMCODE ^line 640

> > SETSCL

> > XNAME *

E-12
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681

682

683

684

685

686

687

690

691

692

603

6O4

696

697

698

699

700

701

703

704

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> ) YNAME

> _ GRAF

> _ DOT

> _ GRID

> > CIIRVE

> - EN[)PL

> :. TEKVT

GRPLIST

> I'OPEI'I

> I,OGOUT

> I'_EADUPC

> (;ICSUB

DERIVED

> FOPEN

> LOGOUT

> READUPC

> :tELP

> tELPttDCPY

DONEPL *

LIBUO

i ine

_line

_line 129

(GROUPS Menu Item)

(DERIVED Menu Item)
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APPENDIX F

DATABASE VECTORING

Current NASA Procedures for Data Access: Commands are currently constructed in

TRENDS, running under VMS, to allow the user to access any datal_ase which can be

stored on one of five different dlsk drives. In the following example, a path

vector is constructed, then used to retrieve file data off a magnetic disk farm.

$ ASSIGN NEPI:[TRENDS]DBASE.RUN FOR098

$ RUN NEPI:[TRENDS]XVTRENDS

Note: In the above assignment NEPI =
TRENDS =

DBASE.RUN =

FOR098 =

XVTRENDS =

disk name (NEPT.NE)

main TRENDS directory (DB Op. Sys)

datal,ase pointer lile

logical unit 98

executable TRENDS program

Note: When the user enters into TRENDS, he is req,ested to select Ills datahase.

e.g. 748, 702, 702, etc. (various rotorcra_t databases). His selection

determines tie path (drive name and directory) to the database as follows:

i. $ Read unit 9E find the path to sections of databa._es
N.te: Different sections (files) of a

database can be on different disks for

the same rotorcraft. Contents of file

98 are identified by key words, e.g.

DRIVER, DOC, DATA, etc.

2. $ Construct F_lename Access data by concatenatln_ path
from unit 98 with dataset file names

e._.

FILENAME = 'N%P3:[DB703]'[/'C70 °' 13258.225'

(_r_m unit 098) (iii e name)

3. $ Open Filenane

4. $ Read Data

I e.g. OPEN (UNIT=l, NAME=FILENAME, -

I STATUS='OLD')

I e.g. READ (1) data

- - > Contents of file 98: (abbreviated example)

I Rotorcraft #748 .........................................

748%DRIVER %NEPI:[TRENDS.UH60] I Unique code for rotorcraft

748%DOC %NEPI:[TRENDS] I Generic help files

748%DAT_ %NEP2:[DB748] I rotorcraft data

I Rotorcraft #703 ...........................................

703_DRI_ER %NEPI:[TRENDS.XVI5] I NEPI: Neptune 1 disk drive

703%DOC %NEPI:[TRENDS]

703%DATt %NEP3:[DBI03] I NEP3: Neptune 3 disk drive
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INDEX

Acceptance of TRENDS

Access to archived data

Access to calibrat:ons

Acoustic analyses

Acquiring data

Additional feature_

Aircraft-of-lntere_t

Ames databases

Aml_l iiude spectra

Analysis

A, alysis proKrams

Ansi ysis tools

Analytical capabilities

AND sear_'h

ASCII fife

Auto- co r re [at ion

Automatic checks

Automatic labeling

Automatic processing

Auto,natic scaling

Au!omatic t [tles

Automatic updating.

Ava]]abillty of time history data

Available information

Average-osc iilato[y

Ave rage-steady

------ A ---

4.2.3.3,6.1.6

2.1.6

6.1.3

3.4.3.1

4.0

2.1.6

3.1.1

2.3

3.2.4

3.4

2.1.6

3.4, 3.4.2, 3.4.3, 5.5

3.2.4

3.3.2.1

3.2.1.4

3.4.3.1

4.2.3.5

2.2.2.3,3.2.1.2

4.0, 4.2.3.4

3.2.1.2,5.1.3.6

3.2,3.2.1..2

4.2.5,6.1.6

3.3

6.1.2

2.2.2.],3.3.].1

2.2.2.1,3.3.1.1

---- S

Bad data

Band-edge prol,lem ,_

Bell Standard-Lab_ 1 tapes

Brief descril,tiolk _f menu items

4.2.3,5.2

4.2.3.1

4.2.1

3.1.1

Ca1 cu lu._ operations

Cal Ll_Lat ions

CALIBS Jn menu

Cal,abilities o_ D_TAMAP

Checking bad data

Check p[ograms

Chronology of dev,_lopment

Coherence fun_'tio:l

Co,m, on file struc:ures

COMPARE in menu

Comparison with flight test

Composite counter _

Co,|l}re ssor tapes

----- C ---

3.4.1.2, app B

2.1.4.], 2.3.1, 3.1.1, 6.1.3

3.1.1, 6.1.3

3.4.3.1

4.2.3.1

4.2.3.5

app A

3.4.3. [

6.1.4.5

3.1.1

3.4.2.1

2.3.2

4.2.1

I-I



CoInlmrational efficiency
Gol1(' I rig ions

Condition mask

Contlition search

Consistency of the database

Gontuur plots
Convolut ion filter

Correction of data

COItNTERS. XXX

Conntets of interest

Colttlters with data

Count or defined

Counter desct ipt ions

Coun te [ dul atiun

Counter nunlbe r

ColtflI or select ion

CPRIHT in menu

Cross-cor,elat ion

Cross-spectral density

¢.TRDESC.A/C

Cu_t omized statistics

CycIe averaging

21.5

60

33.1,3.3.1.1

33, 3.3.1, 3.3.1.1

41.1.1,4.2.3.5

34.3.1

321.1,3.4.1.5,3.4.3,4.1.1.1,4.2.2.4

423.5

5.24.3

3.32

3.11

2.21

3.1.1,3.2.1.2

2.2.1

2.2.1,3.3.2.1,5.2.4,5.2.4.3

4.2.2.1

3.1.1

3.4.3.1

3.4.3.1

5.2.4.3

2.2.2.1

3.4.1, 3.4.1.6, 3.4.3, 3.4.3.1

DAT- TII format

Data-acquis it ion rates

Dat a- regi_,n help

Data-region specificat ion

I)al a-st otage considerations

Databases at Ames

Database evaluation criteria

DATABASE Jn menu

Datal,ase management

l)atahase management menu

Database manager

Database seLection

Database similar ities

Dat al,ase strucl ures

Database vectoring

Datsl,ase vectors

DATAtLAP's features

DATA#LAP gateway

Data anomalies

Data calibrations/menu access

Data compression

Data correction

Data c,-edibility
Data deletion

Data derivations

L'ata eL LOrS

Data error checking

----- m

6.1.4.6, app D

4.2.2

3.2.1.5

3.3.1.1

6.1.10

2.3

6.1.2

3.1.1

2.2.3,4.0,5.2.2

4.1,6.[.7

2.2.3, 2.3.2, 4.0, 4.2.3.1, 5.2.2.2

2.1.4.I

2.3

5.2.4

appF

6.1.4.1

3.4.3.1

2.1.4.1, 3.1.i, 3.4.3

3.2.3

6.1.3

42.2.3,4.2.2.6

42.3.5

42.3.3

52.2.2

42.4

22.3, 3.2.3, 4.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.3.3, 4.2.3.5,

61.9

2.2.3, 4.1.i.i, 4.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.3.1, 4.2.3.5,
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Data philosophy

Data quality

Data rates

Data region

Data reliability

Data searching

Data snapshot of t_st point

Data spikes

Data storage

Data sLurage decisions

Data tape formats

Data types

Decimation

Def |ned- functlon

D_,r ivat ives

Derived counterset

D_ tived data

DERIVED in menu

D_ rlved items

Derived parampters for UH60

Derived l_arameters for XVI5

Derived pseudo- it er,

Derived time histolies

Desct ip!ive files

Design considerations

Desl,ikJng ttata

Detailed help

Devel,,pment hi_tory

Development of TREtlDS

Dia] ogue

Digital filter

Dispersion of file.';

Displaying numet'ic_:] data

DISSPLA graphics package

Doc umen ta t ion

Ease of roq,,est _ng plots

E,tJ t i ng plot setup,.:

Editing the data

Engineering distil., Jnes

Engineer'] ng interface

Engineering tests

E_tt ry errors

Entry of narrative

E1tt ry syntax

Error checking

Evaluat ion of fr,rmulas

Examples of TIMEHI_;T

61.8, 6.1.9

52

22.3, 4.2, 4.2.3, 6.1.9

22.2.2

22.2.3, 3.1.2, 3.2.5, 3.3.1, 3.3.1.I, 3.3.2,

33.3.1,3.4.3

5.2,6.1.9

3.3

3.2.2

4.1.1.1,4.2.3.2

4.2.2

2.2.2.2

4.2.1

2.2.2,6.1.4.6

22.2.2,4.2.1.1,4.2.2.4

31.1

32.1.I, 3.4, 3.4.1, 3.4.1.I, 3.4.1.2

33,3.3.2.1,5.1.3.2

42,4.2.1.1

31.1

42.4

42.4.2

42.4.2

31.1

32.].4

52.4.3

5O

42.3.2

21.7

alq_A

51.3

31.2

34.1.5

61.4.6

32

56

2.1.7

----- E ---

5.1.3.1

3.2.1.3, 5.1.3.6

2.2.3

1.1.1

].1.1

2.2

2.14.4

2.2

2.1

2.2

6.1

3.2

3.2

3

4.3, 3.1.2, app B

3, 4.1.I.i, 4.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.3.1, 4.2.3.5,

8,6.1.9

1

i
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Example of SEARCH
Exampleof WORDSCAN

Fatal ties of pohlts

Features of TRENDS

FFT aria [ysis

FII,ES in menu

File access

PiLe structure

Fire stru(:tute considerations

Filling the database

F.t 1. tering

F] I ter syntax

FIND in menu

Flexibility

Ft tgilt-condition search

Flight-test database

Flight-test support

FLIGIITS.A/C

FI,IGHTS in menu

Flight description

FLTCTRbiAP .A/C

Fotmal.s and media

Form. las

Formula evaluation

Form. 1 a spPcificat i.on

Frequency data plots

Freq_tmlcy distt ibution

F.nc t ions

FUNCTION in menu

Future expansion

------ F ----

3.3.3.1

1.1.2

3.2.4,3.4.1.2,3.4.1.3

3.1.1,3.3.3

appF

6.14.5

5.24.2, app D

2.23,5.2.4..[

2.22.2,3.4,3.4.1,4.2.1.1,4.2.2.4

3.41.5

311,3.3

614.4

311

23.4

61.8

52.4.3

31..1,3.3,3.3.2

21.4.1,3.3,3.3.2,4.1.1.1,4.1.2.1,

42.1.3,5.2.4.3

5.24.3

4.21

3.2 i, 3.2.1.], 3.2.1.4, 3.2.4

3.2 I, 3.2.1.I, 3.2.5, 3.4, 3.4.1, 3.4.1.i,

5.13.5

3.2 I.I, 3.4.1.i, app B

3.2.4

3.2,3.2.6

3.2.1.I, 3.3.1.I, app B

3.1.1,3.4.1.1

6.3

6ate_ay So DATAHAP

Gateway to GTRSIM

Gene_ ic software

Graphics terminals

Groups

_ROUPS _n menu

GL'oUI_ plots

GTRSIH

------ G ---

3.4.3

3.4.2.1

5.2.3,6.1.4

3.2

2.2.2.2, 2.3.1, 4.1.i.i, 4.2.2.2, app C

3.1.1

2.1.4.1

2.1.4.1, 2.3.4, 3.4, 3.4.2, 3.4.2.1

Hardcopy plots

H a rtllonic s

Hattmm t.c ampl _ t.des

HARMON [C in menu

Hatmonic phases

Harmonic plots

n ---

2.1.4.1, 3.2, 3.3.3.1

3.].i

3.3.1,4.2.4,4.2.4.3

3.1.i, 3.2, 3.2.5, 3.3.3.1, 3.4.1.4, 4.2.4.3

4.2.4,4.2.4.3

3.2.5
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Harmonic print
Hell, files
HELPin menu
[l_]p menus

Hierarchy chart

Highlights synop,_ i_

Histogram data plots

History of developn:ent

Hot list

3.2.5

6.1.4.4

3.1.1

3.2.1.5

appE

3.0

3.2.6

l.l, appA

4.1.2.1,4.2.2.2

Immediate access

In-Jine analysis t_ols

In- line help

Incremental deve Iol,ment

Initial design

Initial system software attributes

InJine functions

Input error clle_kil,.g

]nst_llation of TRENDS

Instaliin_ data into TRENDS

Inst tumentation errors

Integer storage

Integrals

Interactlve system

Interface hardware

Interface to analy_.is programs

Interface to GTRSIH

Interface with GTR[;IM

Interlmlation

Itemcode

ITEHDEFS in menu

tTEMI NFO.A/C

Item defiuit ions

Item description

------ I ------

2.1.2

3.4.1

3.2.1.5,5.1.1

5.1.3

51.2

51.2

34

21.4.4

56

42

61.8

42.2.3

32.1.1,3.4,3.4.1,3.4.1.1,3.4.1.2

21.1

21.4.1

34.2.],3.4.3

34.2.1

2.34

4.2

2.3

5.2

3.1

5.2

3.1

5.2

2.4

i, 2.3.2, 3.1.2, 3.3.1.I, 3.3.2, 3.4.2.1,

4,5.2.4.3,6.1.4.3

1,3.3.2,4.1.1.1,4.1.2.1

4.3

i, 4.1.2.1, app C

4.3

Keyed-access exalnpl.e

Keyed access
KEYS Jn menu

Keywords

------ m ---

appD

2.1.5, 4.2.6, 5.2.2.2, 5.2.4, 5.2.4.1, 6.1.6

3.1.1

2.2.1,3.3.2

Labels and scale.q

Laser-optical disk

Laser jukebox

Lessons learned

Library functions

Loads

LOADS Jn mPnu

Logical input syntax

------ L ---

3.2.1.2

5.2.1,6.2

5.2.1,6.2

6.1

appB

3.1.1,3.2.6

3.1.1, 3.2, 3.2.6

3.2
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I.OGSCAN Jn menu

Low-pass filter

MaJntaJning data

Ha in menu

Main menu layout

Managing a database

Manuals

Hathemat ical functions

Math model

Maximum-oscillatory

Mean va rue

Menus for database management

Menu item

Melltl order

MiniMax

Min/Haxlrev

Min/Max data

MJnlHa× l+lotting

Hin/Max statistics

MIN_X in menu

MMR data type

Mnemonic

Moving-block damping

Multifamlly plotting

Multiple counters

H11il iple databases

Hul t Jple TRENDS databases

HULTIPLT in menu

Mul t i_otoLC_af t

Nat tat ive

Narralive information

Nat:rative search

Needs of users

NEITHER/NOR search

Nongraphic terminals

Numerical condition search

On-line analysis

On-±ine help

Online database

opL±t:ai disk

OR searc:h

3.1.1,3.3,3.3.2

3.4.1.5

---- M ---

4.0

3.1

2.1.4.1

5.2.4.1

2.1.7

6.1.2

2.3.4, 3.1.i, 6.3

2.2.2.1

2.2.2, 3.3.1

2.2.3

3.1, 3.1.I, 3.3.2, 4.1.i.i, 4.1.2.1, 5.1.i,

5.1.3.4

2.1.4.1

2.2.2.1

3.1.1,3.2.6

2.2.2

3.2.5,5.].3.1

3 1.2, 3.3.1, 4.2.1.I, 4.2.3.3, 4.2.4,

42.4.1

3 i.i, 3.1.2, 3.2, 3.2.1.5, 3.2.5, 3.3.3.1,

34.1.4,4.2.4.3

32.6

23.2, 3.3.2, 3.4.2.1, 5.2.4, 5.2.4.3,

61.4.3

34.3.1

32.5

31.1

11.1,5.2.3

ii.i

31.1,3.1.2,3.2.5,3.3.3.1

2.1.3

---- N ---

i.i.], 2.2.2.3, 5.1.3.2

4.2.1.3

2.1.4.1, 3.3, 3.3.2, 3.3.3

3.4

3.3.2.1

3.2

3.3, 3.3.1, 3.3.3

O ---

2.1.4.5

2.1.4.3

2.1.2,5.2.1,6.2

5.2.1,6.2

3.3.2.1
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Paramet_r dpfJnitions
Pawameternames
Parameter statistics
Path to test data
Patreined dialog
Performance benuhm_ rk

Perfolmallce [)at-alnet ers

Performance plots

PERFPLOT in men,t

Pars,realized tlatabase

Plott ing capabilJt:-es

p[o!ting generality

Plot example from DATA}tAP gateway

Plot families

Plot hard(:opy

Plot Hin/Max

Plot performance items

Plot setup

Pl._,t: time hJ.stoties

PLTHDCPY in m_nu

Polym_m] al regression

Power of TRENDS

Ptestored [otm_llas

Prestored statistics

Pt Jme data

Printer plots

Processing time

Prniect information

PROJECT in lllellu

Projoct tll Les

Prompt-regponse dialogue

Prompting l,rog_ ares

Pseudo-flight

------ P ---

2.1.4.1,3.3.2,6.1.4.3

6.1.4.2

3.3.1.1

2.2

2.1.4.1

6.1.2

3.2.2

3.2.2

3.1.i, 3.2, 3.2.2

5.1.3.3

3.2

6.1.5

3.4.3.1

3.1.1

3.1.1

3.1.1

3.1.1

2.1.4.3, 3.2.2, 3.2.3

3.1.],3.2.1

3.1.1

3.2.1, 3.2.1.4, 3.4, 3.4.1, 3.4.1.4

3.0

3.2.1.I, app B

3.2.5

4.2.2

3.2,3.2.6

4.2.1.2

i.I.I, 2.1.4.1, 2.1.7, 5.2.4-3

3.1.1

5.1.3.6

3.3.3.1

4.2.1.3

3.3, 3.3.1, 3.3.1.i, 3.3.2, 3.3.2.1, 3.3.3,

5.1.3.2,5.1.3.3

Qua].ity monitol ing

QWIKPLOT in menu

---- Q ----

2.2.3

3.1.1, 3.2, 3.2.3

Raw time historJ#:;

Real-data problem;

Recalling pl.t se ups

Recall of Pseudo-_lights

Re t: crop i I in g

Record overflow

Refotmatt Jng programs

Regression

Relating narrative

Reliability uf data

Remote users

------ R ---

3.2.1.4

4.2.3.4

3.2.1.3, 3.2.2, 5.1.3.6

3.3.3.1

3.4.i

4.2.6

4.2.1.1

3.4.1.4

2.1.4.2

6.1.9

6.1.2
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Report struct tire

Requirements for TRENDS

Rotor-rev averaging

Rotor azimuth

1.2

2.1

4.2.2.6

3.2.1, 3.4.1.6

Saml,1 i,)g rates

Saving l_[ot set ups

Scanning narrative

Scanning numerical data

Scan test-point descriptions

Sc reen-managed menu

Search

SEARCtt in menu

Sprlos t rtmcation

Setup heJp

SIHULATE in menu

Simu I at ion

Simulation interface

Size of DATAMAP

Size of GTRSIM

Size (_f TRENDS

Slopes

S ]._,l_e che_:k

Source of narrative

Sltec! [al analysis

SPECTRA in menu

Statist:leaf data plots

Statistical measures

Statistics

Storage capacity

Steerage requirements

St(_r trig data

Storing formulas

Storing time histories

f:t,-ip-chart plots

Structured processing

St, uctuved syntax

Success template

Summary [ J.les

3tq_p(,rt ing files

Sul,p_)l tJng narrative

Stt_ ts_e plots

Syml_l t at)le

Synchronization

9ypt _x

Sy._az checking

£yntax f¢,r forml,las

Syntax for plot setup

System design

£vqt_fq maintenance

----- S ---

2.2.2.2

3.2.1.3

3.3.2

3.3.1

3.3.2

21.4.1

33

31.1,3.1.2,3.3,3.3.1,3.3.3,4.1.1.1,

42.4.3

42.2.5

32.1.5

31.1

2 3.4, 3.4.2

2.3.4

5.6

5.6

5.6

4.2.4

4.2.3.1

3.3.2

3.1.1,3.2.4,3.4.1,3.4.3,4.2.2.5

3.1.1,3.203.2.4,3.4.1.3

3.2.5

22.2, 2.2.2.1, 3.2.5

22.2,3.1.1

42.2

56

4O

32.1.].,3.4.1.1

32.1.403.2.4

3.2.3

6.1.7

34.1

33.1

42.3.5, 4.2.5, 5.2.4.3, 6.1.6

22.3,4.2.5,5.2.4,5.2.4.3,6.1.6

21.4.2

34.3.1

6.1.4.3

4.2.2.4

3.4.1.1

2.1.4.4

app B

3.2.1,3.2.1.5

6.1.4

6.3
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Syetom readiness
System response speed
System speed

Tab]e lookups
TAIL NOin menu
Tail number
Te,mina[ characteristics
TERMINALin metro
Tet:mJnal types
Test-point description

--- T

Test -point index

Test conditions

Test Imint

Test_ results

Text search

TNF] I,ES .A/C

Tilt,otor math model

Time-code antmtaJ, ie.'

Time-h i.qtory g roup.,:

Time-tagged data

TItlEHIST in menu

Time histories

Time bistt+ry data

Time history data types

Time history grt,up,'.

Time history l,lott ng

Time history transrfi.tting

TJlne itt(: lement

TJme offset

Time shifts

TRENDS-user dialogue

TRENDS a(:ronym

TRENDS concept

TRENDS database.';

TRENDS design/devei_opment

TRENDS development philosophy

TRENDS features

TRENDS overview

TRENDS soltware

TRENDX

Trig functions

5.2.2.1

6.1.6

2.1.5

3.4

2.2

3.2

3.3

2.1

2.1

3.2

6.1

6.1

3.2

3.1

11

21

22

5

5

1

2

5

5

3.4.1.i, app B

3.11

4.11.i

3.11

3.11

2.14.1

2.21,2.2.2.3,3.3,3.3.2,3.3.2.1,3.3.3.1,

4.1 l.i, 4.1.2.1, 4.2.1.3, 4.2.2.1, 5.1.3.6,

5.24.3

2.2,2.2.1

33

22.1

33

22.2.3

52.4.3

23.4

42.3.4

appC
6.i.II

3.1 i, 3.2, 3.2.1, 3.2.1.5, 3.2.4, 3.3.3.1,

1.3,3.4.1.4,3.4.1.5,3.4.1.6,5.1.3.4

2,2.2.2.2

1,3.4.1

2

4.1,3.1.1.,4.2.2.2

4.1,3.2.3,5.1.3.4

1.4

II

Ii

1

2

0

1

1.2

0

6, appE

1.4

34.1.1

--- U

'I_I[160 dal-abase 2.3.2

UH60 database mana;,wment melm 4.1.2

LIH60 statistics 3.2.5

Uni(ltte aspects of ,latabases 2.3
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User's database

User's directory

User's manual

User-created files

User-defined _.nv t ions

User-drlven development

Ilser- f riendliness

User- friendly

User-friendly atttopl.ot setup

User-generated functions

User-software exc htsion

User-specified titles

Users

User acc_l_tance

U_er confidence

User feedback

User help

User impact on development

User requirements

Validity checks

V1EW in me,lu

Windt unnel databases

WORDSCAN in menu

WORM

XV1.5 database

XV15 database management menu

XVI5 statistics

5.1.3.3

5.1.3.3

5.1.i

3.1.I

5.1.3.4

5.1.3

2.1.4, 5.1.3, 5.3

3.0,5.1,5.1.3.1

5.1.3.6

5.1.3.5

2.1.6

3.2.1.2

1.1.1

5.2.1,6.1.6

4.2.3.3,6.1.9

5.4, 6.1.ii

2.1.7

6.1.1

5.4

------ V ----

4.0

3.1.i, 3.1.2

------ W ---

2.3.3

3.1.i, 3.3, 3.3.2, 3.3.2.1, 3.3.3, 4.1.i.I,

4.1.2.1

5.2.1,6.2

X ---

2.3.1

4.1.1

3.2.5
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